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Abstract 

 

 This dissertation challenges a prevalent strain of contemporary western thought 

that reads Islamism as antithetical to modernity and globalization; that Islamism is a sight 

of unabashed traditionalism in the wake of the secularism.  I challenge this dominant 

western reading by asking the question: how might Islamic thinkers’ critiques of the 

West, and more specifically what they have deemed westoxification, foster presentist and 

modern claims about the nature of Islamism and its relationship to the global?   

 Addressing the dynamic relationship between Islamic political thought and 

cultural globalization, I offer a critique of current literatures that ensconce Islam as 

antithetical to the ever modernizing world and thus posit a “clash of civilizations” 

between the West and Islam.  Through a reading of a series of contemporary Persian 

Islamic thinkers including Jalal Al-e Ahmad, the Ayatollah Khomeini, and Abdolkarim 

Soroush, I trace the way in which Perso-Islamic political thinking intervenes in essential 

conversations about modernity including globalization, nation building, democracy and 

the religious tensions surrounding sexuality and gendered national identity. 

 The goals of this dissertation are three-fold.  First, I recover the critique of 

westoxification as a critical Third World political theory that grapples with the problems 

of global capitalism, democracy and cultural globalization.  Second, I challenge a 

dominant discourse that renders Islam and the West as incommensurable civilizations.  

Third, I advance the necessity for thinking political theory outside and in comparison 

with the western canon. 
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Chapter One: Who Are These Strangers Among Us? 

 

 

Since the aftermath of September 11
th

 2001 the question of “why do they hate 

us?” has come to permeate all political and academic discussion about Islamism in the 

West.
1
  While the answers to this question might be different given one’s ideological 

background, the very line of questioning in itself betrays a pathology of fear and 

animosity that renders “Islam” and the “West” as incommensurable cultures, ideologies, 

and lines of inquiry.
2
  No matter that there is no such holistic entity called Islam

3
 and that 

the very claim of a West necessarily invokes a multitude of cultures, histories, and 

political affiliations.  We live today in a moment where attempts are made to define the 

West as antithetical to Islam, as one culture against another, rushing, not to find 

commonality but to mark the indelible fracture between two religio-cultural moments.
4
  

The irreconcilability of the West and Islam, then, may take on a multitude of 

representations whether it be in everyday cultural confrontations—between French 

secular education and Muslim veiling traditions or Danish free speech and Sunni Islamic 

anichonism, for example—or in the more broadly expressed antagonisms between liberal 

capitalism and religious orthodoxy.  All these moments of negotiation and confusion 

                                                 
1
 See Fareed Zakaria, “The Politics of Rage: Why Do They Hate Us?,” Newsweek, (October 15, 2001); 

Noam Chomsky, “Why Do They Hate US?,” in The Emerging Framework of World Power (San Francisco: 

Alternative Tentacles, 2003); Ian Buruma and Avishai Margalit, Occidentalism: The West in the Eyes of Its 

Enemies, (New York: Penguin Press, 2004). 
2
 As Judith Butler astutely points out, “paranoia is fed by the fantasy of omnipotence.” See Judith Butler, 

Precarious Life: The Powers of Mourning and Violence (London: Verso, 2004).  
3
 Aside from the fact that “Islam” refers to a multiplicity of religio-cultural groups, it’s also clear that when 

speaking about Islam some are referring to the religion, others to a civilization, and even others in terms of 

what we would consider political and/or radical Islam.   
4
 I use the term “moments” rather than civilizations to distinguish the fractiousness of the terminology of 

Islam and the West but also to signify the malleability and constant change that occurs when claiming 

something is Islamic or Western.  
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have come to represent nodal points that mark the incommensurability—the so-called 

“clash of civilizations”
5
—between Islam and the West.  This project challenges this claim 

of incommensurability by looking to one nodal point, the political theoretic critique of 

gharbzadegi (translated in English here as westoxification)
6
 that developed before and 

after the institutionalization of the Islamic Republic of Iran, as well as in its 

contemporary expression, in order to offer a more complex story of the relationship 

between Islam and the West.  

The story of the tension between Iran and the West, between the tradition of 

Persian and Islamic identification and the pressures of liberal capitalist globalization, is 

not a wholly new phenomenon.  Although it has been shaped by the geo-political 

challenges of the late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries, it should not be seen 

solely as a response to the fairly novel inventions of the internet or satellite television, the 

development of nuclear weaponry, or even the influx of global market economies.  It has 

a history—embedded in the memories of English and Russian colonial intervention in the 

early twentieth century and in the economic political dependence on Europe in the years 

ruled by the Shah Reza Pahlavi.
7
  This is to say that when we speak of the relationship 

between Iran and, what we call, the West, although many times we mean the United 

                                                 
5
 Samuel Huntington, of course, made this terminology famous.  See Samuel P. Huntington, The Clash of 

Civilizations and the Remaking of World Order (New York: Touchstone, 1997).  But it was Bernard Lewis, 

the prominent Orientalist scholar of the Middle East, who first coined the term in a 1990 article.  See 

Bernard Lewis, “The Roots of Muslim Rage: Why So Many Muslims Deeply Resent the West and Why 

Their Bitterness Will Not Be Easily Mollified,” Atlantic Monthly (September 1990).   
6
 Gharbzadegi is translated here as “westoxification” but is sometimes also translated as “occidentosis” or 

“westoxication”.  The term has been translated in a multitude of ways.  See Ali Gheissari, Iranian 

Intellectuals in the Twentieth Century (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1998), p. 170-180, for all English 

translations.  
7
 See Manshur Garakani, Siyasat-i Dowlat-i Shurawi dar Iran (The Soviet Policy in Iran) (Tehran: 

Chapkhaneh-i Mazaheri, 1948 (1327)); Nikki Keddie, Modern Iran: Roots and Results of Revolution (New 

Haven: Yale University Press, 2006); Cosroe Chaqueri, Origins of Social Democracy in Iran (Seattle: 

University of Washington Press, 2001). 
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States, we cannot and should not see the tensions in a historical vacuum sealed at the 

beginning of the Islamic revolution in 1979.  In turn, we should also be critical of the 

notion that the contentious relationship between Iran and the West, and even between 

Islam and the West, is one thriving solely on animosity and the desire for the annihilation 

or submission of one to the other.  Rather, we must search the complexities of this 

relationship by analyzing this tension outside of the essentializing discourse that has 

permeated the Western debate over Iranian Islamic militancy as something that is devoid 

of rationality, thoughtfulness, and complexity.  To this end, this dissertation attempts only 

a small part of such a deeply important rethinking of the broader concern over the 

growing incommensurability of Islam and the West. By looking to the critical 

apprehension of westoxification in Perso-Islamic political thinking I try to offer a 

different account of the connection between Perso-Islamism
8
 and its “western enemy” 

and posit a rereading of this relationship as both vastly productive and critical, marking 

both the clear tensions and radical interventions between the ideological claims fostered 

in the West and the constant reinvention of Perso-Islamic political identity.  My intention 

here is not to argue for a “dialogue among civilizations”
9
 as a counter-point to the “clash 

of civilizations.”  Instead, it is to attenuate our thinking about the ways in which critique, 

                                                 
8
 What I mean by Perso-Islamism here is simply the identification of Persian cultural identity with a form 

of Islamic identity—two identities that tended to be disengaged from one another during the westernization 

of the Shah Pahlavi who as the monarch of Iran until the 1979 revolution attempted to modernize Iran 

through a program of secularization and westernization.  See Sandra Mackey, The Iranians: Persia, Islam 

and the Soul of a Nation (New York: Dutton, 1996). 
9
 See CNN, “Transcript of Interview with Iranian President Mohammed Khatami,” CNN 

http://www.cnn.com/WORLD/9801/07/iran/interview.html (January 7, 1998);  Fred R. Dallmayr (ed.), 

Dialogue Among Civilizations: Some Exemplary Voices (New York: Pallgrave-MacMillan, 2003); and 

Akbar Ahmad and Brian Forst (eds.), After Terror: Promoting Dialogue Among Civilizations (London: 

Polity Press, 2005). 
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especially in terms of a particular view and method of dealing with westoxification, has a 

significant and essential place in the political exchange between Islam and the West. 

Gharbzadegi (westoxification), the notion that one’s country and national identity 

is being confounded and lost to the cultural, political and economic enticements of the 

West, has been of imminent concern for political thinkers in the contemporary Persian 

Islamic tradition.  Conceptually, it has informed and motivated both anti-imperialist and 

conservative religious movements, promoted both a critical engagement and non-

engagement with the so-called West, and has brokered complex negotiations between the 

impetus of global flows of ideas and moneys and the desire for national and religious 

autonomy.  The very terminology has come to mean many things to many different kinds 

of political thinkers.  It has signified for some a toxic and intoxicating kind of modernist 

mimicry, as exemplified by Jalal Al-e Ahmad, and for others the perversion of religious 

identity by sexual demagoguery and subjectification, as exemplified by the Ayatollah 

Ruhollah Khomeini.  But this concept has also signaled the possibility of critically, 

radically,
10

 and sometimes agonistically engaging and troubling the very terms of a 

“global” in which Western dominance has come to signify the ideal.     

Yet, the academic work that has been done in analyzing the concept of and 

methods for dealing with westoxification, both within Iranian studies and within the 

Western academy, has tended to reduce the concept to just another moment that registers 

the Manichean divide between the West and Islam—as a division between modernity and 

tradition, democracy and religiosity, the global and the local.  Westoxification has been 

                                                 
10

 I use the language of the radical throughout this dissertation.  I’m attempting to invoke two simultaneous 

meanings here.  First, I’m invoking the term as one that demands a major shift or change in the political 

and philosophical landscape.  The second usage signifies a turn to the roots or fundamentals of an idea or 

philosophy. 
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read as a symbol of the incommensurability of these complex yet reduced entities.  This 

is because a critical stance against the West is seen as a wholesale negation of modernity, 

globalization, democracy, etc.—ideas that are thought to have originated in and given 

meaning to the West.  These readings of westoxification are not limited to currents within 

so-called Orientalist scholarship.  Within Iranian studies analyses of the concept have 

tended to reify the notion of and responses to westoxification as nativistic, conservative 

and antithetical to progress.
11

  In turn, the limited numbers of western academics who 

have examined the theory of westoxification have regarded it as another example of 

antagonism against the West.  These readings of westoxification are partially due to the 

focus on the Ayatollah Khomeini’s resignification of the term in the mid-1980’s from one 

that analyzed the complexity of Islamic engagement with the West to one that saw all 

encounters with the West as endemic of the corruption of Islamic morality and identity.  

In contrast to these readings, this dissertation sets out to trace the productive power of the 

westoxification critique in order to see the way in which a critical and sometimes 

antagonistic relationship with this vision of western superiority has beckoned new 

readings of Perso-Islamic identity and has revised the vision of the relationship between 

Islam and the West.  Put simply, this project argues that this critical position espoused by 

some Perso-Islamic thinkers and activists should not simply be understood as indicative 

of incommensurability with the West, but rather should be seen as reflective of a 

productive re-envisioning of Islamism’s role in the broader global climate.   

To that end, this project traces the development of the critique of westoxification 

from its coinage by the political sociologist and novelist Jalal Al-e Ahmad to its 

                                                 
11

 See Mehrzad Boroujerdi, Iranian Intellectuals and the West: the Tormented Triumph of Nativism 

(Syracuse: Syracuse University Press, 1996). 
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resignification by the Islamic revolutionary Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini to the 

everyday expression of the critique in the contemporary politics of Iranian film and 

Islamic cultural protest to mark the way in which the discourse of westoxification and 

some methods of its critique have provided a complex model of engagement between 

Islam and the West.  This engagement is often antagonistic, cautious and critical but it is 

an engagement—an intervention in negotiating the multiplicity of ideologies, religious 

beliefs and cultures that Third World Muslims can be bombarded with and seduced by in 

an ever globalizing world.   But this engagement should not be reduced to the picking and 

choosing of particular Western phenomenon that is then reconciled with the particulars of 

each cultural place and time.  This engagement represents the rethinking and reinvention 

of both Islamic identity and dominant narratives and ideologies such as modernity, 

globalization, and democracy whose location is no longer simply in western liberal 

democracies. 

This project requires three modes or moments of rethinking the relationship 

between Islam and the West.  First and foremost, it requires a reevaluation of the idea that 

Islamic critique of the West is a sign of incommensurability.  That is, it is a mistake to 

see Islamic critiques of westoxification and western intrusion as examples of the 

antithetical or adverse nature of Islam and the West.  Rather we must see the way in 

which the historical development of the critique of westoxification has proffered a critical 

engagement with the global dispersion of Western culture in order to develop its 

understanding of and participation in the global order.   Critique and critical inquiry by 

Islamic subjects cannot and should not mark the sign of the impossibility of engagement.  

This requires a powerful shift in the very meaning of Islamic and Western civilization as 
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wholly separate and conflicting entities.  Instead, we must recognize the way in which 

each civilization interacts with and necessitates the other.  Thus, critique does not foster 

separation but signals the interconstitutive nature of Islamic and Western identity and 

thought. 

Secondly, this project requires that we trouble the metonymic conflation of such 

things as modernity, globalization, and democracy with the West.  A critique of the West 

or a disruption of western hegemony does not represent the negation of concepts that 

have now fully surpassed their western origins (if they were western at all).
12

  Rather than 

understanding a critique of the West as a refutation of modernity or globalization, for 

example, we need to question the idea that the West is the arbiter of what counts as 

democratic or modern.  In turn, we might begin to see these Islamic critiques of the West 

as interventions in producing the meaning of modernity, democracy and the global.   This 

necessitates a less western-centric meaning of these terms and, thus, might leave us 

promise for a more pluralist and global political order.   

Finally, this project requires that we recognize Islamism and Perso-Islamic 

identity and affiliation not as a long standing reversion to tradition but as a vibrant 

reinvention and rethinking of the politics of religiosity in the contemporary era.  That is, 

it is time to cast doubt on dominant narratives in the West as well as within Perso-Islamic 

life that construct Islamism as an authentic call to the past—a politics of anti-progress.  

The current analyses of westoxification have taken this reading of Islamism for granted 

and have perpetuated the myth that change, progress and adaptability are lacking in the 

                                                 
12

 Some authors have recently questioned the notion of democracy as necessarily a western idea.  See, for 

example, Amartya Sen, “Democracy Isn’t ‘Western’” Wall Street Journal, March 24, 2006.  

http://www.opinionjournal.com/editorial/feature.html?id=110008132.  
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Islamic world.  Thus, they render any concern with westernization as tantamount to 

nativism and orthodoxy.  But as I argue in Chapter 3, in reading the work of the 

Ayatollah Khomeini, even in times of orthodoxy and nativism a new construction of 

Islamism is being produced, institutionalized, and governmentalized that is not a copy of 

a long held past but a new assertion in the global present.  In turn, even these new claims 

to an authentic Islamic national identity are being challenged through various cultural 

narratives, as I show in Chapter 4. 

 

Dissertation Goals 

 

This dissertation explores the function, method, and mode of critique made by 

some Persian Islamic thinkers and activists about the West.  Focusing on the conceptual 

development of the idea of westoxification, this project traces how Perso-Islamism both 

reifies and transcends the divide between the West and Islam in order to encode, rethink, 

and interject its own identity and positionality vis-à-vis the terms that govern the global 

imaginary.  Put in a slightly different way, it seeks to show how critiques of the West by 

Islamic thinkers proffer new visions about the tone and content of contemporary 

Islamism, including its nationalist tendencies, while they simultaneously express an 

alternative vision of modern global, but ultimately Islamic, life.  To that end, the goal of 

this dissertation is three-fold.  First, my goal is to recover the radical nature of the theory 

of westoxification as emblematic of a deep-seated engagement with global, and ultimately 

Western, political life.  Within both Iranian studies and in parts of the western academy, 

westoxification has been characterized as a theory of conservatism and Islamic 
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fundamentalism that refuses all engagement with the West.  Focusing on the nativistic 

expression of the theory of westoxification by Khomeini and religious elites of the 

Islamic republic, a critical stance against the powers of westernization has been seen as a 

dogmatic narrative of nativism and theocratic absolutism.  I offer an alternative account 

of the theory of westoxification by juxtaposing its early manifestation in the work of Jalal 

Al-e Ahmad against that proffered by the Ayatollah Khomeini in order to trace how this 

politically charged critical engagement with the West was collapsed by Khomeini into a 

discourse that institutionalized a nativistic Islamic politics and national ethos.  Yet, 

despite Khomeini’s successes in pursuing a nationalistic resignification of 

westoxification, this dissertation argues that certain contemporary politico-cultural 

entanglements between Islam and the West and within Iran have revitalized the critical 

and radical impetus of the theory of westoxification exemplified by Al-e Ahmad’s work.  

This return can be seen both in the resistances to the policies of the Islamic state that have 

attempted to “protect” its subjects from the cultural corruption of the West and in the 

rejection of the Western construction of Islamic backwardness as espoused by the 

Western media.
13

 

The second goal of this dissertation is to write against the Orientalist impulse of 

the Western academy and American politics that sees political criticism as endemic of 

political opposition and irreconcilability.
14

  It is important, here, to offer a more complex 

and often non-synchronic view of the so-called conflict between the liberal democratic 

                                                 
13

 These two political events will be analyzed respectively in Chapters Four and Five. 
14

 In turn, I want to move away from the opposite claim that all critique amounts to a “dialogue among 

civilizations.”  This kind of formulation, while essential in thinking about positive relationships between 

Islam and the West, delimits the political prowess and essential struggle involved in critique by articulating 

all relations as effects of the desire to understand one another.  I will discuss this further in the Conclusion 

of this dissertation. 
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West and the religiously oriented Islamic East to think critically about the way in which 

Islamism has used westoxification as an interjection in the powerful and often western-

centric forces of cultural globalization. Thus, this project writes against the notion that 

the examination of western cultural domination is symptomatic of a kind of resentment of 

western modernity
15

 and rather agues that such a modernity is up for contestation and 

reevaluation through a broader global lens. This need not signal a destructive “clash” of 

nation-states or cultural civilizations.  It can, instead, reflect the fluidity of the meaning of 

both the terms of Islamism and the terms of the West revealed in any kind of global 

exchange. 

  In reflection of the first two proper goals, the final aspiration of this project is a 

methodological reevaluation of reading and analyzing non-western ideas.  All too often, 

within western public spheres and the western academy the intellectual work of the Third 

World and especially Islam is characterized as 1) a solipsistic reflection of antagonism 

towards the West; and/or 2) a mimicry of western epistemology i.e. wholly indebted to 

western ways of thinking.  What might it mean to take Islamic political thought seriously 

in its own right?  What might it teach us about the conceptualizations of modernity, 

globalization, political morality, and democracy that do not simply mirror western 

canonical debates?  I’m not suggesting here that one can put themselves in another’s 

shoes.  Instead, I am signaling the possibility of looking to other literatures to give us 

perspective into the pressing questions of the day—perspectives that often get silenced or 

                                                 
15

 See Bernard Lewis, “The Roots of Muslim Rage”.  For a discussion of Islamic resentment of Western 

modernity see also Michael Youssef, Revolt Against Modernity: Muslim Zealots and the West (Leiden, E.J 

Brill, 1985); Michael J. Mazzar, Unmodern Men in the Modern World: Radical Islam, Terrorism, and the 

War on Modernity (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2007); and  Mansoor Moaddel, Islamic 

Modernism, Nationalism, and Fundamentalism: Episode and Discourse (Chicago: University of Chicago 

Press, 2005).  
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caricatured in order to produce a dominant western narrative.  The task of a comparative 

political theory, then, is a difficult one.  One must both pay attention to the problem of 

Orientalism and take seriously the imperative that cultural, political, and academic 

discourses speak to one another.  

Taking seriously Michel Foucault’s claims that the character of resistance is 

configured by the very thing one is resisting,
16

 my goal is to think critically about the 

productive content of Islamic critiques of the West—to think them not simply as a mode 

of negation of all things Western and/or modern but to see the way in which they proffer 

new and presentist claims about both Islamic politics and the nature of the ever 

globalizing modern world.  To think of critique in this way pushes us to see beyond the 

Manichean drive that has imbued the binary division between Islam and the West and it 

forces us to look at the constitutive elements that bring such oppositional understandings 

to the forefront.  It is important to note here that it is not the intent of this dissertation to 

offer a wholesale evaluation of the relationship between the vast array of Islamic thinking 

and the complex and varying positions on globalization and engagement with the West.  

Nor is it an attempt to read all of the West or Islam as holistic manifestations. This 

attempt would be both impossible and misguided in that it could never express the 

complexity of the different modes of thinking and cultural influence that makes up these 

things we call “Islam” and “the West.” 

The rest of this introductory chapter sets out the theoretical, methodological, and 

organizational parameters of this dissertation.  The first section offers a brief theoretical 

and historical analysis of the concept of westoxification paying attention to its political 

                                                 
16

 Michel Foucault, The History of Sexuality: An Introduction (New York: Vintage Press, 1990). 
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and cultural origins.  The second section lays out what I see to be the troubling 

epistemological and theoretical moves the western academy has made in analyzing 

westoxification, specifically, and the Islamic critique of the West more broadly.  The third 

section analyzes the way in which the theory of westoxification has fallen prey to a 

misreading of its political impetus by those in Iranian Studies.  Here I lay out the 

dominant Iranian studies narrative that has conceptualized westoxification as simply a 

form of unadulterated nativism and religious conservatism—a marker of the cultural 

refusal of globalization and modernization.  The final section offers an overview of the 

dissertation chapters with a tracing of the broader project. 

 

Gharbzadegi or Westoxification  

 

While the theorization of westoxification erupted out of a concern with western 

cultural intrusion and Third World, especially Iranian, cultural mimicry of the West, it 

has signaled an attention to the critical political, economic, and cultural changes 

happening across the globe.  From the late 1950s, a clear anti-imperialist discourse 

emerged among social critics and political actors that demanded careful engagement with 

and apprehension of the globalizing and sometimes colonial efforts of the so-called 

developed Western nation-states.
17

  This critique of westoxification, articulated most 

emphatically by Jalal Al-e Ahmad and then by a variety of anti-monarchy political actors, 

condemned a new political and cultural order identified as unconnected to the present 

                                                 
17

 For an overview of this literature see Stephanie Cronin (ed.), Reformers and Revolutionaries in Modern 

Iran: New Perspectives on the Iranian Left (New York: Routledge, 2004).  See also Val Moghadam, 

“Socialism or Anti-Imperialism?: The Left and Revolution in Iran” New Left Review, No. I/166 

(November-December 1987). 
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historico-cultural heritage of Iran.
18

  In turn, they demanded a radical analysis of the 

cultural and economic influences that had come to permeate the Perso-Islamic order at 

the time of the Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi’s reign.   

  It is important to understand the origins of the meaning of the term gharbzadegi 

without simply rooting its definition in its genesis. That is, we must look to the historical 

contingencies that fostered the idea while still being attentive to its contemporary 

political deployment. The changing conceptualization of the idea is as significant as its 

starting point although it does not give us the full breadth of its meaning. That being said, 

the terminology of gharbzadegi was first coined by the prominent Iranian Heideggerian 

philosopher Ahmad Fardid
19

 but it did not become a widely circulated discourse until the 

publication of Jalal Al-Ahmad’s prophetic book of the same name that was published in 

1962.  Originally a manuscript delivered to the Committee for the Guidance of the 

Iranian Culture and then deleted from their proceedings, Gharbzadegi
20

 was published 

and circulated privately among Al-e Ahmad’s friends and within leftist and Marxist 

political circles.  This one hundred page manifesto on the loss of Iranian identity to the 

powerful forces of western cultural intrusion quickly became the intellectual staple of a 

whole set of young revolutionaries.  As Hamid Dabashi has argued, “In creating a wide 

range of positive and negative reactions, in constituting the very vocabulary of Iranian 

social criticism in the two decades preceding the Revolution, and in formulating the most 

                                                 
18

 See Mehrzad Boroujerdi “Gharbzadegi: The Dominant Intellectual Discourse of Pre and Post-

Revolutionary Iran,” in Iran: Political Culture in the Islamic Republic, ed. Samih K. Farsoun and Mehrdad 

Mashayekhi (New York: Routledge, 1992), p. 30-56. 
19

 Interestingly, Fardid develops the terminology from reading Martin Heidegger’s critique of technology, 
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essential ‘anti-Western’ disposition of the Islamic revolutionary discourse, no other 

single text comes even close to”
21

 Gharbzadegi.  Dabashi continues by adding that Al-e 

Ahmad’s text represented the matriculation card of every young revolutionary and anti-

monarchy activist in the mid 1960s and 70s.  In turn, Ehsan Yarshater has argued that, 

“No other essay in modern Persian history has had the same vogue or achieved 

comparable success.  Its title has become a catch phrase, used to epitomize in four 

syllables the basic ill of modern Persian society.”
22

 

 The concept was so salient that it became an essential component of the Ayatollah 

Khomeini’s criticism of the Pahlavi regime. Yet, Khomeini’s version of the critique 

focused on the sexual and moral depravity inundating Islamic Iran and corrupting the 

moral fiber of its youth. As I discuss in detail in Chapter 3, this resignification and 

mobilization of westoxification aided Khomeini, and many others within the Islamic 

political administration in post-revolutionary Iran, to redefine the moral and political 

parameters of the Islamic nation by inculcating the necessity for a religious system of 

government.  However, this more conservative incantation of the terminology, I argue, 

has not dominated the contemporary deployment of westoxification as a radical 

interrogation of the relationship between western cultural intrusion and Perso-Islamism. 

As I will show, some of its original radically engaged attitude has been preserved by 

resisting this conservative impulse and demanding a necessary and complex involvement 

with those outside state, religious, and cultural borders. This demand for critical 
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engagement, in turn, resists the nativistic impulse instantiated by the Khomeiniist 

indoctrination of westoxification. 

 How might the critique of westoxification engender a critical political encounter
23

 

with the West?  To answer that question, it is important to trace the etymological and 

political origins of the concept. The literal translation of gharbzadegi is west-struckness. 

Yet, as a concept the term has consistently invoked a notion of western intrusion into 

Iranian Islamic life; a kind of illness and/or intoxication; a foreignness or strangeness that 

takes over the cultural and political body.  The term gharb shares its etymological origins 

with the word gharib which in Farsi means stranger or person who is unknown.  In turn, 

the Arabic usage, which is al-gharb, translates into “western land” or “of the west” with a 

special emphasis on location and place.  Thus from its early linguistic origins, 

gharbzadegi associates the West with both strangeness and the unknown, signaling 

simultaneously a discomfort with and awe of the West.  In turn, the suffix zadegi means 

to be struck with or struck-down not as one is struck by a bat, car or lightening but as one 

is struck with illness, pathogen, or toxin.  It has an internal quality to it and reinforces the 

notion of a breached separation between the known and the unknown, between sameness 

and change, between health and illness.  At its most literal, and perhaps simplistic, 

translation, then, gharbzadegi can be understood as being struck with a kind of western 

strangeness or alienation that is so foreign to oneself that one does not know what to do 

with it.  In turn, this strangeness has an intoxicating character.  It embroils its subjects 

into identifying with it so that the enthralling effects are no longer products of the West 
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but the products of our selves and of our own desires.  The strangeness of the Other 

becomes the strangeness of members of the body politic.  It encodes subjects into 

believing that what the West has to offer is what we should desire.  And in the end, it is 

the strangers among us that fuel westoxification.  

  It is the recognition of this characteristic of westoxification—the recognition of 

the ability to entice people into an alien way of life that becomes their own—that fosters 

a sometimes nativistic orientation towards the rest of the world.  But it is also in response 

to this powerful effect of westoxification that certain thinkers of Perso-Islamic thought 

have come to reinvent, reformulate, and reinterpret Perso-Islamic identity and the place 

of Islamism in the face of western domination.  This has required a vision of Islamism 

that is both conscious of and adaptive to global changes, both a receiver of cultural 

globalization and its catalyst—demanding an input into a system that has silenced Islamic 

and Third World voices.  In essence, through the critique of westoxification Perso-

Islamists have been able to articulate not only a vision of contemporary Islamic identity 

and meaning but a vision of global, modern, and political life.   

 

Islamic Resentment 

 

  Despite the productive nature of the Islamic critique of westoxification the 

current literature on Islamism has characterized any critique of the West as tantamount to 

global resentment.  This is because of the way in which both the West and Islam have 

been constructed in the contemporary political discourse of western democracies.  

Specifically, there has been a tendency to see the relationship between Islamism and the 
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West as one between tradition and modernity whereby the “traditionalists” resent the 

“moderns” for their power and progress.  This bifurcation is deeply problematic in that it 

instantiates the idea that Islamism is housed in an unmoving and regressive orthodoxy 

while the West offers only development and change.  Any move to critically engage 

western practices of domination, then, are seen as a resistance to modern (democratic, 

enlightened, rights oriented) ways of life.  This way of viewing the relationship between 

Islam and the West has permeated the predominant conception of Islam in both the 

western academy and in contemporary American political discourse.
24

 

 Perhaps the most popular and controversial author of these claims is the historian 

Bernard Lewis who has spent the past fifty years intensely and insistently interpreting 

and producing the conflictual nature of the Islam/West relationship. In his contemporary 

work, written in the aftermath of the September 11
th

 attacks,
25

 Lewis has extended his 

arguments in order to explain what seems to be the essential question in the minds of 

many Americans: “why do they hate us?”  Do they hate us, as President George W. Bush 

has suggested, because we love freedom?  Or do they hate us because we live better, have 

more money, and dominate the world?  Do they hate us for our democracy and our 

rights?  In attempting to address Islamic anti-westernism, a notion that is empirically 
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debatable, Lewis, as well as Francis Fukuyama,
26

 has tried to answer these questions in 

terms of Islamic anti-modernism, specifically through a discourse of Islamic identity.  For 

Lewis the conflict between the West and Islam is predicated on what he sees to be the 

historical decline of the Islamic civilization.  Specifically, he argues that the divisive 

antagonism between Islam and the West is contingent on Islamic resentment of the West.  

While this in and of itself is not a new contention,—of course some Muslims resent the 

West for their economic exploitation, intrusion in political affairs, colonialism, etc.—

Lewis furthers the argument by imbuing this resentment into the Muslim psyche. Yes, he 

argues, the West has a history of extraction and hegemony, however this is not the main 

reason Muslims hate the West.  If that were the case all post-colonial subjects would have 

a vehement disdain for their former occupiers and colonizers.  Instead, Lewis argues, 

Islamic resentment is an effect of civilizational loss—a memory of the time when the 

Islamic empire was the greatest and most powerful civilization in the world.
27

  Political 

might and supremacy has been lost to Western infidels, Lewis argues, and the Islamic 

world resents it both economically and morally. 

 For Lewis this resentment permeates the psychology of the Islamic civilization 

and Islamic identity at large.  Because the Islamic world sees itself through a tradition of 

power and wealth and now feels subservient to the West, its civilizational identity is 

predicated and fueled by this resentment.  This resentment is the driving catalyst for the 

anti-modern and anti-Western sentiments of Muslims.  The Islamic civilizations awe of 

Western life (westoxification) has been replaced with a desire for Western destruction.  
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Lewis argues, “In our own time this mood of admiration and emulation has, among many 

Muslims, given way to one of hostility and rejection.”
28

 Lewis believes that “this mood is 

surely due to a feeling of humiliation—a growing awareness, among the heirs of an old, 

proud, and long dominant civilization, of having been overtaken, overborne, and 

overwhelmed by those whom they regarded as their inferiors.”
29

  This resentment, he 

intimates, permeates all critical responses to the West by Islam.  

What does it mean to think of not only Islamism but Islamic civilizational identity 

as imbued with and fostered by such animus?  It’s important to note here that, for Lewis, 

this is not simply a resentment of Western policies in the Middle East.  This is a “clash of 

civilizations” in which one set of values, i.e. liberal Judeo-Christian values have 

dominated the global cultural order.  He writes, 

It should by now be clear that we are facing a mood and a movement far 

transcending the level of issues and policies and the governments that pursue 

them. This is no less than a clash of civilizations -- the perhaps irrational but 

surely historic reaction of an ancient rival against our Judeo-Christian heritage, 

our secular present, and the worldwide expansion of both. It is crucially important 

that we on our side should not be provoked into an equally historic but also 

equally irrational reaction against that rival.
30

 

 

In this passage it is easy to read Lewis as offering a reprieve against the constant battle 

between Islam and the West.  But even as he demands alternative kinds of engagement 

between Islamic societies and their Western counterparts, he deploys an unmistakable 

derision of Islamic society.  Thus, while he implores the West not to engage Islamic 

resentment, he simultaneously describes the Islamic civilization as “irrational” and 

“ancient” in and against Judeo-Christianity’s modern, rational, and “secular present.” 
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Two things are significant about such an articulation.  First, Lewis recognizes the 

expansion and development of both Western and Islamic civilizations but conceptualizes 

the Islamic civilization as anti-progressivist and imbued with irrational resentment 

towards the West.  To understand a civilizational identity as constituted by this kind of 

moral outrage dynamically instantiates the “alternative” civilization as constituted on a 

moral high ground.  Second, and significantly, Lewis confers any kind of negative or 

resistive response to the West by Islamists as fundamental to this moral outrage or 

resentment.  This means a critique of  westoxification, as we saw for example in the case 

of the Prophet Mohammed cartoons (which I discuss at length in Chapter Five), is simply 

a manifestation of Islamic animosity—a negation of all things western—rather than a 

productive intervention in the meaning of the global terms of democracy, modernity, 

progress, etc.  

Lewis’s conceptualization of civilizational identity as imbued with resentment 

proffers an inability to conceptualize any critique of the West, including westoxification, 

as a positive or productive engagement.  Nor is Lewis able to engage with Islamism as a 

political imaginary that is part and parcel of our given global and historical moment.  Put 

differently, to understand Islamism as resentment and moral disdain is to imagine 

Islamism as a form of Western negation, a raging Other to the West, and thus as 

something to be mastered or quelled.  It is not unusual to envision this Western moral 

high ground. (Perhaps this is, using Lewis’ phrasing, a moment of Western civilization’s 

resentment of Islam?) And it is this kind of thinking about Islam that comes to permeate 

any interaction between the West and Islam as an essential moment of resentment that 
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needs to be quashed either through political might or through the demeaning castigation 

of political critique by describing it as resentment, violence, and terror. 

 

Iranian Studies’ Revisionism 

 

 It is, however, not only scholars within the West that have misappropriated and 

misread the power of westoxification as a mobilizing political concept within Perso-

Islamic political theory.  Many Iranian Studies scholars have tended to focus on what 

they deem to be the nativistic orientation of the concept without taking into consideration 

the way in which articulations of westoxification have marshaled a multitude of political 

discourses alongside nativism, including vocalizations of anti-imperialism; the brokering 

of new visions of Islamic political identity; intervening in and re-imagining the meaning 

of engagement in different forms of global discourse, trade and cultural consumption; and 

demanding an alternative positionality in the relation between Islamic subjectivity and 

Western cultural, political, and economic hegemony.  This focus on nativism is 

exemplified by the multitude of texts that read the deployment of westoxification as 

advancing an anti-western orientation in order to bolster an alienated and holistic cultural 

identity and nation-state.
31

   For example, the eminent Islamic philosopher Abdolkarim 

Soroush, whose work I discuss at length in Chapter 5, has described the dominant 
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analysis of westoxification as a stance that regards all western culture as fostering a “back 

to traditions” attitude among Perso-Islamic intellectuals. In his analysis of the work of 

Jalal Al-e Ahmad he writes,  

He [Al-e Ahmad] argues that the only way to stand up to this fierce western 

tempest is to hold on to our traditions.  The victim of West-toxication turns out 

“effeminate, trendy, rudderless, lacking in competence and personality.” A feral 

child snatched from the native cradle “apes the Western ways.” In Al-e Ahmad’s 

view, we have a chain of national traditions that constitutes our identity, and if we 

do not preserve them, we will be assimilated into western culture.
32

  

 

While Soroush later recognizes the importance of the engagement between technology 

and religion in the production of Islamic identity, he never understands westoxification as 

a theory of that engagement.  Instead, westoxification is merely another reactionary form 

of nativist traditionalism—the kind of critique espoused by followers of the Ayatollah 

Khomeini.  This reading is emblematic of the inability of most thinkers in Iranian studies 

to see westoxification as an expression of something beyond Perso-Islamic nationalist 

politics.   

 There are two logics for such a reading of the critique of westoxification, one 

historical and one theoretical.  Theoretically speaking, Iranian Studies has tended to 

collapse Khomeini’s utilization of the concept of westoxification with the more radical 

critique offered by Al-e Ahmad.  This is mostly because Iranian Studies scholars have 

tended to connect Al-e Ahmad’s polemical style and virulent criticism of the West with 

Khomeini’s more acerbic condemnation of all western engagement as a marker of pure 

Islamic identity. While it’s clear that Al-e Ahmad’s assessment of western cultural 

intrusion influenced Khomeini’s concern about the moral corruption of Islamic subjects, 
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there is a discernible difference between their analyses of the problem and the normative 

solutions and methods they deploy to address the growing influence of westernization.  

As I will demonstrate in detail in Chapter 3, the Khomeiniist vision of westoxification 

was predicated on a concern over the moral and sexual corruption of Iranian national 

subjects.  In turn, his normative adjudication of this corruption was to institute a mode of 

governance that would not only protect but discipline national subjects to resist all forms 

of western influence.  In stark contrast, Al-e Ahmad’s analysis of westoxification and 

method of responding to this disorder demanded a much more complex view of the 

relationship between western globalization and Perso-Islamic sustainability. Unlike 

Khomeini, he argues that the only remedy to western cultural deterioration is an astute 

and commanding interaction with the outside world in order to disrupt western 

domination of the processes of globalization.  Nonetheless, the literature on Al-e 

Ahmad’s vision of westoxification continues to read him as a pro-isolationist nativist. 

 Despite these important differences between Khomeini and Al-e Ahmad’s 

theoretical invocation of westoxification, scholars of Iranian politics have tended to see 

Al-e Ahmad as the political and philosophical mastermind of Khomeini’s nativistic 

orthodoxy.   This is partially due to a historical revisionism that has uncritically 

connected the early 1960s revolutionary ideology with Iranian Islamic tyranny in the 

post-revolutionary era.  Specifically, there has been a tendency on both sides of the 

political divide to conflate Al-e Ahmad’s critical stance against the Pahlavi regime’s 

westoxification as emblematic of the institutionalization of Islamic orthodoxy in Iran. The 

essential theoretical move that has not been made here is to think about the ways that Al-

e Ahmad’s vision, while critical of the actions of the Pahlavi regime, did not promote 
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Islamic governance but rather urged Iranian citizen engagement with Islamic clerics as 

their religio-cultural guides. Thus the job of the Islamic cleric, as Al-e Ahmad saw it, was 

to contribute to and encourage a critical engagement with the West in order to battle the 

problematic effects of westoxification.  This may seem a too-subtle distinction, but as I 

will show in Chapter 2, Al-e Ahmad’s vision of the role of the clerics in battling 

westoxification was predicated on the belief that the clerics’ guidance would be of use 

only because their commitments to religious life outweighed other political and economic 

motivations.  While clearly Al-e Ahmad’s book was of great influence to Iranian 

revolutionaries of all stripes, his political and philosophical positions and his 

methodological response to westoxification were quite distinct from, if not antithetical to, 

Khomeini’s orthodox Islamism because they saw the role of the clerics in fundamentally 

different ways.  A close reading of the development and articulation of westoxification 

allows us to see the disparities in these two different points of view.  One cannot read 

westoxification as baring a sole meaning or essence but rather must look to the way in 

which the concept has been mobilized both historically and contemporaneously in order 

to see the profound effects these mobilizations have had in producing Perso-Islamic 

national identity.   

 

Tracing Westoxification 

 

 How does the critique of westoxification come to function as the conceptual 

catalyst for both a radical critique of western hegemony and the instantiation of Perso-

Islamic orthodoxy? Part of the impetus of this dissertation is to determine whether 
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Khomeini’s usage of the concept and the Iranian Islamic state’s concomitant instantiation 

of Islamic jurisprudence have quelled Al-e Ahmad’s vision of an engaged and innovative 

conceptualization of Perso-Islamism as a critical voice in the changing terms of the 

global order.  In order to make that determination, the dissertation is divided into two 

parts.  The first half, consisting of Chapters 2 and 3, looks to the competing and 

contrasting theory of westoxification developed by Al-e Ahmad and Khomeini in order to 

understand the theoretical and political character of the critique of westoxification. The 

second half of the dissertation looks to two contemporary moments of global cultural 

contestation, namely the production and distribution of Iranian film (Chapter 4) and the 

political turmoil over the Prophet Mohammed cartoons (Chapter 5), in order to see how 

the critique of westoxification has been utilized and reinvigorated by debates surrounding 

Islamic culture and identity in a global frame.  This second half, then, attempts to recover 

and revitalize Al-e Ahmad’s critical and innovative conclusions about the role of 

Islamism in a globalizing world.  The rest of this introduction lays out a summary of the 

substantive arguments of each chapter 

 Chapter 2 evaluates the emergence of the critique of gharbzadegi through a close 

reading of Al-e Ahmad’s monograph of the same name.  The main argument of this 

chapter is that the critique of western intrusion and the mechanistic exploitation of global 

capitalism associated with westernization, espoused by Al-e Ahmad, is not representative 

of a call back to traditions, as suggested by many Western thinkers of Islamism.  Rather, 

Al-e Ahmad lays out the foundations of westoxification and reconstructs Perso-Islamism 

as a necessary antidote and intervention in the prevailing machine order brought on by 

globalization.  At the heart of this chapter, then, is a critical introduction to the meaning 
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of westoxification as a response to changing economic, cultural, and political parameters 

that have transformed Perso-Islamic life.  Although Al-e Ahmad’s manuscript was 

written in the 1960s, he offers a very current and timely exploration of the relationship 

between western cultural and economic infiltration and Islamic anxiety produced by such 

blatant capitalist accumulation and exploitation.  What is essential about Al-e Ahmad’s 

reading of global capitalism and westernization is that his turn to Islamism is not 

predicated on, as many have suggested, an Islamic revival of traditionalism and 

orthodoxy. Instead, he offers a nuanced and pragmatic engagement with moral and 

religious doctrine in order to both temper and appropriate the powerful currents of what 

he calls the “machine order.”  In contrast to dominant readings of Gharbzadegi, I argue 

that Al-e Ahmad’s description of westoxification, refrains from the nativistic and anti-

modern descriptions it has been given and in its place offers a valuable conception of 

Perso-Islamic political ideology that is predicated on movement, change, critique, and 

innovation. 

 It is Khomeini’s resignification of the terms of westoxification that presents a 

critical foil to Al-e Ahmad’s vision of the use of Islamism as a moral compass that 

negotiates the economic and cultural changes brought on by globalization.  Chapter 3 

traces the Ayatollah Khomeini’s competing discursive construction of westoxification in 

order to show: 1) how Khomeini flattens out Al-e Ahmad’s radical conceptualization to 

one predicated on the governance of sexual morality and; 2) how the identification of this 

form of westoxification helped to produce a necessity for velayat-e faqih  (Islamic 

jurisprudence) in order to govern moral corruption and; 3) how this discursive 

resignification constructed a innovative reconceptualization of Perso-Islamic identity and 
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orthodoxy.  Using Michel Foucault’s work on monstrosity, I attempt to delineate the way 

in which Khomeini’s mobilization of westoxification attempts to establish a mode of 

governance that relies on a constant and perpetual vigilance against the corruptive forces 

of the West.  This vision of westoxification rationalizes Islamic identity as one of 

resistance and promotes the curing or cleansing of those who have been westoxified in 

order to advance a very specific formulation of Islamism and Islamic governmentality—

one that sees Islamism not as a temper against the excesses of the West but as an 

impenetrable boundary against all kinds of western cultural intrusion or engagement.   

 What is significant about Khomeini’s version of westoxification is the way in 

which it fundamentally clashes with and rejects Al-e Ahmad’s critical intervention.  

While Al-e Ahmad’s Gharbzadegi was meant to be a warning about the excesses of 

western cultural mimicry and the concomitant destruction of economic and cultural 

autonomy in the wake of massive global changes, Khomeini’s emphasis on the moral 

degradation of Perso-Islamic subjects focuses less on the ability to take hold of the 

economic processes that have come to dominate Iran and more on the necessity to cure 

and protect those with the illness of westoxification.  Khomeini’s mobilization of the 

term, then, is not merely about protecting those on the inside (Iran) from those on the 

outside (the West).  Rather he focuses much of his will on articulating a westoxified 

subject orientation that stands in for the possible moral degradation of all Perso-Islamic 

subjects.  This degradation is almost always centered on the sexual perversion, moral 

threat, and religious ineptitude of the westoxified subject whose very existence is thought 

to destroy Islamic morality.    
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 One way in which Khomeini and the Iranian Islamic state attempted to mitigate 

the influence of the West and thus delimit westoxification was to sanitize and control 

cultural consumption in Iran.  Chapter 4 looks at one attempt by which western cultural 

influences were rooted out of the cultural landscape of Iranian public life—namely that of 

film production and consumption.  The first half of the chapter traces the historical place 

cinematic censorship and bureaucratic control of artistic form took in purging Iran of 

westoxification. This site of battle is particularly profound because the Islamic orthodoxy 

seemed to understand the power of film in shaping the cultural milieu of the times and 

thus attempted to control all aspects of the cinema in order to manipulate the stories told 

both about the West and about Islam’s relationship to the West.  From the burning down 

of movie theaters in the early revolutionary period to the development of bureaucratic 

agencies that dealt with all aspects of film making, we see the Iranian Islamic regime’s 

clear emphasis on the control of cultural dialogue as well as a dependency on film 

production to invigorate the state’s moral vision. The first question, then, that this chapter 

asks is why does film become such an important cultural-technological issue?  Through a 

tracing of the Islamic regimes regulation of film production and distribution we begin to 

see that the Islamic state instantiated its vision of westoxification as moral corruption 

while it promulgated its own moral and political narrative. Ironically, or perhaps 

strategically, film technology—a technology that had its birth in North America—

became an essential tool of the Islamic state’s moral architecture.  Film technology 

became paramount in distributing the essential state narrative of Perso-Islamic religio-

national identity and prompting a nativistic approach to global cultural engagement.   
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  Yet, despite the bureaucratic limitations put upon filmmakers to produce films 

that exemplify the political and moral rhetoric of the Islamic state, some Iranian films 

have challenged the orthodoxy of the state narrative by expressing a more radical 

conceptualization of westoxification and western engagement. Looking specifically at the 

film, Marmoulak (The Lizard) made by Iranian filmmaker Kamal Tabrizi , the latter half 

of Chapter 4 examines how the Khomeiniist conceptualization of westoxification and the 

concomitant instantiation of state-sponsored Islamic moralism have been confronted by 

popular Persian films. Focusing on the way in which subversive techniques of 

storytelling, narrative and imagery are used in Marmoulak, I examine the way in which 

the nativistic orientation of the Khomeiniist viewpoint is depicted as another and more 

insidious form of moral degradation. In turn, the film also demands a thoughtful and 

skeptical stance towards Western mimicry.  What Marmoulak offers us, then, through its 

comedic and powerful reading of the Islamic regimes disciplinary mechanisms is the 

revitalization of critique as a necessary part of engaging with both westoxification and the 

institutionalization of a powerful state-sponsored religious moralism.    

 It is this emphasis on critique, especially democratic critique, which animates the 

argument of Chapter 5.  Focusing on the controversial set of events surrounding the 

publication of cartoons of the Prophet Mohammed in the Danish newspaper Jylland-

Posten, this final substantive chapter argues that we can see the reemergence of the Al-e 

Ahmadian vision of radical critique embedded in the global demand for cultural and 

religious respect by Muslims.  Despite the vast array of western readings that deemed the 

Islamic backlash against Jylland-Posten as emblematic of the divide between liberal 

democratic values and the backwardness of Islamic theocracy, this chapter interprets the 
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Islamic political backlash as a moment of democratic intervention.  Specifically, we can 

see that the critique of the cartoons by Islamic activists and everyday Muslims 

emphasizes the political apprehension of westoxification by articulating the necessity for 

global, and I argue democratic, discourse about cultural imperialism and the western 

degradation of Islam. 

 Many have argued that the strong opposing reactions to the Prophet Mohammed 

cartoons represent a cultural collision that tempers two divergent and divisive 

conceptualizations of the relationship between Islam and the West.  One side (Western 

advocates of a pure liberalism) may argue that the neutral and universal standards of 

democratic political dialogue offer a reprieve from the violent animosity of those who are 

offended by speech.  The other (Muslims who were offended) sees this exposition of 

Islam’s most valued tenets as a war against religious values and a symbol of 

Islamophobia and religious intolerance.  However, if we are to pull ourselves out of this 

incommensurable divide we must disengage from such binary thinking. Rather we need 

to analyze the rhetorical, physical and economic backlash to the cartoons as one that is 

consistent with a historical and theoretical understanding of westoxification in the 

relationship between Islam and the West.  Thus, Chapter 5 argues that not only do we 

need to see this so-called “cartoongate” as endemic of a historical concern with western 

intrusion in Islamic life but also of the manifestation of a kind of globalization that reifies 

false understandings of Islamic identity across the globe. Secondly, that the inhospitable 

interpretation of the Islamic response manifests a Lewisian understanding of Islamic 

critique of the West as a kind of moral resentment.  And finally, using the work of Iranian 

Islamic philosopher Abdolkarim Soroush, that this kind of intervention against 
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westoxification is in fact not emblematic of the anti-democratic nature of Islamism but 

rather reflects a reinvention of democratic ideals vis-à-vis Islamic religious interpretation.  

One must not see the controversy over the Danish cartoons as a story of democracy 

versus theocratic isolationism but rather as one between different competing 

interpretations of democracy that are mounted within concerns over the globalization of 

culture and the westoxification of Islamic life.   

 

Strangers among Us 

 

 The invasion of strangers and strangeness in the cultural, political, and economic 

life of Perso-Islamic subjects has fostered a rethinking of Perso-Islamic identity 

sometimes producing more orthodox and troubling forms of Islamic affiliation and other 

times developing critical and innovative instantiations of religio-cultural identity.  But all 

too often, resistance to this strangeness is seen as a sign of Islamic anti-modernism and 

regression.  The vision of this project is to challenge such simplistic readings and to think 

about the dynamic ways in which the critique of western intrusion and western mimicry 

has animated a renovation of the role of Islam in global dialogue.  What might happen if 

we begin to see both Islam and the West in a different light?  What if we begin to 

understand Islam not as an identity antithetical to modernity but as a political ideology 

that intersects with, intervenes in, and negotiates the meaning of modernity in this global 

age?  Put differently, what might happen if we see Islam not as an identity predicated on 

the resentment of western freedoms, as Bernard Lewis
33

 has suggested, nor as a 
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civilization waiting to crash against the powers of the West, as Samuel Huntington
34

 has 

devised it, but rather as an interlocutor in what the West sees as its defining essence? 

 The answer to these questions demands a rethinking of the relationship between 

Islam and the West as well as a renovation of the terms of global dialogue whereby 

agonism does not represent refutation and critique invokes radical engagement.   Of 

course, not every expression of the critique of westoxification promises such productive 

encounters. It does, however, signal a way of thinking about Islam and its relationship to 

the West that has been lost in our contemporary discourse.  Perhaps with attention to the 

nuances of strangers’ arguments a deeper understanding of the connection between us 

and them can begin to take hold. 
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Chapter Two: In the Face of the Machine: Westoxification, Cultural Collision, and 

the Making of Perso-Islamic Ideology 

 

 

 

 

We are a nation engaged in transformation and if we suffer from such a confusion of 

values in both life and thought, it is because we are shedding our old skin.  You might say 

that we are studying the conditions of our permit to enter a new realm. 

           

        --Jalal Al-e Ahmad
35

 

 

In October of 2001 Francis Fukuyama published a short article in the Guardian 

entitled “The West has Won.”  Just one month after the September 11
th

 attacks, he argued 

that the essence of modernity, democratic liberalism, was fundamentally impalatable to 

Islamists and that liberal democracy continues to be the system that dominates world 

politics.  While some in the global South, he argued, could take certain aspects of 

modernity—free-markets, democracy, etc.—and make them culturally specific, it was 

clear that Islamists, or rather Islamic fundamentalists, positioned their cultural identities 

on a wholesale negation of modernity.  For Fukuyama modernity was an essentially 

Western concept, one proffered and developed through its link to Christianity.  “In turn, 

Islam, by contrast, is the only cultural system that seems regularly to produce people like 

Osama bin Laden or the Taliban who reject modernity lock, stock and barrel.”
36

 Yet 

despite Fukuyama’s insistence on the anti-modernity of Islamists he focused his 

attentions not on the specifically anti-modern qualities of their arguments but rather on 

Islamists’ unequivocal anti-Westernism.
37

  This is not odd given Fukuyama’s 
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unexamined and probably intentional conflation of modernity with the history and 

character of the West.  Yet, it is exactly this kind of argument that needs to be seen as 

fundamentally problematic.  Rather than accepting such a conflation, this chapter argues 

that Islamic anti-Westernism, through its critical understanding of westoxification, in fact, 

disputes the very nature of modernity as essentially and eternally Western. In other 

words, Islamic discourse about the West should be seen, not as a wholesale anti-

modernism, but as an intervention in particular discourses of westernism and 

westernization that claim their hold on multiple and contingent facets of modernity. 

There is no doubt that many Islamic movements have been fueled by concerns 

with the intrusion of the West in terms of power, economics, and culture.
38

 Only a 

framework in which the modern is equated with the West could assume that this concern 

is necessarily anti-modern or anti-global in its thrust.  From the anti-western sentiments 

of Hezbollah, Hamas and Al- Qaida to the rhetoric of Islamic politicians in Turkey, Syria, 

and Lebanon, it is clear that many Islamists exhibit anxiety about the infiltration of 

western cultural mores in their national or regional cultures.  Much of the rhetoric of 

Islamic nationalism in Iran, for example has been concerned with cultural/religious 

preservation in the wake of the infiltration of cultural goods from the West.
39

  It has been 

articulated as both a figurative and literal preservation of the Islamic body and Islamic 
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body politic.  This fear of westoxification has been read by many in the West and some in 

the Islamic East, who favor cultural “modernization,” as a disdain for modern 

globalization rather than a particular targeting of one form of economic, political, and 

cultural hegemony, namely that of “Westernization.”  This is precisely the metonymic 

conflation of Western values with both globalization and modernity that is typical of so 

many neo-conservative and neo-liberal thinkers in the West as well as those intoxicated 

by Western cultural, political and economic prowess. 

While one could make a compelling argument that critiques of the West and 

western culture are often articulated in terms of preserving national and religious identity 

through a fending off of the globalizing power of the West, in this chapter I argue that it 

is a misreading of Islamist, particularly Perso-Islamist, ideology to perceive that call as 

antithetical to globalization as a process that extends ideas and cultural goods to other 

parts of the globe.  Rather if we look closely at the critique of westoxification, we can see 

the way in which Perso-Islamic ideology simultaneously instantiates notions of national 

authenticity/bodily integrity and calls for the development of new formulations of the 

global that refute the claim to Western civilizational superiority. 

In this chapter, I trace and critique two representations of Islamism and the West 

that make it possible to constitute the West as global and modern in distinction from 

Islamism’s anti-global and anti-modern identity.  First, I contest the notion that 

Islamism’s ideological foundations are rooted in the preservation of an authentic, 

traditional and long-held religio-cultural position; a call to the past that counters the 

“civilizational” impulses of a progressivist ever-modernizing and mechanizing West.  

This reading constructs the West as evolutional while the Islamic East is stagnant.  It 
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assumes the West’s cultural ideals to be penetrating against the Islamic East’s closed-off 

and inalterable borders.  The second reading posits a problematic lack of distinction 

between globalization as a cultural, economic, and political mode of disbursement and 

the West as one of many possible generators of globalization.  This impulse to understand 

globalization as necessitated by the West ignores the way in which diverse forms of 

Islamism have participated in reshaping and rethinking the global.  Through a desire to 

produce an alternative global understanding, one that has not been dominated by western 

hegemony, Islamist political and religious identities have gone through significant 

transformation.  In an attempt to debunk these two troubling constructions of the West 

and Islamism, particular in its Perso-Islamic formulation, this chapter attempts to answer 

three essential questions: (1) How does resistance towards Western culture give rise to 

new strategies and modes of meaning in Perso-Islamic ideological and identity 

development?; (2) How does this disrupt claims about the “stagnant,” “natural,” 

“unrefined,” and “anti-modern” condition of Islamism and Islamic political thinking?; (3) 

How does the Al-e Ahmadian critique of “westoxification” both impart a rethinking of 

Islamic national identity and simultaneously invoke a renovation of the very meaning of 

modernity in terms of globalization, capitalism, the machine order, and the nation? 

In order to get at these very important questions, the goal of this project is to map 

out a more complex reading of Perso-Islamic ideology by looking to one of the early 

intellectual architects of the Iranian Revolution, Jalal Al-e Ahmad.  It is my contention 

that if we look to Al-e Ahmad’s conceptual development of westoxification and his 

reading of the machine order we can see the way in which Iranian anti-western 

sentiments, which have often been seen as nativistic or nationalistic, are not always 
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resistant to the flux of globalization but, rather can be attempts to intervene in the making 

of the global in Perso-Islamic terms.  

 

Westoxification and the Machine 

 

I focus on the work of Jalal Al-e Ahmad for three reasons.  First, his influential 

1962 book, Gharbzadegi, had immense currency in much of the early revolutionary 

movement in Iran.  Secondly, in many ways, his arguments, especially in the hands of the 

Ayatollah Khomeini, have been reduced to a kind of nativist anti-western polemic that 

does not take seriously his broader structural critique of western power or his 

methodological intervention in resisting westoxification.  And thirdly, because his 

anonymity in the West has, I argue, limited the Western interpretation of revolutionary 

and contemporary Perso-Islamism.   

As I have suggested in my introduction to this chapter, many in the West have 

read Islamic apprehension about the distribution of western culture as an anxiety about 

both modernity and practices of globalization. This misreading is premised upon two 

unquestioned assumptions.  First, that Islamists want to preserve an authentic, traditional 

and long-held religio-cultural position.  This makes Islamism a call to the past—a 

backward move to counter the civilizational impulses of a progressivist ever-modernizing 

West.  The second assumption is that Islamists see globalization as equivalent to 

Westernization; pitting Islamism against globalization.  But what happens if we set these 

assumptions aside?  What if we treat a concept like that of westoxification as a critique of 

the West’s capture of the terms of the global?  I argue that through a reading of Al-e 
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Ahmad’s concept of westoxification, we can see how some types of Perso-Islamic 

ideology put forward a radical vision of religious identity that is linked to the 

development of a new formulation of the global.  This understanding of the global is not 

a rejection of global modernity but rather reflects a critical refusal of the claim that the 

West has a monopoly on “civilization,” “progress,” and “development.”  

Most Western analyses of Islamic thought ignore the contributions of Al-e Ahmad 

because of his unusual position in the development of revolutionary Islamic thought in 

Iran.  In fact a small number of intellectuals in the West have assessed the contribution of 

his work in the development of Perso-Islamic ideology.
40

  This void is odd given the fact 

that his popularization of the concept of  westoxification was essential to Khomeini’s 

revolutionary message.  Offering a complex reading of both the dynamics of the machine 

order that spawned westernization and the subsequent impulses of westoxification, Al-e 

Ahmad attuned his audience to a new global empire that could be both critically engaged 

and disputed given the correct conceptual tools.  Yet most readings of Gharbzadegi 

continue to understand his cultural critique of the West as one predicated solely on the 

negation and refutation of modernity and globalization, a nativist polemic, rather than as 

a critical engagement with the processes, technologies, and apparatuses that have fueled a 

particular kind of westernization.
41

  Westoxification, in this light, simply becomes 

something to defy or cure; a disease that the Perso-Islamic body needs to rid itself of.  
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Consequently, this reading also divides up the Perso-Islamic nation into good and bad 

Muslims, those able to resist the disease and those plagued by it.  

  While there is no doubt that Al-e Ahmad was influential in the ideological 

making of the revolutionary movement in Iran, including the essential critique of western 

cultural domination, I argue that his conceptual rendering of westoxification also offers a 

critical interjection in the Perso-Islamic response to modernity and globalization.
42

  For, 

while Al-e Ahmad’s work takes on westernization, it also betrays a reluctance to vilify 

the apparatuses of the West as a wholesale antithesis to Perso-Islamic development.  This 

is where many articulations of Islamic ideology seem to stray from Al-e Ahmad’s own 

reading of westoxification.
43

  While most have relied on a simplified reading of 

westoxification as the intrusion of western hegemonic cultural and economic apparatuses, 

focusing simply on the infiltration of westoxifying illness, Al-e Ahmad also turns a 

critical eye towards the problem of the inability of Perso-Islamic subjects to understand 

the modes of technology that further westernization. Thus, while he conceptually 

develops westoxification as a critique of the western infiltration of economics, values, and 

culture promulgated by what he terms the “western machine,” he offers an analysis of the 

relationship between the West and Iran that confounds the divide between Islamism and 

modernity/globalization by focusing on both the West’s utilization of machine 

technology and how Iranians might use this technology for their own gain. 

There is no doubt that Al-e Ahmad’s reading of the infiltration of the Iranian 

scene by western culture is essential in understanding the development of contemporary 
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Perso-Islamic ideology.  For its part, Gharbzadegi
44

 was crucial in establishing a critical 

attitude towards the modernizing plans of both Reza Shah Pahlavi and later Mohammad 

Reza Shah Pahlavi and their related relationships to the West and its corporations.  It 

established the foundations of a critique of the monarchy not simply based on its 

perceived inefficacies or even its political problems but in the claim that the Pahlavi’s 

had ingratiated Iran to the Western corporations and a western mode of life, without 

understanding the complexities of machine life, to the detriment of Iranians themselves. 

What is fascinating about the critique of westoxification is that Al-e Ahmad is attuned to 

the complexity of both Orientalism and Occidentalism.  While he finds major fault with 

and exhibits contempt for the imperialist impulses of western machine life, as both a 

mode of economic imperialism and as productive project of power, he also recognizes the 

complex actions, responses and desires of the East that make its economic, political and 

cultural borders susceptible to westoxification. 

Thus, Al-e Ahmad’s critique of westoxification focused, simultaneously, on a set 

of different important events.  First, the Western corporation, with the aid of western 

nation-states, was infiltrating the economic and cultural markets of Iran.  Under the 

impulses of the machine order, corporations had infiltrated Iran in order to extract 

resources, namely oil, and produce a system in which Iranians would look to the West for 

all forms of technology and goods.  Offering a complex reading of neo-colonialism, Al-e 

Ahmad lays out for his readers the system by which the West exploits Iran not only to 

extract resources but also to accustom Iranians to a particular mode of life both in terms 

of goods and of culture.  He writes,  
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To follow the West-the Western states and the oil companies-is the supreme 

manifestation of occidentosis [westoxification] in our time.  This is how Western 

industry plunders us, how it rules us, how it holds our destiny.  Once you have 

given economic and political control of your country to foreign concerns, they 

know what to sell you, or at least what not to sell you. Because they naturally seek 

to sell you their manufactures in perpetuity, it is best that you remain forever in 

need of them, and God save the oil reserves.  They take away the oil and give you 

whatever you want in return-from soup to nuts, even grain.  This enforced trade 

even extends to cultural matters, to letters, to discourse.  Go flip through our half-

dozen so-called heavy literary publications.  What news do you see of our part of 

the world? Of the east in the broadest terms?  Of India, Japan, China?  All you see 

is news of the Nobel Prize, of the new pope, of Francoise Sagan, the Cannes Film 

Festival, the latest Broadway play, the latest Hollywood film. This is not to 

mention the illustrated weeklies, which are quite notorious.  If we aren't to call 

this occidentosis, what are we to call it?
45

 

 

Here Al-Ahmad sets out a critical moment in his thinking about westoxification.  He 

concludes that it is not simply the extraction of vital resources such as oil that makes the 

West powerful in Iran.  Rather it is the combination of extraction with the replacement of 

Western produced goods and culture that makes Iranians continually more susceptible to 

both exploitation and the idealization of so-called “Western life.” Westoxified subjects 

start to believe that if one eats like a westerner, reads about the West, and buys western 

products that one can be totally westernized in their own land.  It is in this first analysis 

of the relationship between East and West that we see Al-e Ahmad’s quite complex 

reading of the powers of the capitalist machinery.  In his view, this new form of global 

capital does not simply limit the dominated state on the receiving end of exploitation and 

extraction.  Rather the economically underdeveloped is rendered vulnerable to the 

mechanization of capitalism, to a machine, that simultaneously extracts as it produces 

needs; needs that can never be fulfilled by the nation itself.   But this machine order is not 

limited to production alone.  At the heart of contemporary machine-life is the ability to 
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replace Western culture with that of Perso-Islamic culture; to render culture as a buyable 

good with no historical or geographical meaning.  National subjects simply become 

consumers of goods and information that are conceptually and culturally alien to their 

historical particularity. 

Consequently, the second and closely related arm of westoxification, the thing that 

makes the machine viable, is the perpetuation of the western machine by Perso-Islamic 

subjects themselves.  It is Iranians’ own receptivity to the goods of the West, both 

economically and culturally, by Iranians that makes Westoxification possible.  Here Al-e 

Ahmad offers both a critique of the developing nation-state and its subjects by focusing 

on the Pahlavi government, whose desire for modernization trumped and often curtailed 

the development of an Islamic cultural climate, and of the Iranian citizenry, who easily 

swayed from their own cultural positions to that of a kind of mimicry.  Iranian national 

subjects, including Pahlavi, Al-e Ahmad argues, were invoking an ahistorical attitude that 

negated the Perso-Islamic history of Iran and inscribed Iranians as inauthentic copies of 

the West.   Put simply, in Al-e Ahmad’s estimation, national subjects were modernizing 

by imitating the West without any historico-cultural basis for such an imitation and thus 

negating their own historical and cultural condition.   

The cause of this receptivity, Al-e Ahmad’s argues, is two-fold.  First, the Pahlavi 

government drew closer to the West in an attempt to stabilize itself against the stronghold 

of religion:  “When it sees itself standing on such shaky ground, it has no recourse but to 

draw all the closer into the embrace of the West: to rely on its military aid, on American 

offers of guns and tanks, on European publications, their newspapers and their reporters, 
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on their politicians-just to buy a day or two of time.”
46

  In its fear of losing power 

domestically the Pahlavi regime required the reinforcements of the West in order to 

stabilize the growing disquietude of the nationalistic religious community.  Second, the 

masses, especially those urbanized, had come to see the West and its products as the 

standard by which one must live, to the detriment of self-sufficiency and pride in one’s 

own intellectual and cultural abilities.  They have taken westernization on its own terms. 

The Islamic Easterner lives no longer under the flag of nation, country or religion, but 

under a broader symbol of Western progress.  Al-e Ahmad writes, “Under this flag we 

are like strangers to ourselves, in our food and dress, our homes, our manners, our 

publications, and, most dangerous, our culture. We try to educate ourselves in the 

European style and strive to solve every problem as the Europeans would.”
47

 Perhaps, at 

the beginning, the danger of westernization had “brushed up against us, it has now 

touched our souls-from the peasant who has fled to the city and never returns to his 

village because the itinerant barber there has no Brilliantine among his equipment or 

because there is no cinema there or because he can't buy a sandwich, to the minister who 

seems allergic to the dust of our country and spends the year knocking about the 

world.”
48

  Thus, Iranians have grown to believe that the only proper way to live is to live 

like a Westerner.  But one can only live like a Westerner through the mimicry of the 

western ideal.  

 It is in the face of the machine that westoxification comes to the fore.  Al-e 

Ahmad is at times cryptic about what the machine is exactly.  He offers an incredibly 
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sophisticated and complex reading of power as it relates to the machine, for he 

understands machine life or mechanosis as one that is capable of both extracting 

resources as it produces desire for more consumption.  So what exactly is this machine 

that both extracts and produces desire?  His first response is to say that machines are 

simply the technologies that facilitate progress; from the printing press to any technology 

that produces goods.  But this seems to be very different than “the Machine” that 

produces the momentum of globalization and breaks down the barriers of nation, culture, 

etc.  This latter kind of machine, though Al-e Ahmad never quite develops its definition, 

seems to be a geo-political apparatus that facilitates the development of economic and 

cultural life outside national boundaries.  It is both the logic of capitalism and the impetus 

of globalization.  It is the Machine that produces machines.  In other words, it is the 

catalyst for and means of global capital.  He writes,  

What Marx said is true today, that we have two worlds in conflict.  But these two 

worlds stretch far vaster than in his time, and the conflict has grown far more 

complex than the one of worker and employer.  In our world, poor confront rich, 

and the vast earth is the arena.  Our age is one of two worlds: one producing and 

exporting machines, the other importing and consuming them and wearing them 

out. The stage for this conflict is the global market.  The weapons, apart from 

tanks, guns, bombers, and missile launchers, themselves products of the West, are 

UNESCO, the FAO, the UN, ECAFE, and the other so-called international 

organizations.  In fact, they are Western con artists come in new disguises to 

colonize this other world: to South America, to Asia, to Africa.  Here is the basis 

for the occidentosis of all non-Western nations.
49

 

 

This passage is crucial for understanding Al-e Ahmad’s vast conceptualization of global 

capitalism.  For Al-e Ahmad the impulse of the machine is to encourage the consumption 

of machines and their goods which, in the context of westernization, includes the goods 

of western culture.  But it also requires a whole apparatus that goes beyond market 
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economies to the very mechanisms of international politics and culture so that the 

machine order penetrates every aspect of relations between East and West so that further 

exploitation and extraction can be possible.  For Al-e Ahmad, this kind of machine order 

bestows upon non-western nations and their subjects a mode of living in which they can 

never keep up with the West.  For him, this is the essence of westoxification.  

 

Tensions within Machine Life: 

 

 What kind of life does the machine produce for the westoxified?  As I have 

suggested machine life replaces culture with consumerism.  As the machine of capitalism 

takes over, Al-e Ahmad argues, the Perso-Islamic subject has but two roles, as the 

consumer of western goods “or at best contented assemblers at low wages of what comes 

from the West.”
50

  But he continues to hint at a third role that is the hybrid of the first 

two.  The Perso-Islamic subject through her consumption and as an assembler becomes a 

westoxified subject.  Her body and then necessarily the body politic become ingratiated to 

the service of the machine.  The influx of machine goods and the necessity of assemblage 

of these goods requires at all levels conformity to the machines of the West.  At stake for 

Al-e Ahmad in this conformity is that the powerful current of the machine order relegates 

compliance not simply at the economic level but at all levels of society and culture.  In 

his estimation, one cannot simply float along the currents of the machine order without 

being trapped in its tide.  As consumers and assemblers, the Iranian subjects involvement 

with the machine “has necessitated our conforming ourselves, our governments, our 
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cultures, and our daily lives to the machine.”
51

  What is at stake and crucial in Al-e 

Ahmad’s analysis is that the economic and cultural realms are not seen as two 

independent arenas but are necessarily and irrefutably interconstitutive.  To make such a 

link it is essential for Al-e Ahmad to develop a theory of consumption and culture. He 

does this through his analysis of the relationship between consumptive impulses of the 

new machine life and cultural history.   

In his analysis of the consumption of cultural goods, Al-e Ahmad argues that the 

machine renders Islamic/Iranian culture unsustainable.  It produces subjects who only 

desire to be more and more like their mechanotic counterparts.  Relying on the 

relationship between mechanosis and westoxification, Ahmad implicitly argues that the 

driving catalysis of cultural destruction is the blindness of westoxified subjects in seeing 

the process of mechanosis.  He writes,  

Starvelings that we are, having been chronically undernourished for centuries, this 

in itself is an advance.  Such a starveling who has had a lifetime diet of bread and 

buttermilk in the village can fill up on sandwiches in the city and go find first a 

hairdresser and a tailor, then a shoeshiner, then a whorehouse.  Political parties 

and societies being prohibited (and what can one say of our so-called cultural 

clubs?), and mosque and mihrab forgotten or remembered only during Muharram 

and Ramazan, the movie house replaces them all, as do television and the 

magazines that every day inspire thousands of our proud citizens to copy the 

features and gestures of some film star!
52

 

 

Clearly, there are structural conditions, that of poverty and ill education, that render 

Islamic subjects more susceptible to the goods of the West and the machine order.  But 

Al-e Ahmad warns Iranian subjects not to be duped into believing that the luxuries of 

mechanosis do not have a critical effect on the language, culture and religious morality of 
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Iran.  It is not simply that one begins to eat sandwiches instead of bread and buttermilk 

and that makes them westoxified.  It is the belief that those sandwiches alongside other 

“western” cultural activities replace the cultural standards and interests of their cultural 

past. 

 Let us be clear, Al-e Ahmad is not simply arguing that the infiltration of cultural 

goods are destroying Islamic culture in Iran, rather he is pointing to a structural 

phenomenon, mechanosis, that inevitably leads cultures without control to live in a 

presentist state of consumerism and ahistoricity marking the impossibility of a culturally 

rich Islamic life.  Here Al-e Ahmad points to three outcomes of mechanosis in Iran that 

mark the new consumerist culture.  First, and most importantly, is the impossibility of a 

historically oriented life in the face of the machine.  In his analysis of the impulses of the 

machine, Al-e Ahmad argues that the essential component of westoxification is the 

people’s inability to seek historical grounding in their own traditions.  This does not 

require a harkening back to traditions—living a traditional life—, as Fukuyama insists is 

the modus operandi of Islamists, but rather requires a critical understanding of one’s own 

cultural particularity. “If we define westoxification as the aggregate of events in the life, 

culture, civilization, and mode of thought of a people having no supporting tradition, no 

historical continuity, no gradient of transformation, but having only what the machine 

brings them, it is clear that we are such a people,”
53

 he writes.  It is here that Al-e Ahmad 

is most critical of the Orientalist nature of machine life.  Al-e Ahmad sees a double form 

of objectification happening to the Perso-Islamic subject.  (S)he is at once seen as an 

object of inquiry and cultural authenticity—a “museum piece”—by the Western academy 
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and corporations and simultaneously her cultural continuity is rendered impossible by the 

demands of machine production and the influx of goods.
54

   

At first glance these two operations seem to be pulling the westoxified subject into 

two very different directions; one that mires her in a so-called “authentic” history and 

culture and the other sweeps her up in the language, customs, and productions of Western 

machine life. However, Al-e Ahmad traces these two functions as part and parcel of the 

same mechanizing ideal.  How does he do this?  He insists that the western machine, in 

order to fulfill its own needs and desires, must first isolate the Perso-Islamic subject as 

unprogressive and stagnant in order to instigate and unleash the desires for a more 

western progressivist life.
55

  Put simply, westernization requires that the West first 

penetrate the culture and its subjects, know all it can know about the “insufficiencies” of 

the culture and then offer its subjects reprieve from the difficulties of that life.
56

  This 

reprieve is often given through the influx of goods that make life easier and more 

bearable, whether they are the importation of food or the discovery of “brilliantine” for 

the hair that makes the hair less unruly and more polished just like their western counter-

parts.
57

  Sooner or later the desires for the goods of the West result in an inability to look 

at oneself for innovation and newness and instead look only longingly towards the West.  
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Believing that only the West and its machine can offer the comforts of life, the 

westoxified subject reduces all cultural heritage to the darkness before enlightenment, as 

life before modernization.  

The second outcome of mechanosis is the production of life without borders and 

the subsequent nationalistic/nativist response.  These too are part and parcel of the same 

process of mechanosis—a contradiction that cannot be avoided by westoxification.  Al-e 

Ahmad argues that in the age of the Machine the “internationalization of everything and 

everyone” has become the functional technique of mechanosis.
58

  The development of 

globalization posits a distinct problem for national and cultural identity.  The borders 

need to be opened in order for the Machine to not only distribute goods but to produce 

goods.  In order for the power of the Machine to continue, “it demands common markets, 

open borders, and closed customs houses.  It carries the flag of the United Nations and 

drives wherever it can find the corporations' gasoline.”
59

  The response to such an erasure 

of borders and national identity is a form of nativism that does not respond critically 

enough to the power of mechanosis.  For Al-e Ahmad this is the significant error in 

response to globalization.  On one side we have those who retreat into the notion that the 

only way to survive globalization and the mechanization of the world order is to brandish 

claims of racial, religious or national superiority instantiating difference at every turn.  

On the other side is to openly accept a life without borders without having any 

knowledge of the terms of borderlessness and mechanosis.  This leaves Iranians in a 

critical juncture where the response will inevitably be repression on both sides.  Contrary 

to Fukuyama, Al-e Ahmad sees both of these as a significant miscalculation in 
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responding to globalization.  Marking out the inevitable outcome of such nativism, Al-e 

Ahmad writes, 

In such an age, the more closed the national borders, the more amplified the 

traditions of race, the more earnest the callow boasts of the Shah, the worse the 

oppression, and the more influential the commandments and prohibitions of 

religion, the deeper grows the dungeon of nations and peoples.  What border or 

domain can stand up to the influence of Pepsi Cola, or to the comings and goings 

of the oil brokers, or to Brigitte Bardot's films, to heroin smugglers, or to the 

dubious orientalists who are the official go-betweens for imperialism?
60

 

 

Third, mechanosis instantiates a new culture of gender inequality that clashes the 

sexual freedoms of the West with the religious orientations of the Iranian nation.  Al-e 

Ahmad argues that a necessary condition or consequence of westoxification is the 

“emancipation of women.”
61

  But this is no emancipation at all for Al-e Ahmad.  

Westoxification has imposed a libertine culture of sexuality without developing a juridical 

and political role for women.  Here it is not clear whom Al-e Ahmad is more frustrated 

with, the West’s sexual frivolity or Islamists inability to develop a clear institutional 

model that establishes women at the center of the political order.  Al-e Ahmad seems to 

be thoroughly feminist in his desire for women to both have cultural and religious 

freedom but he is also extremely critical of the role of westoxification in bringing about 

this freedom. He writes,  

So we really have given women only the right to parade themselves in public.  We 

have drawn women, the preservers of traditions, family, and future generations, 

into vacuity, into the street.  We have forced them into ostentations and frivolity, 

every day to freshen up and try on a new style and wander around.  What of work, 

duty, social responsibility, and character?  There are very few women concerned 

with such things any more.  Unless the work of men and women and their services 

to society are equally valued and paid, unless, alongside men, women assume 

responsibility for administering a sector of society (other than the home, a private 
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function shared between men and women), unless material and spiritual equality 

is established between the sexes, we will have succeeded only swelling an army 

of consumers of powder and lipstick-the products of the West's industries-another 

form of occidentosis.
62

 

 

Freedom, then, for Al-e Ahmad requires a deep suspicion of the materialistic capitalism 

that makes women believe that liberation comes from consumption and the displaying of 

the feminine body.  But he points out that a resistance to these facile freedoms need not 

prohibit radical political participation and, in fact, can foster a much purer form of 

equality.  

 While clearly there is a tension in Al-e Ahmad’s text in that he seems to both 

demand a radical transformation of Perso-Islamic women’s cultural and religious 

freedom and, simultaneously, attempts to hold on to traditionalist Islamic conceptions of 

women’s roles as preservers of the family and the nation, I want to argue that it is here in 

his critique of the contradiction between westoxification and Islamic cultural identity that 

Al-e Ahmad really develops a more complex and critical view of the necessary response 

to cultural globalization and the dismantling of traditional culture.  Notice his response is 

not the conventional response of the nativist, to demand the reinstatement of traditional 

dress or to insist up women’s place as necessarily outside the public sphere.  Nor is his 

response like one of those enchanted by westernization.  In fact, he is disgusted with the 

claim that the perpetual and rampant cultural consumption of feminine goods produces 

women’s freedom.  Rather Al-e Ahmad attempts a hybrid articulation of Islamism and 

modernity that advocates a new role for women within the Perso-Islamic national body.  

While no doubt there are clear tensions in his reading of Woman as the subject of 

traditional familial preservation and his advocacy for institutional changes in Iranian 
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women’s political place, I want us to focus on the way that this articulation of women’s 

roles marks a responsiveness to changes in the geo-political order that neither reproduces 

western mores nor articulates a nativistic response.  Instead, he offers a method of 

analysis that weighs the practices of Perso-Islamic culture with the goods of a feminist 

politics. 

Al-e Ahmad’s response to the Woman question hints at a larger and more 

complex reading of his response to mechanosis and westoxification, which is largely 

ignored by examiners of his work.  While most focus on his critique of westoxification 

and thus incorrectly interpret him as nativistic, a closer reading of Al-e Ahmad shows 

him to be engaged with the real problems of machine life and the influx of global 

distributions of goods and power.  Specifically, Al-e Ahmad implores us to delineate the 

complex order of mechanosis with westernization.  For if one can pry apart mechanosis 

from westoxification, then one can begin to produce alternative visions of the global 

order.  The task, then, for this critic of westoxification, is to decipher a Perso-Islamic 

response in the face of the machine.  Al-e Ahmad finds that the two most prevalent 

responses to the development of machine life, assimilation and nativism offer no 

powerful reprieve from westoxification or the machine order.    

On one hand, assimilation to westernization and the lack of an identifiable 

presence in the global order amounts to little but exploitation.  Throughout Gharbzadegi 

Al-e Ahmad urges us to avoid this kind of mimicry for it gives a false sense of progress.  

He writes, 

We have been unable to preserve our own historico-cultural character in the face 

of the machine and its fateful onslaught.  Rather, we have been routed. We have 

been unable to take a considered stand in the face of this contemporary monster. 
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So long as we do not comprehend the real essence, basis, and philosophy of 

Western civilization, only aping the West outwardly and formally (by consuming 

its machines), we shall be like the ass going about in a lion's skin. We know what 

became of him.  Although the one who created the machine now cries out that it is 

stifling him, we not only fail to repudiate our assuming the garb of machine 

tenders, we pride ourselves on it.  For two hundred years we have resembled the 

crow mimicking the partridge (always supposing that the West is a partridge and 

we are a crow).
63

  

 

At three different junctures in this short passage, Al-e Ahmad traces the impossibility of 

passing for something that we are not. An ass pretending to be a lion knows immediately 

that the lions can sense that he is an imposter and endangers himself.  The crow 

attempting to sing the beautiful notes of a partridge recognizes that she only squawks not 

making nearly the kind of music that her counterparts can make.  Those outside the West, 

too, only mimic the progress and capabilities of Western modernity leaving their own 

characteristics and histories behind.  This kind of mimicry, Al-e Ahmad notes, always 

already rings false.  This is not because there is something inherently or biologically 

different between the subjects of the West and Islamic East like the difference between an 

ass and a lion or a crow and a partridge.  Rather it is because we mimic without 

understanding. We consume without knowing how to build.  We lose ourselves in 

becoming another whose history and cultural life we do not know.  Assimilation in this 

sense can only bring grief and struggle and can never bare the fruits of change. 

In turn, the second and equally troubling response to the western machine order, 

for Al-e Ahmad, is a kind of nativistic resistance, i.e. resistance by miring oneself in an 

idealized cultural tradition and history.  As I suggested earlier in this chapter, Al-e 

Ahmad is severely critical of such a stance because it relies on an interpretation of Islam 

as divisive rather than cohesive.  The nativist track always already relies on a constitutive 
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outside not only through an otherization of the West and its subjects but within the 

national boundaries itself.  Nativism produces both geo-political borders and ethnic, 

racial and gendered borders that inevitably bring the people of nations and their allies 

further apart rather than closer together.   Nativism operates not as a reminder of one’s 

cultural history but rather as a stark and closed interpretation of who belongs and who 

does not.  Al-e Ahmad feared such a nativistic interpretation being resurrected by certain 

factions of Islamic political society.  This kind of nativism, he warned, would not be able 

to delineate the technologies and apparatuses of the machine order from westernization.  

It would understand them as one and the same, and consequently, it would prohibit Perso-

Islamists from taking the machine into their own hands and shaping globalization rather 

than being bystanders or victims of it.  

 

The Retreat from Westoxification/ The Production of the Machine 

 

 It is Al-e Ahmad’s contention that neither a wholesale acceptance of nor 

resistance to mechanosis as it has been known is in order.  Rather Al-e Ahmed focuses on 

access to the tools of the Machine and the development of the machine order as crucial in 

developing a new Perso-Islamism that is both responsive to historico-culture and to 

global change.  His argument focuses on the confirmation of three essential modes of 

understanding: (1) the acknowledgment of history; (2) a turn to intellectual rigueur and; 

(3) a turn to self-representation in the face of westernization.  These three notions can, of 

course, never be understood separately.  They are all necessary and none are sufficient on 

their own in battling westoxification and taking hold of mechanosis.  The final section of 
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this essay focuses on these three necessary conditions in order to relate how the early 

development of the critique of westoxification was constituted not simply on anti-

westernism but on a revelation that Perso-Islamists must understand themselves as 

participants and not simply followers or abolitionists of global change.  From this we can 

decipher a method to analyzing all monolithic claims about ideal Iranian subjectivity. 

First, Al-e Ahmad calls for a historical interpretation of both national and global 

life.  This would include not only the need to root Iranians in their own historical 

development which includes the role of religion, but also in understanding the historical 

emergence of the machine order.  Let us look at the first argument.  It was Al-e Ahmad’s 

contention that the strength of westoxification was its ability to replace the historical 

myths and stories of the Iranian past with the falsified and dramatized history of the 

Western past and present.  He argued that the Hollywoodization of the hero marked a 

decline in Iranian political knowledge whereby the average consumer knows more about 

the film stars of the West or the philosophy of the ancient Greeks than his or her own 

cultural history.  As Hamid Dabashi argues,  

[S]uch mythologies, Al-e Ahmad believed, were no idle entertainment.  He was 

convinced that myths are “the most real of all realities.”  Such realities constitute 

the most essential and immediate frames of reference within which members of a 

common culture assume their measures of social action. Such attention to the 

inner wordings of common mythologies was instrumental in the final disposition 

of Al-e Ahmad’s political agenda.  He complained bitterly of the substitution of 

an artificial knowledge of Greek mythology for a genuine understanding of 

Iranian myths. “Still no average literate Iranian knows our national mythology,” 

he regretted. “Who is Zarir or Garshasp? Or what is the myth of creation in this 

part of the world? But every newspaper is full of Greek mythology. . . Why?"
64
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It was necessary for any cohesive response to westoxification to render itself through a 

grounding in one’s own cultural history.  We need to tell the stories that gave birth to 

Perso-Islamic culture and have continued to transform it in order to stabilize and give 

meaning to a cohesive, but ever-changing, national body.  This, however, does not 

require a reversion back to an “authentic” idealized culture before the infiltration of the 

machine order.  Al-e Ahmad’s is not a call back to something that never quite existed; 

rather it is a call for historical grounding and recognition for a culture that is in constant 

flux.  This is critically important because he warns Iranians to be wary of the mode of 

storytelling that is in the pursuit of an unjustified nativism.  He calls this “melancholia of 

self glorification…asinine self-glorification, with plentiful references to Darius, Cyrus, 

and Rustam, the sort of thing that pours from every radio in the country and from there 

fills our publications.”
65

  It is not the role of history to only tell the stories that glorify us 

or produce likeness or difference between us and the West.  The purpose of history is to 

ground us both in hopefulness and remembrance of times gone awry.  Recognition of 

history is meant to ground us in our future. 

 This leads us to Al-e Ahmad’s second and critical idea about the role of western 

history in the making of this new post-westoxified culture.  At first glance, one can read 

Al-e Ahmad’s critique of the influx of western mythology as a desire to abolish all 

western influence, yet we can see that really he wants us to educate ourselves in western 

thought in order to understand the mechanics of the machine order.   It is his contention 

that the history of machine life no longer belongs only to the West.  The machine order 

has crossed the boundaries of East and West taking on a place of its own.  The process of 
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mechanization, then, must be understood by all, but more specifically those who consume 

its products.  For the Islamic subject to be able to control or at least take part in his own 

destiny he must do so through a complete understanding of how the development of the 

Westernized machine has come about. It is only through the historical knowledge of 

mechanization, which has developed in the West, that we can make a new form of 

mechanization that is culturally appropriate to Perso-Islamic life.   

 This leads us to the second essential response to the machine order: the 

consumption and production of knowledge.  Al-e Ahmad focuses much of his latter work 

on the role of education and the intellectual in making a more responsive and less 

westoxified Iran.
66

 Yet he recognizes that intellectualism in Iran has also fallen prey to 

westoxification.  This is because Iranians have come to believe that those who are 

educated in the West are more capable and proficient than those whose educations come 

from local schools.  Thus those who have been trained in the West have inhabited the 

Iranian educational system producing more and more westoxified subjects.
67

 In order to 

ameliorate the tension between knowledge production and westoxification he strikes a 

balance between education about the development of the West and education for the 

West.  While Iranians must understand the history of the West in order to take hold of 

machine-life within their own borders, they must also rethink the Machine in their own 

terms.  This requires the mobilization of knowledge not simply by the elite intelligentsia 
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but by the common (wo)man who falls prey to the consumptive nature of westernization 

but does not understand its processes.   

 Who, then, can mobilize knowledge within this complex set of parameters?  Al-e 

Ahmad turns to the Islamic cleric as one essential figure for encouraging knowledge 

consumption and production.  While he recognizes that the Perso-Islamic orthodoxy has 

tended to embrace nativism in order to battle the Shah’s encouragement of 

westoxification, Al-e Ahmad believes that it is the cleric’s commitment to religious 

values that can hold steady the dawning of a new age where the machine order is not 

something that consumes and destroys the Islamic East but is something produced by it. 

“In this age of transformation, we need people of character, expert, ardent, principled 

people—not westoxified people, not people who are sacks full of human knowledge, 

jacks-of-all-trades and masters of none.”
68

  Instead, he argues, we need people whose 

commitment to God and his fellow man surpasses the desires for luxuries and goods.  The 

cleric committed to Allah and an Islamic world-view is that kind of person and can show 

others in the community how to move away from westoxification.  Yet Islamic clerics, 

Al-e Ahmad implores, also must recognize the current place in the historical process and 

not simply revert back to a time before the machine.   

 It is with this sense of religio-cultural self that Perso-Islamic subjects can move 

away from the mimicry of the West to a mode of self-representation with the machine 

order.  We must take hold of the Machine and make it for our own good.  “The Machine 

should naturally serve us as a trampoline, so that we may stand on it and jump all the 

farther by its rebound.  One must have the machine; one must build it.  But one must not 
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remain in bondage to it; one must not fall into its snare.  The machine is a means, not an 

end.”
69

  While the machine order, as it has come from the West, has taken hold of and 

exploited the Islamic East, it can be reinvented and rethought within the religio-cultural 

stance of Perso-Islamism.  This requires an end to the mythology of western superiority 

and a solid stance in the face of the machine.   

 

Conclusion 

 

In contemporary American political discourse it is not uncommon to think of 

Islamism, or more commonly Islamic fundamentalism, as a culture or civilization in 

contestation and collision with Western democratic liberalism.  Political pundits, 

politicians and even political theorists habitually deploy narratives that trace the stark and 

often oppositional trajectories of these two ideological or “civilizational” forces.  From 

the perspective of many in the West and even some within Islamic nations there is an 

argument repeated over and over again signifying the ever greater divide between the so-

called West and the so-called Islamic East: the West believes in progress, innovation, and 

modernity while the Islamic East is rooted in authenticity, tradition, and avowedly anti-

modern; the West believes in the end to borders and the furthering of cultural 

globalization, the Islamic East in maintaining closed borders and cultural authenticity. 

From this kind of perspective, Islamism is a stagnant and unrelenting force wishing to 

stop the progress of democracy and liberal capital.  Islamism is often described through a 

language enmeshed in the notion of political and ideological inferiority—the base 
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traditionalism of the Islamic East (alongside a slew of unacknowledged tropes about the 

religious, racial and gendered “backwardness” of Islamic political societies).  Islamism is 

seen as something either to be destroyed or quelled and sanitized into a religious culture 

that must give in to the force of liberal democracy or a route to an ever-greater expansion 

of so-called Western values and goods.   

In turn, much Islamist rhetoric focuses its dismissal of the West on the cultural 

collision between Islam and the West.  Marking the West as its Other in global relations 

of power, much Islamist rhetoric has constituted its identity through a negation of all 

things western.  Yet a close reading of this battle against westoxification reveals a 

complex reaction to the institutional mechanisms that spawn westernization.  Decoupling 

globalization and modernity from westernization, Jalal Al-e Ahmad offers an 

interpretation of Perso-Islamism that is both critically responsive to new global trends 

and still relies on the cultural and historical context of Iranian life.  His analysis of the 

machine order thus marks a critical rereading of westernization and Islamism as both 

manifestations of and participants in globalization.   

What his work offers his readers is a problematization of the conclusions made by 

Frances Fukuyama that Islamism’s critical stance against westernization is emblematic of 

an anti-modernist and anti-global view point and those in the Islamic East who see their 

only hope in either fully embracing or refusing the West as the standard of global 

modernity.  Instead, Al-e Ahmad traces the construction of this idealization of the 

“global” and “modern” West and implores a revision in which the very meaning of 

modernity and globalization are reset in truly global and cosmopolitan terms.  This 

fundamentally rethinks the notion of a “clash of civilizations” between Islam and the 
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West and articulates the necessity of Islamists to refashion and rethink the global 

imaginary in order to be participants in the constantly revising apparatus of the machine.   
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Chapter Three: A Westoxified Monster?: Khomeini’s Encoding of Perso-Islamic 

National Identity  

 

 

“God is the Guardian of those who believe.  He taketh them out of darkness and into light 

and those who disbelieve, tyrants are their guardians and they take them out of light into 

darkness.  They are the companions of the fire, therein shall they abide.”  

        --Koran, 2:257
70

 

 

 

“The human monster combines the impossible and the forbidden.” 

        --Michel Foucault
71

 

 

 

 Abadan, Iran. August 19
th

, 1978.  Hundreds of viewers sat to watch a film
72

 at the 

then famous Rex Cinema while arsonists outside had started a fire. The smoke began to 

permeate the bi-level theater and patrons ran to the exits.  But as they ran to escape the 

fire, the doors had been locked.  Engulfed in flames the cinema burned to the ground.  

The burning to death of 430 people by unknown culprits, who locked the doors and 

torched the cinema, sparked a slew of riots and demonstrations.  The early revolutionaries 

blamed the Shah Pahlavi for the fire—either claiming that his secret police, SAVAK 

(Sazeman-e Ettelaat va Amniyat-e Keshvar, National Information and Security 

Organization), had set the cinema ablaze or simply that the monarchy could not protect 

its citizens.  These demonstrations exacerbated the revolutionary fervor against Pahlavi 

and the eventual ousting of the monarch was heralded as the end of authoritarianism and 
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American economic imperialism in Iran.
73

   While it was never proven that the henchmen 

of Ayatollah Khomeini were involved,
74

 the response by the Islamic cleric and his 

followers came to represent a crucial moment in the envisioning of contemporary Iranian 

Islamic identity.  Khomeini understood the elimination of Western cultural influence and 

the regulation of Iranian culture to be essential in creating a truly Islamic mode of 

governance.
75

  When asked about his disdain for American and French films he 

responded, “We are not against cinema, we are against prostitution!”
76

  While Western 

film was not the only culprit in destroying the moral health of Islamic national subjects, 

in Khomeini’s estimation, it was understood to be particularly pernicious in that it flouted 

Islamic codes of sexual propriety and encouraged Persians to mimic the moral depravity 

of the West.
77

 This view of western cinema as a mode of moral and sexual 

comodification is emblematic of Khomeini’s larger view of Western culture, one in 

which religious and moral traditions are cast away and replaced by the licentious desires 

of the present. The infiltration of this kind of cultural relativity, he argued, would corrupt 

and disease the Islamic nation until there was nothing left but the shadow of its cultural 

past.  
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 In speeches and in his writing regarding the development of Islamic nationalism, 

Khomeini was particularly focused on the destructive effects of Western culture on 

Perso-Islamic citizens.
78

  He envisioned western culture to be the moral and religious 

antithesis of Islam.  For example, he not only condemned the consumption of western 

films, but also western dress, literature and music claiming that these signs of western 

modes of life took Iranian citizens away from the light of God and into the darkness of 

cultural egoism.  Khomeini’s discourses about western film and the actions of the Islamic 

governmental elite in deterring all consumption of western cultural products came to 

signify the boundaries of Islamic national identity in the post-revolutionary period.  

Khomeini grounded Perso- Islamic identity in its opposition to Western hedonistic 

culture, sexual perversity, and the destruction of the Islamic nation.
79

  He and his 

followers understood western cultural infiltration to be the disintegration of Islamic life, a 

life that had to be produced against and resistant to Western cultural globalization. Al- 

Ahmad’s terminology, westoxification, took on a special meaning for the Ayatollah 

Khomeini.  Khomeini’s fear of westoxification as Michael Ancram describes it was “the 

fear that another culture, in this case that of “the West,” can seduce followers of other 

cultures or ways of life, in this case followers of Islam, away from their Faith and the 

way of life which goes with it. ‘Westoxification’ is a particularly apposite term for it is 
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both addictive and seductive, and yet at the same toxic.”
80

 The perniciousness of 

westoxification, Khomeini argued, necessitated a total cleansing of western influence 

from Iranian life. Likening the dispersal of Western culture to a disease of the body, 

Khomeini understood westoxification to be an illness imposed upon the Iranian people by 

a culprit that needed to be destroyed while the body politic could be controlled and 

healed.  Western film, he argued, was only one example of the way in which western 

culture had infected the minds of those weakened national subjects.  Intoxicated by the 

passions of this immoral culture, Khomeini insisted that the westoxification of Iranian 

subjects would slowly inculcate a new mode of living that converged and transgressed 

the religious and national boundaries of the Iranian nation. The new era of Islamic Iran, 

established by an Islamic revolution, he argued, would be built on the rooting out of 

westoxification and the regulation of proper Islamic subjects, marking the Islamic nation 

as a capable adversary against the prowess of the West’s moral disease.  

Khomeini’s vision of this repudiation of western excess was clearly influenced by 

Al-e Ahmad’s concern with the uncritical mimicry of the West by Iranians in the wake of 

western cultural intrusion.  They both demanded a rethinking of Perso-Islamic 

subjectivity which had so easily fallen into an indiscriminant enchantment with the West 

and thus had lost its own sense of cultural particularity.  Yet the similarities end there, for 

Khomeini utilized the language of westoxification in order to instantiate a new vision of 

Islamic national identity that took as its mission a simultaneous condemnation of the 

West while it advocated a conservative juridical project that would shield and produce an 
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Islamic citizenry based on a new form of Islamic law. Thus, he manipulated the discourse 

of westoxification away from the critical apparatus laid out by Al-e Ahmad to one 

predicated on the disciplinary moralization of Perso-Islamic subjects.  The effect of such 

a manipulation was a turn to nativism and a refutation of the West without a critical and 

often negligible engagement with the processes of globalization.  By marking the battle 

between westoxification and Islamism as one of simple refutation, Khomeini 

problematically attempted to bar any real or substantive encounters with those outside the 

borders of Islamic Iran by banning all the cultural goods and influence of the West that 

did not meet the strict approval of the clerical government.  This resulted in a repressive 

censorship of the West, while the Islamic government continuously barraged its subjects 

with the state reading of Western culture.   

Khomeini’s articulation of westoxification and the resultant architecture of 

Islamization that he invoked manifested a clear divergence from the critical response 

exemplified by Al-e Ahmad.  Two distinguishing characteristics denote this renovated 

critique of westoxification, as espoused by Khomeini.  First, Khomeini flattened out and 

simplified the westoxification critique into one markedly concerned with the sexual and 

moral corruption of Perso-Islamic subjects.  While he was generally attentive to the 

rampant economic exploitation of Iran by the West, especially in terms of oil revenues, 

he often articulated the threat of westoxification as one predicated upon the 

demoralization of the Islamic feminine body, rarely engaging with the possibility that 

economic and cultural changes were part and parcel of the same mechanotic system. 

Thus, as Khomeini focused on the sexually and morally corruptive aspects of 

westoxification, he did not offer a holistic account of the changing global order.  This 
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resulted in Khomeini’s second divergence from Al-e Ahmad. He advocated a complete 

resistance to all western cultural products, articulating a somewhat naïve belief that 

western technologies could substantively be used for Islamic purposes without the 

imprint of the West standing in the way.
81

  Khomeini’s response to westoxification, 

unlike Al-e Ahmad’s, was predicated on a nationalist Islamic orthodoxy that would use 

the religious clerisy to decipher appropriate cultural consumption.  Essentially, Khomeini 

marked the average Iranian citizen as incapable of defending his or her cultural life from 

the prowess of westoxification and thus claimed the necessity for the Islamic cleric to 

adjudicate the Iranian citizens’ relationship with the West and Western globalization.  

Rather than seeing the Islamic cleric as a necessary advisor to the people, in contrast to 

Al-e Ahmad, Khomeini instituted the Islamic clerics as the ultimate decision-makers in 

all aspects of Iranian life through the institutionalization of the Islamic jurisprudential 

system.   

Khomeini’s response to westoxification is far less radical than Al-e Ahmad’s and 

far more entrenched in a desire for the clerics to protect and discipline Perso-Islamic 

subjects at all costs. The result of such a response to westoxification and globalization, in 

general, is the invocation of all the divisive dynamics of nativism that Al-e Ahmad warns 

us about including xenophobia, religious prejudice, and the inability to offer a persuasive 

alternative to the lures of westoxification.  Khomeini imagined an alternative world 

outside of the machine order that empowers a religious orthodoxy to protect and profit 

from the machines of globalization without letting its citizenry engage with the processes 

of the global order.  But this response was not fully predicated on the idealization of 
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Islam as much as a call to some unsubstantiated past.  Rather Khomeini’s Islamic 

nationalism established a new disposition that views the global present as one marked by 

a desire to both reap the benefits of global capitalism, through technological innovation, 

and to use that innovation to instantiate a disciplinary boundary against the cultural 

effects of global interaction and westoxification.  Put simply, Khomeini attempted to 

institute a new Islamic political and religious identity through the development of a 

religiously oriented mode of governance that would insulate Iranian citizens from the 

effects of the machine-order and bring them closer to his Koranic ideal. 

To understand the alternative vision of Islamic identity imagined by Khomeini, it 

is essential that we look at the power relations that inculcated this kind of religious 

nationalism in and against western globalization.  Specifically, we need to analyze the 

production of Islamic national subjectivity given the imminent threat of Western cultural 

infiltration.  This chapter traces the Khomeinist deployment of the concept of 

westoxification in order to show how his usage both depletes the radical possibilities of 

westoxification as a mode and method of critique and instantiates a Perso-Islamic citizen 

identity that founds the juridical structures of a nationalist Islamic republic.  

Thus, this chapter demonstrates how the Khomeinist conceptualization of Iran’s 

contemporary global and national identity is produced through a discourse in which the 

West, and more importantly those Muslims who are deemed to be westoxified, are 

demarcated, objectified, and quarantined as an illness or contaminant, both lascivious and 

threatening.  Simultaneously, “national” subjects are reorganized, established and 

invested with institutional disciplinary power that derides the effect of the infiltration of 

Western global culture and inculcates modes of Islamic national normalization through 
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the surveillance of western consumption.  This is done by marking those national subjects 

that problematized traditional narratives about the Islamic nation as westoxified and alien 

monsters.  Western cultural norms were subverted through the reification of so-called 

“authentic”
82

 religious values and the casting of westoxified national subjects as the 

impossible and forbidden effects of the West’s cultural prowess. From the brutal flogging 

of defectors in the streets to institutional codes encouraging the surveillance of all 

national subjects, Khomeini attempted to construct Islamic national identity through and 

against what he called westoxified “foreigners.”    

This chapter offers two interrelated arguments. First, that Khomeini’s usage of the 

discourse of westoxification attempted to demarcate the boundaries of Perso-Islamic 

national identity through the objectification of Western culture, articulated through a 

Manichean division between a sinful and Godless West and pure Islam. Second, this 

figuration of Western Occidentalism and Khomeini’s concomitant invocation of 

westoxified foreigners attempted to instantiate a kind of Islamic disciplinary power—a 

power that produces, orders, and normalizes—through institutions of regulation and, thus, 

posited an Islamic disciplinary society.  “Disciplinary society is that society in which 

social command is constructed through a diffuse network of dispositifs or apparatuses 

that produce and regulate customs, habits, and productive practices,” Michael Hardt and 

Antonio Negri write.  “Putting this society to work and ensuring obedience to its rule and 

its mechanisms of inclusion and/or exclusion are accomplished through disciplinary 
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institutions… that structure the social terrain and present logics adequate to the “reason” 

of discipline.  Disciplinary power rules in effect by structuring the parameters and limits 

of thought and practice, sanctioning and prescribing normal and/or deviant behavior.”
83

  

The recognition of the power of Western global culture and its Islamic interpretation as a 

corruptive force sets the institutional parameters that discipline the Perso-Islamic body 

politic by marking those who are westoxified as out of the purview of good Islamic 

citizenship and thus out of the boundaries of the Iranian Islamic nation.  These 

boundaries are not predicated on an original and unmarked religious past but rather 

envision a very contemporary battle between the corruptive effects of global life and a 

Jihadic
84

 vision of the new Islamic nation. Given the prowess of Western culture and its 

ability to cross national and cultural borders, Khomeini’s nativistic impulses have 

rendered Islam as an alternative to the present state of global-liberalization without 

offering a significant conceptualization of how one stops or intercedes in the powerful 

current of mechanosis described by Al-e Ahmad.  To claim their status as an alternative 

to Western exploitation Islamic nativists have narrativized the West as toxic and perverse 

and those within the national boundaries who embrace Western life as not only abnormal 

but a monstrous threat to the very heart of the Islamic nation.  It is through these 
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narratives that cultural difference is established within and without the boundaries of the 

nation-state, in order to make the continued identification of Islamic national subjectivity 

ever more possible. 

 In order to develop these two arguments this chapter is divided into three sections.  

First, beginning with a reading of Michel Foucault’s conceptualization of monstrosity in 

the wake of new and old economies of power, we will see the way in which the 

“abnormals” both confound and ground societal power relations, especially in terms of 

claims to sexual perversion.  Then, working from Foucault’s conceptualization of 

monstrosity, the second section traces the relationship between Islamic national identity 

and claims about cultural westoxification through the narratives offered by the Ayatollah 

Khomeini.  Finally, the last section interrogates the relationship between Islamic 

nationalism, westoxification, and monstrosity through a reading of the essential juridical 

institution of the Islamic republic, velayat-eh faqih (guardianship of the Islamic jurists),
85

 

to show how the Khomeinist usage of westoxification helped embolden a new mode of 

governance in Iran that departed from the radical discourse that made westoxification an 

essential narrative of Iranian revolutionary thought.   

 

Of Monsters 

 

 It is perhaps not odd to think of Western culture as an epidemic that has taken 

over much of the developing world.  For years one has been able to look at the 

newspapers, magazines, and television programs of so-called developing countries and 
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see an influx of Western cultural motifs that spur critiques of Western economic and 

political imperialism.  It was not uncommon, for example, during the Shah Pahlavi’s 

reign, to watch a news program that might be critical of the British or American 

governments’ economic and political policies while watching the newscaster sporting the 

latest in Western fashion.  Nor was it atypical to see on the streets of Tehran a wide range 

of clothing from the latest French fashions on young women, to the wearing of the hejab 

by devout Islamic “sisters” to teenagers wearing Ramones t-shirts, ripped jeans, and 

safety pins the way they imagined Sid Vicious would wear them.
86

  After the Islamic 

revolution, however, a shift became apparent in regards to the cultural infiltration of the 

West.  The norms and desires of “western life” came to mark a critical boundary for 

Islamic national identity.  Claiming that the desires for Western culture were anathema to 

Islamic piety and purity, Islamic religious leaders and jurists in Iran premised much of 

their revolutionary discourse and religious and institutional policies on driving away the 

desirability and force of Western culture.
87

  Critics of this westoxification understood the 

permeation of western desires to be a trenchant and corruptive force in maintaining 

Islamic national culture and power because it aggressively pushed its ideals and thus 

posited ungodly and unattainable goals for its government and its subjects.  As Jalal Al-e 

Ahmad has fervently argued in the case of Iran, 

 We have been unable to preserve our historico-cultural character in the face of the 

 [Western] machine and its fateful onslaught.  Rather, we have been routed.  We 

 have not been able to take a considered stance in the face of this contemporary 
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 monster.  So long as we do not comprehend the real essence, basis, and 

 philosophy of Western civilization, only aping the West outwardly and 

 formally…we shall be like the ass going about in a lion’s skin.  We know what 

 became of him.
88

  

 

As I claimed in Chapter 2, for Al-e Ahmad, Western cultural dispersion took on much of 

the character of economic and political imperialism but with one more bitter 

consequence: it was desired by the citizenry.  Iranians, he feared, wanted the luxuries of 

the West without recognizing that the acceptance of these goods and ideals has manifest 

contradictions to living a historically and culturally coherent life. It was thought by Al-e 

Ahmad that the consumers of the West would soon find themselves under a “post-

colonial syndrome” where they believed that they had surpassed Perso-Islamic culture by 

a simple but deficient mimicry of the West.  Leaving religious values behind in the name 

of a kind of consumptive “progress,” Al-e Ahmad believed, would simply turn Muslim 

citizens into weak and vulnerable victims. This idealized notion of “progress,” as 

espoused by the West, would always benefit the West through the subjugation of Iran and 

the Third World at large.  But Al-e Ahmad’s signaling of the cultural, political and 

economic threat of westoxification was not a productive or sufficiently revolutionary 

response for conservative Islamic elites like Khomeini.   Rather the Islamic clerisy, 

especially Khomeini as leader of the Islamic side of the revolution in Iran, resisted Al-e 

Ahmad’s advocacy of a critical engagement with the machine order and instead instituted 

a reactionary exclusion of all Western culture as a curative for westoxification.   

This attempt at de-westernization, in turn, established new parameters for marking 

the confines and meaning of Iranian Islamic identity. During the early post-revolutionary 
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phase, and even today, these parameters were set by rooting out those who transgressed 

the boundaries of proper Islamic subjectivity through their desire to be like the West.  

Those westoxified subjects who have fallen under the new colonial syndrome of 

westoxification, Khomeini insisted, should be seen as the monstrous articulation of the 

West’s neo-colonial power and must be exposed and cured, and if not cured then 

punished, in order to keep necessary Islamic values intact.  This chapter argues that this 

invocation of monstrosity, by Khomeini and the Islamic elite, as the essential 

characteristic of westoxified subjects, attempted to set the bounds of proper Islamic 

national identity through a call for nativism and the institutionalization of an authoritarian 

and conservative mode of governance.   

How does the figure of the westoxified monster aid in the normalization and 

disciplining of Islamic national bodies against what are seen as the corruptive powers of 

westoxification?  To answer this question it is first essential to think about the way that 

the figure of the monster comes to both confound and demarcate normalization and 

sociality in the modern era.  Michel Foucault’s tracing of the figures of abnormality 

offers a compelling account of how normalization is produced not simply from a binary 

discontinuity between the “good” and “bad” of society but rather through a productive 

strategy of institutional normalization in the realms of the family, education, and 

psychiatry, among others. For Foucault, the monster—along with the “individual to be 

corrected” and the onanist or masturbator—is one of three discursive subjects that figures 

the domain of the abnormal and thus produces and/or regulates norms.
89

 From its first 
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articulation, the monster’s frame of reference has been the law.  As Foucault describes it, 

it is 

A juridical notion, then, but in the broad sense, as it referred not only to social 

laws but to natural laws as well; the monster's field of appearance is a juridico-

biological domain…what makes a human monster a monster is not just its 

exceptionality relative to the species form; it is the disturbance it brings to 

juridical regularities. The human monster combines the impossible and the 

forbidden.
90

 

 

 This figure of abnormality, Foucault argues, essentially marks the emergence and 

divergence of the knowledge-power matrix of modernity expressed in institutions of the 

law.   Other forms of abnormality also figure into producing institutional mechanisms of 

normalization.  Bonding across boundaries of human knowledge productions, these 

institutions coalesce in order to control and indoctrinate subjects with norms of correct 

behavior. Foucault reads these three figurations of abnormality as corresponding to the 

emerging forms and transformation from sovereign power to disciplinary power in the 

modern world. “That is to say, it [power] is no longer exercised through ritual, but 

through permanent mechanisms of surveillance and control.”
91

  

 Thus the abnormal poses significant problems for and simultaneously provides an 

occasion to elaborate disciplinary power. How does it do this?  Foucault argues that the 

monster, in its abnormality, simultaneously challenges disciplinary power while 

strengthening it.  The law, especially in its natural form, is thought to be uncompromising 

and rigid in its manifestation.  The abnormal challenges the boundaries of the law.  As 

Foucault puts it, “Monstrosity…is the kind of natural irregularity that calls law into 

question and disables it.  Law must either question its own foundations, or its practice, or 
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fall silent, or abdicate, or appear to another reference system, or again invents a 

casuistry.”
92

  This challenge by the abnormal, however, does not invoke a change in the 

law or even a response by the law.  Because the monster is so outside the confines of the 

very meaning of law, it “traps the law while breaching it,” thus provoking a response 

completely outside of the law—“violence, the will for pure and simple suppression, or 

medical care, or pity.”
93

 The abnormal as a divergence from nature makes the natural and 

normal even clearer and punishes or cures that which transgresses its boundaries.  

It is important to note that this kind of abnormality, Foucault argues, is not solely 

in the terrain of the biological or scientific. Unlike previous epistemes where 

abnormality, articulated in the form of monstrosity, was a divergence from natural law in 

the mixing of species or breed, the monster of the modern era takes on a distinctively 

moral character.  Foucault argues that in its early figuration, the monster was marked by 

its genetic exceptionality.  It is fathomed as a hybrid, “a mixture of two realms,” species, 

sexes, and forms. “Consequently, the monster is the transgression of natural limits, the 

transgression of classifications, of the table, and of the law as table.” 
94

  But as modernity 

and, in turn, new forms of disciplinary power take hold, the monster enters a new 

formation in which it is no longer simply “a monstrosity of nature” but turns into a 

“monstrosity of behavior that calls for condemnation.”
95

  This change happens because of 

a clear move away from the sovereign power to punish to a new economization of the 

mechanisms of power manifested in institutions of the state as well as modes of 
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production.  The focus on the behavioral circumstances of monstrosity  become essential 

in setting the boundaries and limits of moral codes: conditioning normalcy while making 

public and correcting the moral defects of the abnormals. 

It is the monster that comes to transgress and, thus, define the moral-juridical law. 

The monster is seen as the most flagrant form of social disease for it violates and defies 

social, juridical, natural, and religious categories of comprehension.  In its grotesque 

divergence of the law, the monster stands as both a model of what not to be and a 

disruption of what is appropriate.  Thus, Foucault argues, the monster constitutes a 

species of great exceptionality in that it is always outside of the realm of the possible 

domains of disciplinarity.  The development of monsters then—those who contravene the 

boundaries of moral sociality—come to signify the possibility of social disintegration and 

thus the necessary reestablishment of more secure moral codes.  Unlike natural 

monstrosity that can be medically or even visually detected, Foucault argues, the moral 

monster is exposed and perceived after the moral transgression has been committed.   

Monstrosity, then, is only revealed in an obvious transgression of the moral code.  In 

order to keep disciplinary mechanisms intact, the institutions of the law must find new 

forms of intervention against monstrosity, not so much for the abnormal but to prevent 

the normalization of monstrosity for society at large.    

“Society must be defended” from the moral monster, because it transcribes and 

transgresses the boundaries and limits of societal order.  Yet, through this transgression a 

response occurs that does not simply eliminate the monster from society. It also produces 

norms against monstrosity.   Thus, through a defense against the monster, new practices 

of disciplinarity emerge and configure the social order.  “In other words, the absolute 
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power that produces and quarantines the monster finds its dispersal in techniques of 

normalization and discipline.” 
96

  What is significant about this normalization is that it 

produces new boundaries, borders, and identities that come to signify and give meaning 

to social space. As Amit Rai argues, “monstrosity mobilized a set of discursive practices 

that tied racial and sexual deviancy to an overall apparatus of discipline” and thus, “the 

figure [of the monster] produced through these practices—as both instrument and target 

of diffuse power—has been taken as the ontological ground stabilizing the borders of 

nations, races, sexes, genders, classes and humanity.”
97

  While Rai is speaking here of the 

way in which Western discourses of monstrosity have produced western national identity 

in and against the so-called Islamic East, it is essential for us to examine the way in 

which the relationship between conceptions of monstrosity and normalization have 

helped to stabilize the meaning and borders of Islamic nations, particular the Perso-

Islamic nation.  The next sections turn to this mode of normalization and disciplinary 

power through the examination of Khomeini’s religio-political discourses surrounding 

the Westoxified Islamic monster which he deems as the westoxified “foreigner” of Iran.  

 

Westoxifying the Pure Nation  

  

 Despite fairly accurate claims that the 1979 revolution in Iran focused its efforts 

on the ousting of the defunct Shah Pahlavi, there is no doubt that Islamic nationalist 

rhetoric, then and now, took on a distinctively anti-Western, specifically anti-American 
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feel.  Who can forget the haunting chants of thousands of Iranians screaming “Margh Bar 

America” (Death to America) or the designation of the United States as the “Great 

Satan”?  The Islamic Republic, beyond its claims to revolutionary fervor, Haggay Ram 

argues, was constituted on an injured and exploited collective self;
98

 a self whose 

discontent was always already predicated on the denial of the homogenized Other.  This 

homogenized Other was pursued with a fervor taking on a multiplicity of identities. Some 

have argued that the West, in the eyes of Islamists and revolutionaries, “became the 

epitome of moral corruption, of ethical bankruptcy, of illegitimate domination of the 

world, and the plundering of the wealth and dignity of other sovereign nations.  ‘The 

West’ was the cause of all ills, the mother of all corruptions, the condition of all despair, 

and the father of all tyrannies.”
99

  But it was not resentment that permeated Perso-Islamic 

discourse in the revolutionary era but rather a desire to eliminate the corruptive forces of 

western domination.  Islam was seen as a counter-narrative to the progressivist and 

dominant discourse of westoxification. Khomeini argued that Islam held an opposite and 

oppositionary place against the culture of the West and that this Western culture had 

permeated even the very meaning of Islam.  He writes, 

For the correct understanding and analysis of this problem of the fact that our 

understanding of Islam and Islamic culture is affected by criteria, tastes, and 

special methods of the West, we must know the culture of the West and its 

peculiarities…Essentially, this culture, these rules, criteria and world view and 

way of thinking, if they are completely against the rules, the world view of 

religion and the substance of religion, in particular, Islam, they are at best, most 

often opposite.
100
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 Under the guise of the Khomeiniist reading of westoxification, the mythology of 

the West took on two distinct but interrelated positions that were essential in 

understanding Iranian Islamic identity as espoused by the state.  The West came to 

connote both power and weakness, both resolve and corruption, both prosperity and 

impoverishment. Khomeini and his followers viewed Western power as hegemonic in 

nature and damaging of the moral fiber and cultural specificity of the nation.  He gestured 

toward the American support of Reza Shah as emblematic of American imperialist 

tendencies, but also pointed to what he believed to be the slow demise of Iranian culture 

from foreign influence.  From music, to film, to dress, and far past literature Khomeini 

instilled a fear of the degradation of Iranian Islamic life for a cheap imitation of Western 

modes of living.  He warned that those who desired western culture would be later 

exploited by the very culture they wished to emulate.  He claimed all political acts by the 

West to be part of a neo-colonial plan of domination.   For example, in a declaration 

made soon after the ousting of Shah Pahlavi, reminding Iranians of the brutality of the 

Shah against his people and the domination of the Shah by the West, he  points to the 

infirmity of nations like Iran who follow the West so that the West may exploit them.  

Emphasizing the propensity of the Shah and his followers towards European dress, 

Khomeini writes, 

While all this was going on [the forcing of European clothes onto Iranians] the 

foreigners, who wished to implement their plans and rob you of one hat while 

putting another on your head, watched you in amusement from afar and laughed 

at your infantile games.  With a European hat on your head, you would parade 

around the streets enjoying the naked girls, taking pride in this “achievement,” 

totally  heedless of the fact that meanwhile, the historic patrimony of the country 
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was being plundered from one end to another, all its sources of wealth were being 

carried off.
101

 

 

 As we can see from this quotation, Khomeini understood the cultural mimicry of the 

West to be deeply invested within a kind of neo-colonial exploitation.  This concern is 

wrapped in the complexity of losing economic leverage through the degradation of a 

particular understanding of Iranian Islamic morality.  Iranians lost their economic 

prowess, he claimed, not simply because they engaged in a bit of cultural exchange but 

because of a full revaluation of cultural life in which being “free” like the West, with 

their sexual freedoms and lack of moral limitations, resulted in the plundering of Iranian 

resources.  That conscription of freedom with what Khomeini saw as sexual immorality 

stands at the heart of the problem of westoxification as he sees it. 

 Ironically, given the puritanical history of the United States, the leader of the 

Islamic revolutionary movement, held the United States to be the foremost catalyst of the 

moral westoxification of Islamic life.  While Khomeini had disdain for what he saw to be 

the imperialist orientations of the West, it was the United States that was seen as the most 

cunning and corruptive force of westoxification.  The Islamic elites simultaneously 

imagined the United States to be both the global imperial power and the epitome of 

hedonistic venality.  Speaking to his followers both before and after the revolution in 

Iran, Khomeini characterized the West as both a political and economic force to contend 

with and a spiritual enemy in line with the evils of an ever more abject ungodly world. 

The emphasis on the latter characterization of the West influenced Khomeini’s attempts 

at Islamic nationalization. It is important to note that he did not simply attempt to return 
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Iranians to a time before the neo-colonialism of the West but rather invoked a certain 

conception of contemporary Islamic identity as an essential negation of what he saw to be 

the western ethos. By claming that it is the West’s idolatrous culture—its worship of the 

earthly realm and their sole infatuation with desire and bodily pleasure—that threatens to 

destroy Islam, Khomeini invoked a particularly reactive and nativistic understanding of 

Islamic national identity.  Juxtaposing Islamic gender codes to Western hedonism, 

Khomeini writes,  

They say, ‘These clergymen do not allow men and women to do somersaults 

together in the water.  These clergymen do not let young people go to bars or 

gambling houses and seek out prostitutes.  They do not allow our radio and 

television to show naked women and that type of ugly, lewdness.  They do not 

allow our children and our people to be entertained.’  This is an imported kind of 

freedom that comes from the West.
102

  

 

Here even the meaning of cultural freedom became suspect as he resignified the idea of 

freedom to represent something virulently anti-religious and profane. Khomeini clearly 

understood this kind of cultural “freedom” to be the hallmark of the end of Islamic 

Iranian life, producing a superficial copy of the West in its place.
103

  For him, there was 

no possibility for a culturally influenced western life alongside Islam.  There is only a 

strict choice between two opposing logics. Put simply, one must either choose God 

(Islam) or the ungodly (the West). 

 An attempt to meld these two opposing realms would mean the end of any kind of 

national strength. Khomeini believed that the infiltration of bodily pleasures over the 
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development of the soul would result in nothing but apathy.  This, he argued, was the 

way in which the West was trying to control the Islamic East, much like the devil 

controls the soul of the unfaithful.  He argued that the West’s “way of thinking rests upon 

a kind of centering on humanity and it is upon this principle that the new culture and 

civilization have taken shape and its rules and criteria are brought into being. This has 

progressed to the point that people of our time think that it is even this religion which 

must serve people and not the opposite.”
104

  This progression, as an instantiation of the 

desires of humans over godly purity, is at the heart of the Khomeini’s Islamic critique of 

the Occident—the opposing force of an Orient attuned specifically to religious life—and 

his own subjective understanding of Islamic national identity.  The globalizing power of 

the West/Occident, at least in Khomeini’s mind, represented the transgression and 

disruption of Islamic moral code.  

By positing evil against authentic purity Khomeini juxtaposed a homogeneous 

Islamic identity against the West’s corruptive force, all the while configuring that identity 

as static and authentic despite its relational character.  Despite his claims of religious 

authenticity, this essentially draws the parameters of a strict form of nativism that sees 

any kind of global interlocution as an intrusive mode of corruption. In turn, Khomeini 

visualized Perso-Islamic identity as a static and uncomplicated barrier to that intrusion.  

By focusing his lectures and policies on the corruptive force of westoxification Khomeini 

set the limits of what was considered appropriate desires and behaviors for good Muslim 

followers.  But in order to set these limits he held up an oppositional subject to this ideal 

Islamic identity. The figure that comes to connote the negation of Islam for Khomeini is 
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not the West itself, but the effect of globalization—the hybrid manifestation of Orient and 

Occident, religiosity and secularism, God and sex.  It is the impossible colliding of two 

worlds embodied in a kind of westoxified Islamic monster.   

This monster that Khomeini deemed a “foreigner”
105

 to Iran is both outside and 

internal to the nation. The “foreigner” is the globalized and westernized Islamic national 

subject who does not fall neatly into the parameters of good Muslim subjectivity and 

instead challenges those parameters.
106

 Given her very naming, “the foreigner” is cast 

outside of the confines of Islamic national identity.  But the foreigner’s westoxification is 

also presented as a threat to the entire national body in that her desires defy the 

organizing principles of the Iranian Islamic nation.  The West’s cultural influence has 

made the foreigner desire the cultural life of the West and thus has pushed her to forsake 

religion and nation. Her intoxication with the West was not seen by Khomeini as an 

isolated incident.  It was the disease or addiction that the newly renovated Islamic Iran 

would have to fight in order to stabilize and empower itself.  Thus, Khomeini would have 

to simultaneously cast the foreigner’s westoxification as an external manifestation of 

western immorality and as a malady that threatened Iranian social and political life; a life 

that could only be cured by a strict government of the Islamic clerics.     

  To perform this double feat of extirpation and healing, Khomeini constructed a 

Manichean division between westoxification and authentic Islamic purity.  

Westoxification represented for Khomeini both the toxic destruction of the soul and the 

allure of earthly delights.  It takes the form of bodily desire and pleasure that renders 
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God’s way as insipid and unnecessary.  He actually understood westoxification to be the 

work of an ungodly power, of a darkness resulting from the abandonment of a life 

committed to Allah, that struck the Iranian nation with fervor.
107

 Westoxification 

symbolized for Khomeini the mixing of two realms, that of the human and the devil.  It is 

the essential opposite of Islam, which he understood to be the mixing and submission of 

humanity to God, the literal living of humanity for God. Contrasting Islam and the West, 

he likens the two to be a battle between light and darkness.  He writes, 

 These are two subjects which oppose each other—‘the taking out of darkness into 

 light’ and ‘the taking out of light into darkness—the doing away with darkness 

 and taking of people to darkness.  This latter is the profession of the tyrants 

 (taghut).  All disharmony is darkness, all backwardness is darkness, all 

 ‘westoxification’ is darkness, those who turn their attention to the West and 

 foreigners have taken the West to be their direction of prayer (qiblah) and their 

 attention is directed to the West.  They have moved into darkness and their saints 

 are idols.
108

 

 

Positing this distinction between light and darkness, Khomeini condemns the West to be 

the provocative, entrancing and corruptive force against Islamic culture and belief.   

 Khomeini’s reading of westoxification and foreignness enumerates three 

integrated problems that plague Islamic national identity.  First, Khomeini argued that 

westoxification poses a disease of the spirit and the corruption of the bodily foundation of 

national subjectivity through the perforation of Islamic culture by the Western obsession 

with the material body.  It takes the nation out of the light of God’s purity into the 

darkness of hedonistic sin.  This causes national subjects, he argued, to lose themselves 

under the shadow of bodily pleasure; to move from “absolute light, from guidance, from 
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independence, from nationalism, from Islam,”
109

into a darkness that destroys the soul of 

the subject and threatens the stability of the entire nation.  The Islamic nation is 

threatened by westoxification because its manifestation corrupts national subjects into 

focusing their lives on the desire for consumption and bodily pleasure in the place of the 

commitment to religiously inclined national development.  The fear of the penetration of 

western culture into the Islamic nation is that it confounds Islamic identity by disrupting 

the boundaries of appropriate religious behavior in return for earthly pleasures.  The 

traversal of these cultural borders, along with the economic domination, constitutes the 

death of the Islamic nation and the beginning of a new form of colonialism that is marked 

by national subjects own desires to be dominated.     

Second, and closely related, westoxification breeds sexual perversity that 

disparages the authentic spiritual-minded culture of the Islamic nation.  For Khomeini, 

Western idolatrous culture was a force that defiles the bodies of Islamic women and 

pollutes the souls of Islamic men by replacing appropriate marital and reproductive 

relations with a multiplicity of sexual desires. Juxtaposing Islam against the West 

Khomeini proclaimed that, “Islam stops all lust.  Islam does not allow going naked into 

these seas.  Islam skins them.  Going into the sea with naked women and then women 

going to the towns, was practiced in time of taghout (tyrants).  If it happens now the 

people will skin them (the culprits).”
110

  Thus sexual pleasure and/or promiscuity came to 

connote something outside and against Islamic life, something that would and should be 
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punished by one’s neighbors, comrades and state officials.  The continuous watch of 

others was to eliminate the expression of lust within the confines of the Islamic nation.  

The final thing that westoxification signifies is the worshipping of the 

instrumental over the spiritual. The West, he argued, values instrumental rationalism over 

the purification of the soul.  The Western idolater worships the false-god of the 

pocketbook and immediate pleasures and looks only to fulfill his destiny in this life. Thus 

he is willing to do whatever he can to gain his desired end without concern for his 

spiritual life.  As Ian Buruma and Arvashi Margalit argue, 

 The mind of the West in the eyes of the Occidentalists is a truncated mind, good 

 for finding the best way to achieve a given goal, but utterly useless in finding the 

 right way.  Its claim to rationality is only half true anyway—the lesser half.  If by 

 rationality we mean instrumental rationality, fitting means to ends, in distinction 

 to value rationality, choosing the right ends, then the West has plenty of the 

 former  and very little of the latter.
111

  

 

The Western subject, then, in the eyes of the Occidentalist is something of a dispossessor.  

For Khomeini, westoxification dispossesses the human capacity to sense God and 

replaces it with a desire to achieve simplistic and ultimately unfulfilling ends.  It takes 

moral life out of humanity and replaces it with capitalistic consumption.  It, for 

Khomeini, takes the revolutionary spirit out of the nation and makes people forget that 

their ultimate desires are fulfilled by living a virtuous and godly life. 

 

Disease from Without/ A Cure from Within 

  

 From the onset of the revolution and later in the institutionalization of Islamic 

codes of conduct in Iranian law, Khomeini attempted to limit the infiltration of 
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westoxification into the newly theocratized governmental landscape.  His response to the 

pressures of westoxification, developed during the Pahlavi regime, was to offer a 

nativistic and conservative refutation of the cultural goods of the West. His regime 

banned all western popular music, television programs, and films from entering into or 

being distributed in the country.  He also limited the importation of alcoholic beverages 

and other goods he deemed to be licentious and anti-Islamic in nature.  While these 

attempts had some effect in restricting popular access to these goods, a burgeoning black-

market allowed anyone with money to purchase anything they liked from satellite dishes 

to Johnny Walker Black Label whiskey.   Khomeini heralded the desire for these goods to 

be resultant of the Shah’s subjugation to American and European desires for open 

markets and open cultures, both threatening to the idealized Islamic life Khomeini sought 

to instill.  In order to bring the Islamic nation to fruition it was necessary to detoxify 

those who had been westoxified and to set strict parameters for Iranian Islamic life. It was 

only by eliminating westoxification, through a strict refusal of Western goods, that the 

Islamic Republic could thrive without being exploited by the Western powers. 

 Khomeini insisted that westoxification connoted a degenerative loss of the self—

especially a self concerned with the conditions of one’s own nation—under the influence 

of the longing to achieve bodily pleasures. These westoxified pleasure-seekers could not 

protect the nation from the corruption and control of imperial-inclined powers.  “A young 

person who forms a habit with these kinds of things [licentious freedoms] no longer 

thinks about who takes our oil, our steel, our gas.  He says, ‘What’s it to me! Leave me 

alone to my pleasures.’”
112

  It is these pleasures, offered up by the West, that not only 
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endangered the prowess of Iran, but also threatened the strict form of Perso-Islamic 

national identity Khomeini envisaged.  It was those citizens who were enthralled by the 

prospects of western-derived pleasures that marked the very meaning of Khomeini’s 

conceptualization of the “foreign” westoxified subject. He writes, “Any indifferent person 

cannot think for a country.  Those who have been deceived from abroad are foreign 

agents.”
113

 These “foreigners” look to the direction of the West instead of the direction of 

Mecca, losing their Islamic affiliations and commitment to God to the realm of human 

pleasure.  These foreigners deplete the Islamic nation from the light of God and confound 

the moral boundaries encoded in Islamic identity.
114

 It is important to note that by 

“foreigners” Khomeini does not simply mean those who are not originally from the 

geographic region of Iran. Rather, he includes all those he deems antithetical to what he 

imagines Iranian Islamic identity to be.  Iranians who have turned away from Islam 

towards the modernism of the West are bringing foreignness to their country; a 

foreignness that not only challenges but makes a homogeneous Islamic national identity 

inconceivable.   

 Khomeini envisages these “foreign” subjects in a multiplicity of ways that regard 

them as both determinative and transgressive of Islamic national boundaries. In form, the 

“foreigner” is for Khomeini much like the monster of eighteenth century Western Europe 

analyzed by Foucault. The marking of the “foreign” subject is coterminous with the 

transition from sovereign power to the institutionalization of Islamic forms of 
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surveillance and control i.e. the move towards discipline and normalization.
115

  Khomeini 

claimed that Islamism and monarchy were antithetical forms of political life because the 

only sovereignty was that of the sovereignty of God.  It was not the will of the Islamic 

clerics to punish non-Muslims or unbelievers but to teach Iranians the ways of Allah.  As 

representatives of Allah, the faqih (experts in Islamic jurisprudence) were there to govern 

and guide the Islamic nation towards its heavenly goals.  Westoxification was clearly an 

impediment towards this new mode of governance. While there are a number of different 

ways to mark monstrosity in terms of westoxification—there are those who challenge the 

Islamic orthodoxy by their unbelief, their sexual proclivities, or their defense of the 

Shah—, it is the “foreigner” who comes to be articulated as the abnormal other (or 

monster) of Islamic national life.  Specifically, through Islamic law articulated in terms of 

Khomeini’s velayat-e faqih the annihilation of foreignness and the correction of those 

westoxified subjects who have been foreignized became an essential goal of the Islamic 

state.  

 How are “foreign” national subjects marked by this monstrosity that challenges 

the ethos and identity of Khomeini’s Islamic nation?  First, “foreign” subjects are thought 

of as the impossible hybrid of two antithetical forms.  They are marked by a disease of 

their Islamic body because they are neither Western in blood nor Islamic in heart.  Their 

disease must be corrected not only to save their own souls but to save those that they 

might influence.  Throughout his analysis of westoxification Khomeini insists that those 
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who are westoxified have lost the ability to focus on the nation and can only reflect on 

their desires for Western culture.  But they do not belong to the West either, for they are 

always outside the confines of the ethnic and religious acceptability of the West.  They 

are simply unconvincing and deeply threatening mimics of the West.  As a hybrid of the 

West and Islam, they are thought to be a hindrance to the social and political dynamics of 

normalization that are essential in keeping the Islamic nation alive.  But their visibility, as 

diseased Iranian Muslims, was both necessary for and antagonistic to Khomeini’s 

national vision.  What these westoxified subjects offered was the ability for correction, a 

cure to their illness.  Clearly, their desires for an identity and life outside of what the 

Islamic nation both can and wished to offer marks the inefficiency of indoctrinating Islam 

as the national/cultural identity of Iranian subjects.  Yet at the same time, Khomeini 

conceded the ability to correct those who have been westoxified as the essential power of 

Islamic religiosity.  It was the institutionalization of Islamic codes and the exposure of 

the unfaithful “foreigners” who had to be treated and corrected that confined other 

national subjects to good and right behavior.   

 If it is the case, as Foucault suggests, that “there is monstrosity only when the 

confusion comes up against, overturns or disturbs civil, canon, and religious law”
116

 then, 

does the “foreign” subject not have monstrous affects on Islamic code?  The “foreigner” 

clearly has an effect equivalent to monstrosity in its confounding and transgressing of 

velayat-e faqih.  For Khomeini this kind of Islamic jurisprudence fuses religious law 

(Sharia) with governmental rule.  It was the role of the clergy, he argued, to keep up 

“national consciousness” and to stand “firm as the ‘fortress of independence’ against 
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imperialism, secularism, and other ‘isms’ imported from the West.
117

   The main role of 

velayat-e faqih was not to establish a sovereign order that forces Islam on the Iranian 

people but rather to charge clerics with the education and institutionalization of Iranians 

in the word and actions of Allah in order to produce a citizenry that lives for God and not 

for material objects.  This may sound much like Al-e Ahmad’s demand for clerical 

leadership in guiding the masses away from westoxification, yet there is a clear and 

important difference in these two men’s modes of thinking.  While Al-e Ahmad thought 

the clerics, whose interests were only devoted to God, should guide the souls of Iranians, 

he did not advocate and in fact warned against the extremes of a nativistic refusal of the 

machine order.  The cleric was to be a guide for free thinking and the disruption of the 

idealization of western ideas and culture.  He was not, however, to be a barrier against 

other interpretations or modes of thinking that might engage with and interrogate the 

concepts emboldened by machine life.  In critiquing the power of westoxification, Al-e 

Ahmad argues that one of the political problems of the machine order is that citizens are 

not able to make decisions for themselves.  “In fact, we're in such a mess essentially 

because this man in the street cannot affect his own destiny, meaning we don't seek out 

his views as to how his destiny is to be determined.”
118

 But the institutionalization of 

velayat-e faqih makes that kind of individual and cultural interrogation impossible 

because a challenge to the religious orthodoxy is seen as tantamount to a wholesale 

commitment to western life. 
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What is essential about Khomeini’s jurisprudential vision is that he predicates the 

power of velayat-e faqih on both God’s will
119

 and the will of the people to immediately 

acquiesce to the expertise of the clerics  In his explanation of Islamic government 

Khomeini writes, “The governance of the faqih is a subject that in itself elicits immediate 

assent and has little need of demonstration, for anyone who has some general awareness 

of the beliefs and ordinances of Islam will unhesitatingly give his assent to the principle 

of governance of the faqih as soon as he encounters it; he will recognize it as necessary 

and self-evident.”
120

  It is implied, then, that belief in this kind of Islamic jurisprudence 

and a commitment to a particular kind of Islamic interpretation is a natural occurrence, 

one that rests with the people and most importantly was given resolve by the revolution 

itself.  But clearly if one simply assents to the will of the clerics, which is in fact not a 

fundamental claim of most understandings of Islamic submission, then the possibility of 

“affecting one’s own destiny” is fully lost.  What of questioning, dialogue, or critical 

inquiry?  Velayat-e faqih makes that impossible. The inevitability of the acceptance of the 

faqih as the only interpreters of and establishers of law and proper Islamic subjectivity, in 

the post-revolutionary time, impedes the possibility of alternative radical critiques of both 

the West (that might not fall in with the faqih’s vision) and of the faqih themselves.  

What is at the heart of velayat-e faqih is the determinative acceptance of all of the 

decisions and interpretations of the Islamic clerics appointed to be the arbiters of both 

state law and Islamic law. 
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 Khomeini claimed that velayat-e faqih is the natural condition of God and 

religious man’s will.  If this is the case, then, clearly, western culture with its focus on 

materialism must be antithetical to this religious law, hence Khomeini’s claim that the 

power of “westoxification” had destroyed Iranian life prior to the revolution.  But what 

was one to make of westoxification after the Islamic revolt, given that the revolution was 

to be the ultimate choice of a nation for God against colonial occupation and the dispersal 

of lascivious culture?  This was a critical dilemma for the leaders of the Islamic Republic 

for if there was recognition of the powers of westoxification then the claim of a 

homogeneous revolutionary spirit would be lost.  The westoxified subject is the most 

complex challenge to the claims of the Islamic political order because like the first moral 

monster of the eighteenth century, described by Foucault, she “breaks the pact to which 

she has subscribed and prefers [her] own interest to the laws governing the society to 

which[s]he belongs.”
121

  This breach with Islamic life could only be responded to through 

both punishment and surveillance of all Islamic subjects.  Khomeini argued that while it 

was the West’s, especially America’s, ability to move culture across national borders it 

was those westoxified “foreigners” within the nation that posed the strongest threat to the 

so-called unilateral vision of the Islamic revolutionary masses.  

The response by Khomeini and his clerical elite was two-fold.  First, in order to 

invoke public recantations or confessions the Islamic government instituted the private 

and sometimes public torture of those whose ideological positions deemed them 

westoxified in the eyes of the new Islamic regime.  As Ervand Abrahamian has recounted, 

“[T]hese recantations reveal much about contemporary Iran.  They place in the limelight 
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the state’s avowed ideals—in the ideological as well as in the political, social, and 

economic realms.  They hold up the opposition as an inversion of these ideals.”
122

 

Second, the Islamic regime ingrained modes of surveillance towards all aspects of public 

and private life so that the disease of the West could be curtailed.  This included the 

coercive power of military surveillance by the Islamic guard but also more importantly 

the call for all Iranian Muslims to guard against the permeation of western culture into 

Iranian life including the surveillance of those believed to be falling under the spell of 

westoxification.  Thus a double move of punishment and surveillance became the 

essential characteristics of Islamic law.  It was simply not enough to burn down the 

movie houses that infected Iranian Muslims, or to ban foreign films. Those subjects who 

had been infected by the disease of the West had to be brought out, acknowledged and 

then “healed”.  This not only saved them from the damages of the western disease but 

also showed other national subjects that they too would be “protected”. 

 

Conclusion 

 

 How did Khomeini’s usage of the concept of westoxification instantiate a new 

political and juridical order that obfuscated the radical political intervention made by Al-e 

Ahmad?  How were national boundaries in and against cultural globalization embedded 

in the isolation and correction of westoxified foreign subjects?   While it is clear that for 

Khomeini and his successors the power of the West (in economic, political and cultural 

terms) was a threat to cultural autonomy and sovereignty, it is my contention that claims 
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about westoxification as a disease to be corrected, through institutionalization of clerical 

rule, were essential in reframing the critique of westoxification from an attempt to engage 

with and trouble the mechanisms that indoctrinated the western ideal to one that refused 

and recanted the West and western influence for its own political indoctrination.  This 

reframing inherently circumvented the possibility of a radical and critical interrogation of 

the processes of westoxification and its Other, nativism.  Instead, it posited the clerical 

elite as the only arbiters of appropriate engagement with Western culture and goods, 

attempting to disengage Iranian citizens from the global flows of information and culture 

that Khomeini believed infected Islamic subjects with westoxification. 

 If westoxification was a disease then the only cure had to be its obverse, Islam.  

The westoxified “foreign” subject, in all its abnormality, helped to ground the meaning of 

Islam as a national project against the West by confounding claims about the nature of 

the Islamic regime and the meaning of Iranian identity. Through the recognition of 

westoxification, the Islamic elite could forward an institutional plan that ingrained a 

particular mode of Islamism into the national psyche, an Islamism predicated on a daily 

resistance to the corruptive force of the West.  In turn, westoxification, as a political 

concept that intervened in the meaning of the global, was transformed into an ideological 

excuse for the subjugation of Iranians into an institutionalized conservative orthodoxy.  

This is the westoxification many know now. The question remains: has the geo-political 

power of this concept been lost in Khomeini’s reframing?  And how might alternative 

understandings of the place and meaning of Perso-Islamic subjectivity be reconstituted 

through an Al-e Ahmadian method of critical engagement? 
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Chapter Four: “There are as Many Ways to God as His Creatures”: The Politics of 

Iranian Film 

 

 

 

“We are not opposed to cinema, to radio or to television…the cinema is a modern 

invention that ought to be used for the sake of educating the people, but as you know it 

was used to corrupt our youth.  It is the misuse of cinema that we are opposed to, a 

misuse caused by the treacherous policies of our rulers.” 

      --Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini
123

 

 

 

“There are as many ways to God as his creatures.” 

      --Reza “Marmoulak”
124

 

 

 

In early May of 2004, the film, Marmoulak (The Lizard) was released in the 

Islamic Republic of Iran to a slew of controversy.  Made by Iranian filmmaker Kamal 

Tabrizi, the film sparked considerable debate within the highest echelons of the Islamic 

clergy
125

 and within everyday popular Iranian discourse.
126

  Telling the comedic story of 

a con-man, Reza “the Lizard,” that disguises himself as a mullah to escape a life-sentence 

in prison, the film was revered by many Iranians but shunned by most conservative 

Iranian clerics in the Islamic government. Thus, after three short weeks, despite the 

support of then President Mohammad Khatami and record breaking box office success,
127

 

the film was withdrawn from all movie theaters in Iran.  Yet, this did not stifle the 
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popularity of Marmoulak. One could find reproductions of the video, sold on the black-

market for about the equivalent of an American dollar, on street corners in every major 

Iranian city.  Thus, while the film was prohibited by the state from consumption in the 

public realm, privately it was watched by diverse groups of people throughout Iran, 

marking a small revolt against the cultural control of the Islamic regime and manifesting 

an alternative public discourse outside the realm of the Islamic state.
128

    

For some the debate over the film and its dynamic black-market distribution 

signals the failure of the Islamic orthodoxy to dominate the cultural consumption of its 

national citizens and to protect them from the westoxifying effects of cultural 

globalization.  For others, the film marks a cinematic recognition of the power of 

disciplinary mechanisms that permeate Islamic Iran.  Specifically, some viewers have 

argued that the story of Reza Marmoulak is representative of the supremacy of the 

government of the clerics in regulating and transforming everyday Iranians into law-

abiding and religiously pious Islamic citizens.
129

 In either possible interpretation the 

problem of westoxification and the relationship between a prohibitive and nativistic 

Islamic state and a pluralist and resistive cultural market is brought to the forefront.  

While within the film and the debates surrounding its distribution the question of western 

intrusion is minimal,
130

 I want to suggest that the state resistance to the film is an effect of 

the totalizing and nativistic response to westoxification.  Alternatively, I contend, the film 

offers a complex reading of power relations within a globalized Perso-Islamic culture 
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and, thus, provides a radical critique of state-sponsored modes of domination.  These 

modes of domination, I argue, mimic the practices and outcomes of westoxification that 

Al-e Ahmad warns us about; namely the ideological force of cultural technologies as well 

as the political ramifications of an uncritical and unreflective consumption.   

The goal of this chapter is threefold. First, it examines the political ramifications 

of state regulation of the cinema in order to analyze (1) how western movies were seen as 

the ideological propaganda of a neo-colonial and intrusive West; and (2) how the 

governance and distribution of national film was utilized by the Islamic state to reproduce 

and instantiate norms of appropriate Islamic identity. The first section analyzes the way 

in which political elites who propagated the Islamic revolution, instituted Khomeini’s 

velayat-e faqih, and ran the Iranian Islamic government in the post-revolutionary era 

understood the impact of cinema on the national psyche.   It is essential to explore why 

Western culture, oft cited through the medium of film, comes to the fore as a marker of 

the demise of Islamic identity.  In this case, why is it that Western film is understood to 

be one of the profound tactics by which the religious purity of the Islamic nation is 

corrupted?  I argue that the physical burning of the movie houses is reflective of a 

physical attempt to obstruct all alternative narratives and modes of thinking about the 

place and shape of political pluralism and western interlocution. Thus, this mode of state 

control was not limited to obstructing Western cultural influence.  The burning of the 

film houses and the concomitant attempts at controlling the practices and content of film-

making should be understood as an attempt to blockade alternative narratives of the 

nation from within.  The Islamic elites of Iran clearly understood that the spectatorship of 

alternative modes of gendered, sexual, and socio-cultural relationships would have a 
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severe impact on the identification and evaluation of the religious and nationalist 

narratives of the Islamic Republic.  To that end, the first section of this essay looks at the 

way cinema has been understood in the context of the Iranian nation and its relationship 

to cultural globalization and cultural westoxification. 

The second goal of this chapter is to use one film, Marmoulak, to see how the 

film’s narrative about the effects of political Islamization of Iran challenges the state-

sponsored mythology of a dominant and intoxicating Western ethos.  The film, I argue, 

explores the intricacies and challenges of Islamic life under the powers of state authority 

and offers an alternative and oppositional understanding of velayat-e faqih.   From the 

film we see a vision of Islamic submission that challenges the disciplinarity of the Islamic 

state through an exploration of personal responsibility and political and cultural 

multiplicity.  I explore how the film might offer an ambivalent reconciliation of the Al-e 

Ahmadian view of westoxification and its concomitant response to the global with the 

Khomeiniist view of cultural autonomy and Islamic nativism. I interrogate this 

ambivalence and focus on the development of Iranian film to think critically about the 

film medium as a cultural technology that simultaneously (re)presents and troubles the 

Khomeiniist narrative of westoxification and in turn stimulates a radical political 

examination of the Islamization and anti-Westernism of the Iranian government.   

This leads me to my final goal, which is to examine how the Lizard, using the 

radical and globally astute claims made by Al-e Ahmad about the perils of 

westoxification, offers an internal critique of the toxification of the ideological and 

orthodox vision of state-sponsored Islamism.  It is within this film and others quite like it 

that we see the lived world of cultural contestation.  It is these contestations that offer up 
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a new political language that calls into question the opposition between Islamic 

nationalism and cultural globalization articulated by the Iranian Islamic nation-state.  

This new language invokes a different kind of Islamic affiliation that neither refutes nor 

mimics the West in totality, but rather sees itself as part of a critical engagement with and 

production of culture that offers alternative conceptions of Perso-Islamic life. Through 

the stories told in films like Marmoulak, a political articulation about the meaning of 

Islamic affiliation takes place that demands each citizen’s internal investigation of his/her 

Islamic religiosity and national identity. This affiliation cannot be given either by the 

Islamic state or by the West.  Instead Islamic affiliation in both its political and religious 

terms is marked by one’s own historical and cultural particularity as well as the 

technological and cultural changes brought in from the outside.  Affiliation, then, is 

discerned by the practices of critique and negotiation.  This is a vastly different 

understanding of the place of the Islamic subject.  It counters the Khomeiniist vision of 

Islamic nationalist identity that leaves no room for negotiation or criticisms that do not 

mirror a very specific and inalterable vision of Islamic identity. 

  

Iran is Burning 

 

 From the outset of the revolutionary period, as I discussed at length in Chapter 3, 

the Ayatollah Khomeini and his followers focused on Western cultural dispersion as an 

essential factor in the decline of religious and moral values in Iran and around the Islamic 

world in general.  Khomeini argued that the dissemination of the anti-religious and 

sexually rapacious culture of the West would westoxify good Islamic citizens into 
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ungodly sexual deviants.
131

 While the focus on Western culture was widespread, 

including a critique of western music, fashion, and television, the film industry was 

particularly targeted for its influence in the corruption of Iranian Muslims.  This is 

because the cinema had a long and complex history in Iran.
132

 

In the mid-1970s film was the most prominent and highly consumed visual media 

in Iran.  While many homes did not have television sets, the relative inexpensiveness of 

cinema attendance made movies an extraordinarily popular form of entertainment.
133

  The 

first Iranian films were made in the 1930s.  But from the beginning, the project of film-

making was repudiated by the most religious Muslims in society.  At the early stages this 

was not merely an opposition to modernity or to westernization.  As Hamid Dabashi
134

 

recounts it there were four theological and doctrinal objections to the visual 

representations exemplified by the cinema.  First, was the claim that through visual 

representation our imagination would overcome our reasoning faculties.  “The second, 

objection is based on the assumption that sustained reflection on visual representations of 
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real things prevents us from examining the realities they represent.”
135

 The third and 

fourth objections were representative of Islamic beliefs against idolatry and the 

blasphemy of simulating God’s creation.  Yet, despite the critical stance of highly 

religious Muslims and the many Islamic clerics, films became an incredibly popular form 

of entertainment throughout the mid to late twentieth century in Iran.  And film-makers 

became some of the most well-regarded public intellectuals of the time.
136

  By offering 

up political critiques of the Pahlavi regime and the Orientalism of the West as they 

engaged in a kind of filmic dialogue with their audiences and other film-makers around 

the world, these film-makers had a profound influence on the political conversations 

developing in the public sphere.  “Influenced by western aesthetic and technological 

forms as much as by social and political ideologies, Iranian film directors felt, on the one 

hand resentment towards Western neocolonial practices and Eurocentric arrogance, and 

on the other, attraction towards elements of Western culture, particularly democratic 

formulations.”
137

  In many ways, their work embodied the struggle between 

westoxification and Islamic nativism and often troubled the binary formulation this 

struggle had taken on. 

This is, perhaps, what had made some Iranian films so threatening to the Islamic 

orthodoxy in the revolutionary era.  These Iranian films alongside the American, French, 

and English movies imported into the country offered visual content to the idealized 

Western form.  These films gave life to an imagined Other thousands of miles away.  In 
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giving glimpses of the “Western existence” they also gave substance to fantasies of a 

kind of western liberation.  From the way the characters dressed to the nuances of sexual 

interaction, films allowed a true alternative that could be mimicked and replicated by 

Iranians.  Because of the powerful influence of these films, many conservative clerics 

believed that the cinema was implanting western immorality into the fabric of Islamic 

life. From the outset of the introduction of film in 1900, Islamic leaders in Iran focused 

on the irreligiosity and sexual rapaciousness of the characters in Western films.  By the 

late 1970s, Khomeini, in his critique of the Pahlavi regime’s modernization efforts, too, 

“linked cinema directly with the onset of corruption, licentiousness, prostitution, moral 

cowardice, and cultural dependence.”
138

  Films had become an essential tool of western 

ideological power and westoxification in the minds of many Islamic thinkers. 

As Hamid Naficy has argued, the Islamic case against western film often centered 

on the over-determinative nature of western cultural ideology in corrupting otherwise 

pure Muslims.  Western culture was thought to “inject” Western ideology into passive 

Iranian individuals.  The needle of this injection was of course the cultural goods of the 

West.  As Naficy describes it, “The ‘influence’ was seen to be direct and unidirectional.  

In fact, the clerical elite seem to have subscribed to a ‘hypodermic theory’ of ideology, 

whereby, similar to the Althusserian formulation, the mere injection of ideology 

transforms an autonomous and ethical ‘individual’ into a dependant and corrupt 

‘subject.’”
139

  Thus, from the outset the Islamic elite believed that there was no possibility 

of individual or personal refusal of the westoxifying ideology. The only response could 
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be one of complete elimination of the propaganda of the West and, in turn, the 

development of a new ideological strategy that could infuse Islamic values into the public 

sphere.  One ideology had to be replaced with the other.  And despite the technological 

origination of film-making in the West, it was believed, by the newly appointed leaders 

of the Islamic Republic, that film technology could be used to battle the force of 

westoxification in order to instantiate Islamic values.   

In a speech soon after he returned to Iran, Khomeini laid out his beliefs about 

what were often understood as western mediums of culture.  He argued, “We are not 

opposed to cinema, to radio, or to television…The cinema is a modern invention that 

ought to be used for the sake of educating people, but as you know, it was instead used to 

corrupt our youth.  It is the misuse of cinema that we are opposed to, a misuse caused by 

the treacherous policies of our rulers.”
140

  Here Khomeini focuses on two important 

claims about the relationship between so-called western development and western 

intrusion.  First, that it is not the technologies of the West that corrupt youth but the 

irreligious and objectifying content of Western culture. In fact, technologies developed in 

the West, including technologies of mass-media, might be of use if they are devoid of 

their ideological content.  Secondly and closely related to the first claim, these 

technologies could and should be appropriated to instigate a revival of Islamic ideology 

and ethics. Because Khomeini believed in this injecting vision of ideology and because 

he saw film production as a tool of westoxification that could be readapted for the 

Islamization of the country, it made perfect sense to establish parameters in which media 
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technology could be used for religio-nationalist objectives.  The themes and narratives of 

these new Islamic films would impress on Iranian citizens the state-sponsored ideas of 

the Islamic Republic while the characters could be visual reminders of appropriate 

Islamic identity.  To that end, the newly fledged Islamic Republic invested both time and 

resources in attempting to limit the importation of international films and control the 

content of Iranian-made films.   

 At the outset of the revolutionary period in 1979, the fledgling Islamic 

government began a campaign of eradication of so-called un-Islamic films by banning 

and censoring pre-revolutionary films and finally requiring exhibition passes for all films 

to be shown in any movie houses.  Later in 1982, the cabinet decreed that all films, from 

production to distribution, would be overseen and sanctioned by the Ministry of Culture 

and Islamic Guidance.  The government also provided the funding for the making and 

distribution of the majority of films made.  To that end, every aspect of the film industry 

was under stringent state control in an attempt to manage the ideological output of this 

mass medium.
141

  The demand by the state was made clear.  All cultural products that 

were to be viewed by the nation would fall in-line with the principles and mandates of the 

Islamic state.  This included, but was not limited to, the control of the images of women, 

sexuality, promotion of capitalism/modernization, and anything that would be critical of 

Islam and or religious life in general.  In turn, filmmakers were encouraged, in fact 

mandated, to focus on themes of moral purity, family life, and the strength of the rural 

poor.   
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 Yet, despite the strong demands of the Ministry of Culture and Islamic Guidance 

some filmmakers only superficially followed the political directives of the Islamic 

regime.  Following the letter of the laws but not the spirit, some films, deemed by Naficy 

as “populist” Iranian films,
142

 have troubled the ideological narrative set forth by the 

Islamic state and its film bureaucracy.  In these movies, the filmmakers have investigated 

the various difficulties and hardships that have developed under the Islamic regime.
143

  

Focusing on the inadequacies and false promises of a better life after the ousting of the 

Shah Pahlavi, these filmmakers challenge the dominant governmental discourse about the 

purity and homogeneity of the Islamic nation and the vilification of the West while they 

tell the stories of everyday life under Islamic rule.  Rather than reify the state-sponsored 

narratives of Islamic nativism, many films engage in a kind of cultural revolt that 

displaces and disrupts the authoritative nationalist discourse of Perso-Islamism, often 

confounding the imposed division between Islamic East and West. Because, as Hamid 

Naficy has argued, the Islamic case against western film always centered on the over-

determinative nature of western cultural ideology in corrupting otherwise pure Muslims, 

the Islamic orthodoxy believed that they could counter this ideology with one as powerful 

as that sparked by westoxification.  The problem with such a formulation is that “it posits 

the Pahlavi regimes, Westernization, and cinema as monolithic…It elides the possibility 

of resistance by filmmakers and viewers; it ignores the local conditions and the 

contradictions existing among the media; and it effaces the specificity of each medium’s 
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unique work—all of which can undermine and mediate the effects of the “injection” of 

Westernization and Western culture” and, in turn, can mediate the injection of Islamic 

ideology as well.
144

   

 But this mediation is always fragile and complex.  To be able to be viewed, these 

films have traversed between the demands of two battling ideological forms.  These 

filmmakers have expressed their critiques of the Islamic regime while still abiding by the 

Ministry of Culture’s rules.  They have also negotiated their aesthetic and narrative 

values by mediating between Islamic state protocols and the unadulterated mimicking of 

the West in order to offer up a critique of both and a compromise to neither.  One such 

film has met the challenge of this complex order beautifully.  Marmoulak troubles the 

political foundations and disciplinary institutions of the Iranian Islamic state by utilizing 

the practices of comedy and parody.  The next section offers a critical interrogation of 

this film in order to trace the way in which it destabilizes the foundational claims of the 

Perso-Islamic state and demands a rethinking of national and religious affiliation.   

 

Religious Transformation in Marmoulak 

 

 In director Kamal Tabrizi’s Marmoulak the nationalist claims of a homogenous 

Perso-Islamic identity, which refutes cultural globalization as a mode of westoxification, 

is called into question.  The film traces the moral transformation of Reza Marmoulak 

(Reza the Lizard), so named for his ability to climb walls and be unseen when robbing 

people’s homes.  Reza’s odyssey begins when he is arrested coming out of a home he has 
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burglarized.  He is immediately sent to prison where he comes across a warden whose 

calm, quiet, and religious demeanor does not mask his intentions to mold Reza into a 

model prisoner at any cost.  The Warden is the philosophical and moral antagonist in the 

film.  He represents the essence of the Islamic regime: high-minded, resolute, 

authoritarian, and willing to do anything to instill submission in his prisoners.   

 From the outset of his time behind bars Reza is unable to adjust to the arbitrary 

and often capricious rules of the Warden who constantly “tests” Reza’s moral character.  

For example, in perhaps the most symbolic allegory of confinement, we see a group of 

male prisoners standing in the courtyard watching a bird struggle to free itself from the 

barbed-wire fence surrounding the prison walls.  Reza implores one of the guards to go 

up the wall and free the poor animal but the guard says it’s impossible to reach the bird.  

Reza offers to climb the wall himself if the guard promises not to shoot.  At that moment, 

the Warden comes upon the discussion and bets Reza that he cannot scale the wall 

without a rope or a ladder.  If Reza wins and is able to free the bird he will be absolved of 

all of his prison chores and duties for the next month.  With ease Reza scales the wall and 

frees the captured bird to fly away.  As all the prisoners and guards congratulate him the 

Warden commands a guard to take Reza to solitary confinement.  The prisoners protest 

claiming that the Warden has gone against his word.  The Warden, in a calm voice claims 

that in fact he has not gone against his promise; Reza will do no chores while he is in 

solitary confinement but his time alone will remind him that he is never to scale the walls 

of the prison again.  Thus, while Reza is able to and even encouraged to free the bird 

from the prison fence he is reminded that there will be no freedom for him.  In fact the 

bird’s freedom has caused even greater confinement for Reza.  This is because he has not 
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submitted to the regulatory codes of the Warden’s prison.  The Warden’s actions remind 

Reza that only when he submits and is tamed will he find any kind of freedom inside 

these walls.  Mirroring the story of submission necessitated by the conversion and 

commitment to Islam,
145

 this scene reflects the broader torment of those who have not 

acquiesced to the tenets and beliefs of the state-derived vision Islamic life.   

After emerging from solitary confinement one month after the incident in the 

courtyard, Reza shows new resolve to do his time without antagonizing the Warden in 

any way.  But shortly after his release from solitary, Reza is told that his case has come 

up and that he has been sentenced to life in prison.  With great pleasure the Warden 

informs Reza that they will have a lifetime to spend together and that eventually Reza 

will be tamed.
146

  With this news Reza decides to end his own life but is interrupted by 

his cellmate who wrestles the pills from Reza’s hands and subsequently injures Reza in 

the process.  He is transported to a hospital in which he shares a room with a kind and at 

first unidentifiable mullah also named Reza. The fact that Reza Marmoulak’s roommate 

is at first unidentifiable is significant.  Reza assumes by his kindness and thoughtfulness 

that he must not be an orthodox Muslim and surely not a mullah.  But the cleric shows 

himself to be both religiously devoted and humane—quite the opposite of the Warden. 

Here Tabrizi juxtaposes two figures of the Islamic elite: one cruel, cold, and disciplined 

the other kind and understanding.  Importantly, Reza “the mullah” immediately distances 
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himself from the Islamic state by proclaiming to also be a carpenter.
147

  Reza “the 

Lizard”, despite no resemblance, eventually steals the other Reza’s identity in order to 

escape from the hospital.  The cleric’s influence, however, resides with, or perhaps 

haunts, Reza throughout the rest of the film as he takes on his religious identity.  But 

Reza does not simply steal the clothing of the cleric; he also steals from the clerical the 

moral fable of Reza’s journey: “there are as many ways to God as his creatures.”  It is 

this line that becomes the ethical message of the film.  From the moment Reza steals the 

cleric’s garb, he must perform the character of a religiously devoted mullah.  It is through 

this performative mimicry that Reza’s path to God is established and by which he 

transforms from a farcical copy to a truly Muslim man. 

 Yet, for most of the film Reza does not recognize his own transformation and 

submersion into a new moral and religious life. After his skillful departure from the 

hospital, his first stop is to an old friend who has connections in the black-market so that 

he can procure fake papers to cross the border.  His comrade, Jackson, is more than 

surprised by Reza’s transformation and asks him why he is dressed like a clown.  In 

contrast, Jackson’s physical appearance is quintessentially opposite of what we imagine a 

good Muslim man to look like.  With his long hair, loud shirt, open collar, effeminate 

demeanor, and Anglo name he symbolizes a caricatured version of a Western man.
148

  As 

Jackson makes some phone calls to get Reza his papers, they watch a television show 

promoting the Islamic adaptation of Western technology and media.  The cleric on the 
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 Interestingly, Reza the cleric tells Reza Marmoulak that he is not a cleric by traditional training.  He was 
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 In many ways, Jackson’s effeminate demeanor reads as stereotypically homosexual. 
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program is discussing Quentin Tarantino’s Pulp Fiction.
149

 The audience of Marmoulak 

only hears a snippet of the cleric’s interpretation of Pulp Fiction, but it is clear from 

Reza’s response to the program that he believes that this is what most Muslim clerics talk 

and think about.  He repeats the English words the cleric uses and is fully engrossed in 

the program.  It is at this point that Reza reveals his ignorance about Islamic practice and 

belief.  He admits to Jackson that, despite the religious requirements and pressures of 

living in an Islamic state, he does not even know how to properly pray.  He figures that 

he can fake it by sitting up and bending over while mumbling, which is exactly what he 

does during his first leading of one of the five daily times of prayer.
150

 

 On his voyage to retrieve the forged documents Jackson has procured for him, 

Reza is called on by a few devoted Muslims and ironically ignored by much of the 

Iranian population.
151

  It is on this train trip to get his papers and cross the border that he 

is mistaken for Haji Ahmad who is to be the new cleric at the Amir Mosque in a small 

town near what we assume is the border to Turkmenistan.  It is here, in this village, that 

Reza finds his true calling and begins his conversion from criminality to moral Muslim 

citizen.  Through the comedic yet poignant sermons he gives that engage the influence of 

the outside world and the pluralism of Islamic commitment and through acts that are 
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 It is telling that dressed as a mullah no cars are willing to stop to take Reza to his destination.  The one 

man who does offer him a ride uses Reza’s stature as a holy man to drive on blocked off streets that 

eventually take Reza even further from his destination. 
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perceived by his congregation to be of unabashed charity and kindness, he revitalizes the 

mosque and the community.  It is, also, through these words and actions that he 

revitalizes his own humanity.   

 At first glance, one could read The Lizard as a filmic moment of Islamic 

proselytization.  The film, which marks the odyssey of Reza’s criminality to his religious 

and moral transformation, reads like a handbook on the qualities of Islamic religious 

conversion.
152

  From the outset of the film, Reza is portrayed as a criminal in need of 

salvation and his subsequent reformation is plotted in terms of his parodic performance as 

a mullah in the Amir Mosque.  Reza is neither religious by identity nor by calling but has 

taken on the persona of a mullah to escape a lifelong prison sentence. However, through 

his attempts to remain undetectable as a non-believer, Reza transforms into a moral and 

kind human being.  It is clear why this film originally received approval by the Islamic 

regime.  Superficially, it tells the story of a life reformed by Islamic faith and discipline.  

But as one delves more deeply into the characters and narrative of the story we see less 

an argument for a stringent religious structure than a claim to a religious and national life 

marked by multiplicity, pluralism, and choice.  This requires an Islamic engagement with 

the world outside the cultural orthodoxy of the Islamic nation-state as much as it 

promotes the diversity of understandings of Islamic devotion. 

This film troubles the foundational claims of Perso-Islamic nationality by 

resisting the homogenizing effort to place Islam squarely in opposition to all forms of life 

outside those sanctioned by the Islamic state.  It effectually resists the Khomeiniist 
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response to westoxification in the form of nativism, Islamic moralism, and strict religious 

obligation.  In addition, it challenges the claim that Islamic commitment requires a 

singular path marked by the velayat-e faqih ascribed by the Ayatollah Khomeini and his 

successors.  Rather than focusing on a prescriptive path towards Islamic purity and 

submission, the film visualizes for its audience an unconventional and deeply personal 

arrival at religious conversion. Thus, throughout the film we see Reza’s continuous 

recitation of that like the multiplicity of human existence so too are there multiple paths 

to a life committed to God.  This moral code means different things at different times 

throughout the film.  It is brandished as a refusal against the Warden’s myopic view of 

proper Islamic behavior.  It is claimed against a religious father who forces his son to 

memorize verse after verse of the Koran.  It is a reminder to the village hooligan that 

there is still a road towards God even for someone who has used violence as his only 

means of communication.  But at all times it disputes a unitary route towards personal 

Islamic acceptance and submission.  Thus, the claim to a strict religious path as 

prescribed by the Islamic government and a top-down interpretation of sharia is 

reinterpreted to include a diversity of other modes of Islamic transformation that are 

motivated by internal awareness and social influence not political mandate. 

Throughout the film, we see a slew of characters find their own moral grounding 

through Reza’s, sometimes unintentional, influence.  From the reformed ruffian in the 

village who used to terrorize and extort from everyone, including his ex-wife, to the son 

of a deeply religious man who chooses the love of a sweetheart over a life devoted fully 

to religion and the clergy to the black-market forger who repents for her sins by burning 

Reza’s fake passport.  Each of these minor characters experiences a transformation 
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because of Reza’s influence but not because they see him as a representation of the 

nation-state orthodoxy.  In fact, it is his unconventional clerical appeal that makes him so 

influential and human.
153

  Diametrically, those who don’t find peace within their faith or 

moral renewal are those that represent the state; for example, the Warden and a politician 

who attempts to use Reza’s popularity among the villagers to win a Parliamentary seat. 

Of course, it is Reza who is the ultimate figure of a divergent ethical 

transformation in the film, for he finds morality not through the force of the state, 

exemplified by the Warden who makes it his goal to suppress Reza’s villainous 

tendencies, but through his performative acts as a fake mullah. As he invokes the 

character of a Muslim cleric, inadvertently helping the poor and giving advice to his 

congregation, the audience sees Reza transform from a man who cares only about himself 

to one whose devotion to his community eventually outweighs his personal desires for 

money and freedom.  As a lifelong thief, Reza is first marked in the film as a subject in 

need of correction and discipline by the state apparatus.  The Warden is meant to be his 

guide to being “tamed.”  From his dress
154

 to his mannerisms to his stringent desire to 

“reform” Reza, the Warden symbolizes both the state apparatus of correction and what a 

good Islamic subject is supposed to be by Perso-Islamic nation-state formulations.  “I 

only want to make you human.  Accept that this is a difficult thing,” he says to Reza as he 
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once again puts him in solitary confinement.  Yet, despite his manner and his lofty 

religious goals we see that it is the Warden who lacks an essentially Islamic and perhaps 

human trait: the ability to express true compassion for others.  This compassionate 

quality, on the other hand, is not something lacking in Reza who despite his thievery and 

violent nature
155

 acts as rescuer to those who surround him.  From the time Reza climbs 

the wall and frees the bird struggling in the wires of the prison fence until the very last 

moments of the film, you see a man who struggles to be good in the face of his own 

inadequacies.  We see Reza’s natural humanity and compassion through his effort to be 

the mirror opposite to that of the Warden who, as the figure representing the State, sees 

everything in black and white and cannot even recognize his own cruelty because of his 

uncompromising desire to “tame” Reza at all costs.   

But it is Reza who tames himself in the end.  Not as one would tame a wild 

animal, for this is clearly the Warden’s understanding of taming—to break the spirit in 

order to enforce submission to moral and juridical codes.  Instead, Reza tames himself by 

finding true love for himself, humanity, and ultimately God.  The oppositional 

juxtaposition of Reza and the Warden, as well as Reza’s transformative “taming” can be 

figured as a nuanced critique of what Sayyid Qutb has called the “debris” that results in 

political power interfering in the work of God.
156

  “There is no compulsion in 

religion.”
157

 To break the spirit and enforce religious and moral submission can never be 

the goal of Islam for it is the fully conscious and heartfelt surrender to Allah that 
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constitutes true Islamic religious devotion.
158

  Reza’s taming is in fact fully in line with 

this latter kind of Islamic submission.  He expresses his submission through his own 

volition as resultant to his moral journey and not through the punishment and cajoling of 

the state sponsored institutions of governance.   

 The effects of the character juxtaposition of Reza and the Warden as well as the 

discursive resignification of Reza’s taming should not be taken lightly, for they express a 

nuanced contrasting of what homi bhabha has called the pedagogical and performative 

narratives of the nation.  The pedagogical narrative is a myth that relies on a “continuist, 

accumulative temporality” that attempts to fix “the people” of the nation as subjects of a 

univocal and originary historical moment.
159

  In the case of Iran, the pedagogical 

narrative espoused by the Islamic government has been located in the story of Islamic 

unification and the nativist inoculation against westoxification.
160

 Importantly bhabha 

shows us that the pedagogical myth is enacted both externally and internally as a process 

of differentiation.   In other words, national subjects do not merely articulate their 

difference against other nations but also against others within their national boundaries.  

The nation, and its subjects, are imagined as homogeneous and autonomous as they 

constantly assert their identities in and against Other homogenous nation-states externally 
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(read the West) and as they disavow alternative cultural imaginaries internally (read 

westoxified subjects).  As I suggested in Chapter 2, in the case of the Khomeiniist nation-

state discourse, the focus tends to be on the otherization of the West while simultaneously 

imposing divisions between those who are thought to be proper Muslims and those in 

need of reformation and discipline. These might include those who are understood to be 

morally, sexually, or religiously corrupt and/or those who are westoxified by the ideals 

and pleasures of Western life.  Reza Marmoulak is clearly seen by the Warden as one of 

those subjects in need of correction.  In turn, the Warden simultaneously stands in as both 

the disciplinary practitioner of the state ethos in that he attempts to subsume Reza into 

proper religious and moral action and as the dysfunction of the nation-state narrative of 

governmental piety.  Put differently, the Warden marks both the political articulation of 

the nation-state ideal and its demise in that in his power-hungry zeal to transform and 

tame Reza, he betrays the way in which the claims of the nation are constituted not 

through faith or communal redemption but through force and discipline.  

Marmoulak’s filmic intervention into the pedagogical narrative of Perso-Islamic 

nation-state should be seen as what bhabha calls a performative narrative that troubles the 

claims of a homogeneous path to the Islamic and national ideal.  bhabha describes the 

performative, at its simplest, as the articulation of the nation by national subjects.  These 

expressions of the national myth might mimic the dominant pedagogical narrative or they 

might rewrite the story into something almost the same but not quite, marking 

ambivalence in the very meaning of the nation.  bhabha claims that, "In the production of 

the nation as narration there is a split between the continuist, accumulative temporality of 

the pedagogical, and the repetitious, recursive strategy of the performative. It is through 
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this process of splitting that the conceptual ambivalence of modern society becomes the 

site of writing the nation.”
161

 One must no longer think of the modern nation in holistic 

terms, bhabha argues, but rather focus on the liminal spaces where national subjects are 

not simply interpellated by the pedagogical narrative of the nation-state but are able to 

invoke their agency in performing themselves as “subjects' of a process of 

signification.”
162

  This would require, then, that we pay attention to the ways in which the 

subjects of the nation both reaffirm and lay bare the disjuncture between the state 

discourse of national origination and identity in order to understand the process and 

meaning of national identity.  Put slightly differently, it is these performative acts, these 

re-narrations of the nation, which can trouble the claims of a homogeneous nation-state 

identity.  Importantly, Jarrod Hayes asserts that,  

When bhabha argues that “[m]inority discourse acknowledges the status of 

 national culture . . . as a contentious, performative space . . . in the midst of the 

 pedagogical representations of the fullness of life,” he also acknowledges that it is 

 especially those at the Nation's margins who can perform such a subversive 

 parody or rewriting of national identity, and this subversive performance of the 

 Nation “contests genealogies of ‘origin’ that lead to claims for cultural supremacy 

 and historical priority.
163

        

  

How might Reza’s marginality, as criminal, insufficiently Muslim, and perhaps 

westoxified, and his parodic performance of a mullah, mark this rewriting of the Perso- 

Islamic Nation?   

Here I want to assess two significant and divergent sermons in the film that mark 

the terrain of slippage that bhabha sees as essential to the performative narrative of the 

nation.  In both cases Reza takes the state-sponsored rhetoric and attempts to parody what 
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he believes are the essential arguments of the Islamic clerisy.  This parodic performance 

effectually destabilizes the Islamic state narrative and offers a more nuanced and self-

conscious awareness of Islamic identity.  These responses advocate for a tempered, 

thoughtful, and critical engagement with the West and in turn see Perso-Islamic identity 

as a process of negotiating cultural and historical understandings with the innovations and 

practices of an ever globalizing world.  While the film is not specifically about 

westoxification as Al-e Ahmad sees it, in terms of the complex relationship between 

capitalist accumulation and cultural intrusion, it does offer a critical reconfiguration of 

Islamic life that mirrors the method of critique and religious grounding that is integral to 

Al-e Ahmad’s method for instituting an Iranian historical and cultural particularity that is 

neither marred by westoxification nor a thoughtless nativist resistance.   

   As my recounting of the film has shown, Reza’s first performative act as a mullah 

was to guide prayer among the small number of followers who had occupied the train that 

was supposed to transport him to his life of freedom but instead brought him to the 

mosque at which he would become an imam. Having no religious education and clearly 

not having been fully indoctrinated by the Islamic state orthodoxy, Reza is only able to 

mumble the words of the namaz.
164

   Having barely slipped by in the train station, Reza is 

not prepared for the requirement of being an imam at his appointed mosque.  His initial 

sermon at his new mosque is both most comical and crude but it offers a fascinating 

example of the limitations of the Islamic state’s disciplinary mechanisms that attempt to 

force its particular and constricted views on global relations of culture.  Asked to preach 

by his very small congregation and clearly knowing very little about the content expected 
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during a mosque sermon, Reza attempts to recreate the television interview he has seen at 

his friend Jackson’s house.  In the television interview the cleric is preaching against the 

violence and depravity of American culture, especially American film.  Focused on the 

graphic films of Quentin Tarantino as a marker of the West’s corrupted attitudes, the 

television mullah recapitulates the status quo discourse of westoxification as proscribed 

by Khomeini and the Islamic-state.  But Reza, having not paid serious attention to the 

television preacher,
165

 focuses his sermon at the pulpit on the films of who he calls the 

“Christian brother” Quentin Tarantino and America’s newest cultural contribution, the 

film Pulp Fiction.  The villagers, who live a fairly remote and sheltered life, are 

dumbfounded by both the style and the content of the sermon.  It is clear that they know 

little, if nothing, about the work of Tarantino and presumably popular American films, in 

general, given the fact that these films have been banned by the government and the 

economic and geographical limitations of the black-market.  Clearly, the scene in the film 

is made for comedic effect.  Reza is a bumbling criminal attempting and failing at being 

what is clearly antithetical to his character.  In turn, the small community of Muslim 

followers is visualized by Reza as being unsophisticated and lacking worldly knowledge.  

Yet there is something quite telling about the relationship between the Islamic state 

propaganda and its transmission to its ostensibly devout citizenry.  Neither Reza nor the 

villagers know or care who Quentin Tarantino is.  The congregation is more surprised by 

Reza’s characterization of a western film-maker as a “Christian brother” since almost all 

western culture is seen as a demoralizing intrusion.  In turn, this scene, alongside the 
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clear poverty we see throughout the film, expresses the disconnect between the state’s 

imagined westoxification and the actual experience of everyday Iranian Muslims.  

 So who is this scene for?  What message is it trying to convey? While it’s true 

that neither Reza nor the mosque attendees know who Tarantino is, the film-maker, 

Tabrizi assumes that his audience, both nationally and internationally, recognizes the 

name.
166

   This is perhaps Tabrizi’s gesture to the global economy of film production and 

its relation to both western audiences as well as diasporic communities throughout the 

world.  From the perspective of a diasporic Persian, Reza’s parody of the television cleric 

troubles the Khomeinist narrative of westoxification by showing the audience (1) that the 

reading and reinforcement of the fear of western cultural intrusion is a powerful 

ideological tool of the Islamic state; (2) that for the Islamic citizenry westoxification has 

taken a back seat to other forms of cultural and political power; and (3) that Iranian 

desires to engage with Western culture and technology is seen as a threat to the 

contemporary Islamic state.  In this sense, where Reza rereads Tarrantino and Pulp 

Fiction as products of Christian religions devotion, some cultural encounters with the 

West are reinterpreted as not only possible but morally viable. We assume the villagers 

surprise over Reza’s sermon is an effect of their lack of acquaintance with American pop 

culture and their assumption that Western mass media is a product of westoxification.  

But Reza inadvertently signals to his congregation that, at the very least, Tarantino's films 

do not have the deleterious effect the state imagines.  In fact, it seems that the Lizard is 
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far more consequential in spawning alternative understandings of the Iranian religious 

and national subjectivity than any Tarantino film could ever have. 

 Juxtaposed to this very first sermon on American film is Reza’s final homily in 

front of a group of prisoners and the Warden who has caught up with him.  In these very 

last ten minutes of the film the Warden has still not recognized Reza despite the fact that 

he is only wearing the garb of a mullah and some tinted sunglasses.  Like the superheroes 

of Marvel comics Reza is undetectable in his Islamic uniform.  Although he is clearly 

attempting to remove himself from proximity to the Warden, Reza is urged to give a 

sermon to the prisoners in order to lift their spirits.  He begins his speech as he has done 

many times now.  “There are as many ways to God as there are His creatures.”  And then 

he offers examples of how one might travel their path to God based on his on criminal 

experiences.  For example, one might climb a wall and enter through a window and there 

one could find God.  Or one might steal a key, make a copy, and enter through the front 

door and there one might find God.  Reza works through all of these scenarios of 

burglary in order to illustrate that he has found God through both his good deeds and his 

bad.  Through his criminality and through his charity he has come to God not simply on 

his own but through his community.  This is not the kind of religious conversion 

predicated on force or discipline or punishment.  It is one based on spiritual, moral, and 

worldly engagement.   

 It is clear that the moral of Reza’s transformation is that submission to Allah will 

find you peace and make you a better person.  This is perhaps why at first viewing the 

cultural administration of the Iranian Islamic state allowed for the production and 

distribution of Marmoulak.  But the narrative of the film and Reza’s parodic performance 
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of a mullah also disrupts the story envisioned by Khomeini and told by the Islamic 

government about the illness of western engagement and the necessity for strict political 

and cultural control by the government of the clerics to inoculate the people of the nation 

from westoxification. Although both stories might be about the reformation and religious 

transformation of the worst of society, they offer significantly divergent ideas about the 

meaning and ethos of the Perso-Islamic national identity.  One speaks of a nation founded 

on religious revolution and the commitment of all of its citizens to a religious government 

fully resistant to the intrusion of the West at all costs.  The other tells the story of a nation 

besmirched by an authoritarian government of the clerical elite who attempt to correct all 

who do not fall into the purview of what they see as a proper Perso-Islamic subjectivity.   

 Marmoulak offers an alternative understanding of the place of the religious clerics 

in the guidance of the Islamic citizenry.  Reza is the figure Al-e Ahmad envisioned in his 

desire for a political and culturally informed polity.  He is a guide in living the life of 

Islam but he is not a nativist that rejects diverse forms of being that do not jibe with his 

own religious and political understanding.  In turn, the film offers an account of Iranian 

subjectivity that allow for multiplicity and pluralism in the face of strong ideological 

pulls.  What the film tells its audience is that the Islamic state’s injection of ideology is 

not foolproof.  Disciplinary mechanisms that normalize can be resisted through the 

expression of alternative claims about the nation.  It is, in the end, the place of the 

citizenry to make judgments about the changing meaning of Perso-Islamic identity 

through multiple and often oppositional encounters.      
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Conclusion 

 

 The development of Iranian film in the post-revolutionary era has been 

circumscribed with every aspect of state control and discipline but filmmakers, like 

Kamal Tabrizi, have managed to develop films that challenge the authority and nativist 

orientation of the Islamic state.  These challenges offer an alternative understanding of 

Perso-Islamic identity that is not bound by a resistance to global intrusion nor by the 

demand that the clerical leadership control citizens’ responses to alternative 

understandings of national identity.  Despite the Islamic Republic’s efforts to manage 

every aspect of national film production, films are being made and consumed by the 

Iranian populace that fundamentally disrupt the religio-governmental logic of the Islamic 

authority.  These disruptions offer alternative conceptions of Islamic identity and the 

relationship between Islam and the West.  None gives a holistic account of the nation, but 

all offer the possibility of change and adaptation in the global marketplace of ideas as 

they also provide divergent insights about what it might mean to be an Iranian Muslim in 

the world today.   

 I have argued throughout this chapter that there is struggle between the Iranian 

government’s attempts to take hold of and manipulate what its citizenry sees and can 

imagine from global cultures and a demand by individuals, as well as producers of 

Iranian culture, to engage with and make decisions based on one’s own beliefs and 

particularities.  The consequences of the Iranian government’s attempts to control and 

produce “appropriate” cultural artifacts cannot be discounted.  Through velayat-e faqih 

and through an institutionalized discourse that charges, “westoxification!” against all 
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those who choose something other than a highly circumscribed understanding of Islamic 

devotion and identity, the state has often been successful at determining Iranians 

relationship with globalization and with alternative viewpoints within their own culture.  

While most films that challenge the authoritative or pedagogical narrative of the nation 

have been controlled through the cultural administration of the state, Marmoulak in small 

ways has contributed to the destabilization of state power by offering a different 

conception of religious commitment and the place of religious government through 

mimicry, parody, and comedy.   
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Chapter Five: Cultures in Collision?: Islamism, Westoxification and the  

Possibility of Global Dialogue 

 

 

In our own time this mood of admiration and emulation has, among many Muslims, given 

way to one of hostility and rejection. In part this mood is surely due to a feeling of 

humiliation -- a growing awareness, among the heirs of an old, proud, and long 

dominant civilization, of having been overtaken, overborne, and overwhelmed by those 

whom they regarded as their inferiors. 

       --Bernard Lewis
167

 

 

 

Let us not use the categories of ours or theirs in the realm of culture.  Instead, our 

primary criteria should be categories of right and wrong, good or bad. 

 

       --Abdolkarim Soroush
168

 

 

 

In late September 2005 a series of cartoons depicting the Prophet Mohammed and 

the followers of the Islamic religion appeared in the Danish newspaper Jyllands-Posten.  

Causing massive protests within diasporic and national Muslim communities, these 

provocative and, for many Muslims, deeply offensive cartoons portrayed the Prophet as a 

terrorist, a devil, an advocate of suicide bombing and an oppressive patriarch.
169

 

Alongside these caricatures of Mohammed, there were also depictions of male Muslim 

believers standing in line to be suicidal martyrs in the hopes of acquiring virgins in the 

afterlife.  In all cases the Muslim men are depicted as bearded, turbaned, and dressed in 

nomadic clothing harkening back to an ancient and traditional time and culture.  In turn, 

in the one cartoon that does depict Muslim women, the two female figures are covered in 

black hijabs, with only their terrified and bewildered eyes showing, as they flank a “mad 
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mullah” with a wild beard, carrying a saber and his eyes covered with a black strip. This 

image, especially, marks Islam as a religion of violence, barbarism and patriarchy.  As 

Islamic Studies scholar Vincent Cornell describes it,  

Another cartoon has the Prophet Muhammad holding a dagger or a scimitar, a 

 short scimitar in his hand, with a bushy beard looking sort of like typical 19th-

 century images of the mad mullah. Behind him are two veiled women, veiled 

 completely in black. The only thing visible about the women are their eyes. The 

 eyes are made to sort of stand out, big, wide-staring eyes, sort of like a deer 

 caught in the headlight. And the Prophet's eyes are obscured by a bar as if the 

 Prophet is a criminal. Again, this is, you know, not simply a statement that 

 Muslim men have a problem in terms of seeing what they do to Muslim women. 

 It's an entire image of violence having to do with the sword that adds to the 

 particular picture. 
170

  

 

Yet not all the cartoons published in the newspaper are of the stereotyped Muslim.  In 

what was claimed to be a self-referential move, one of the Danish cartoonists depicted 

himself at the drawing board sweat on his brow as he drew the Prophet Mohammed.  To 

the viewer this cartoon alongside statements by Fleming Rose, the editor of the 

newspaper, situates the artist as a protagonist of dialogue and defender of free expression 

threatened by Muslim violence and hostility.   

The cartoons, drawn by a number of well-known Danish cartoonists, claimed to 

be challenging what Rose believed was “several incidents of self-censorship, in Europe, 

caused by widening fears and feelings of intimidation in dealing with issues related to 

Islam.”
171

  Alongside the full page of illustrations entitled “The Faces of Mohammed” 

Rose offered the following explanation for the cartoons, 
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The modern, secular society is rejected by some Muslims. They demand a special 

 position, insisting on special consideration of their own religious feelings. It is 

 incompatible with contemporary democracy and freedom of speech, where you 

 must be ready to put up with insults, mockery and ridicule. It is certainly not 

 always attractive and nice to look at, and it does not mean that religious feelings 

 should be made fun of at any price, but that is of minor importance in the present 

 context. [...] we are on our way to a slippery slope where no-one can tell how the 

 self-censorship will end. That is why Morgenavisen Jyllands-Posten has invited 

 members of the Danish editorial cartoonists union to draw Muhammad as they see 

 him.
172

 

 

These cartoons, it was claimed, were not meant to invite hostility or animosity towards 

Muslims, but rather were an attempt to include Muslim immigrants into Danish secular 

society.  By ridiculing Muslims the same way you would make fun of Christians or other 

religions, Rose insisted, they were treating Muslims as equals and integrating them into 

the Danish way of life.  The question remained, however, would other religions including 

Christianity be ridiculed in the same way?  And, given the geo-political complexities and 

power relations of the moment, was making fun of Muslims and their Prophet equivalent 

to a mocking of Christianity?  This latter question signals two different concerns.  First, 

what is the effect of Islamic religious mockery in a time when a global discourse of 

terrorism has permeated dominant conceptualizations of Islam?  And secondly, how does 

Danish Christianity as the predominant subject position of most Danish citizens effect a 

fundamentally different reaction to religious ridicule than the minority subject position of 

mostly diasporic and immigrant Muslims living in Denmark?  None of these questions 

were really ever addressed by the cartoonists or Fleming Rose.  Instead the discourse 

surrounding the publication of the cartoons and the subsequent Islamic response was 

couched, not in terms of the compatibility between Islamic belief and secular democracy 
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but instead, in terms of the incommensurability between Islam and the West.  Jylland-

Posten’s printing of the images in Denmark, and its various iterations throughout the 

globe, set off a critical debate about the relationship between Islam and the West, 

especially in terms of what was seen as Islamic hostility towards Western democratic 

culture and contrastingly Western Islamophobia.  Hundreds of thousands of Muslims 

protested the cartoons citing intolerance, racism, and religious insensitivity.  The Muslim 

protests took on different forms from the boycotting of Danish milk-goods companies 

(which nearly crippled the Danish dairy market) to civil rights lawsuits to threats against 

the artists and editors of newspapers to a few tragic cases of violence.
173

  It was these 

latter moves to threats and violence that became the dominant depiction of Muslim 

protestors in almost every discussion surrounding the controversy in the West.
174

  While 

many argued that the cartoons were insensitive and perhaps offensive, the running 

narrative in many (Western) conservative circles was that this standoff between the 

newspapers and Muslim protestors was emblematic of a larger clash of cultural and 

political beliefs between conservative Islamic religiosity and democratic freedom.  

Mimicking the Orientalist discourses of an earlier age as well as neo-conservative claims 

made in the post-Cold War era
175

 critics of the Muslim response read Islamic demands 

for accountability as naturally and unequivocally anti-democratic and thus presumably 

the antithesis of Western values. But what were these contested values after all?  Some 

cast the dichotomy between freedom of speech and censorship. Others claimed the rift 
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was more broadly between liberal freedoms and religious orthodoxy.  And still others 

cast the uproar as an antagonism between the global development of democratic culture 

and the stagnant conscription to Islamic fervor.
176

  It is important to note that this kind of 

claim to an incommensurable antagonism was articulated on both sides of the divide with 

many Muslims citing this as a symbol of the intolerance of democratic culture.  Many 

Muslims claimed that the dispute was in fact symbolic of the unadulterated Islamophobia 

and political disrespect rampant in so-called “tolerant” and “multi-cultural” democratic 

states. 

This chapter does not attempt to reconcile the larger debate about the rift between 

multiculturalism and liberalism; a debate that has been of concern to many political 

theorists for quite some time.
177

  Instead it shifts the debate onto the more specific 

grounds of the incompatibility of Islam and the West with a focus on why the protests, 

lawsuits, and boycotts were subjugated under the less frequent moments of violence.  

This subjugation, I argue, was an attempt to offer evidence of Islam’s 

incommensurability, with what Francis Fukuyama, has called “the end of history,” 

namely that of the dominance of liberal democracy.
178

  This chapter challenges the claim 

of incommensurability and argues that much of the Muslim response to the cartoons 

should not be seen as anti-democratic but rather as representative of an intervention and 

negotiation of the meaning of Islam and Islamic identity in a global order. Juxtaposing 

the work of Perso-Islamic political philosopher Abdolkarim Soroush and Orientalist 
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scholars, like Bernard Lewis, I argue that the Islamic mass resistance to the publication of 

the cartoons is characteristic of the mobilization of an Al-e Ahmadian critique of 

westoxification.  Moreover, the cartoon debacle expresses a new relational order between 

Islam and the West; one that is mired neither in the mimicry and awe of Western cultural 

power or in the wholesale negation of the West as moral corruptor.  It is not my 

contention here that all the diverse responses to the cartoons by Muslims expressed a 

productive response to westoxification.  Rather I want to suggest that much of the active 

expression of dissent by Muslim protestors should be seen as an important political act 

that offers a critical conceptualization of the terms of the global and ideological relation 

between various forms of Islamism and Westernism. To that end, this essay first traces 

the way in which the critical stance taken by Islamic protestors should be understood as a 

contemporary articulation of the critique of westoxification. The second section of this 

essay analyzes the way in which the crisis over the cartoons, that is both the cartoons 

themselves and, more importantly, the political rhetoric around the cartoons, attempted to 

establish an incommensurability between Islam and western-centric notions of 

democracy.  The third section argues that Western claims that Muslims disavow 

democracy and democratic principles are contingent upon contemporary neo-

conservative assertions that the cultural collision between Islam and the West is endemic 

of an Islamic identity predicated on resentment and anti-westernism. The fourth section, 

using the work of Abdolkarim Soroush, suggests that moving away from this notion of 

Islamic identity to Islamic “truth” allows us to understand how a critical stance against 

westoxification by Muslims is representative of an intervention in the meaning of 

democracy. Put somewhat differently, critiques of the West especially motivated by 
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Orientalist formulations of Islamic insufficiency, like that of the protests surrounding the 

cartoons, should be seen as a demand by Muslims to wrench away the interpretive power 

of the West in meaning making. In this case, I argue, the meaning of democracy, not 

Islamic resentment and incompatibility, is at stake in the demand by Muslims to 

acknowledge the Islamophobia of Jyllands-Posten and other media sources that printed 

the cartoons. 

 

Cultural Globalization and the Construction of Islamic Identity 

 

The publication of the Prophet Mohammed cartoons in Denmark and then around 

the world set off a lively and sometimes violent dialogue about the acceptability of 

religious mockery, the place of Muslim immigrants in secularized societies, and the 

construction of Islamic believers as mired in violence, terrorism, and oppressive regimes 

of power.  Although the focus tended to be on the depictions of the Prophet 

Mohammed
179

 one particular cartoon was of great significance to many Muslims, 

especially but not limited to those from Iran. In this particular illustration a seventh grade 

boy named Mohammed is wearing what looks like a sports jersey, most likely a soccer 

jersey as he stands in front of a school chalkboard.  Marked as a product of immigration 

and diaspora, with a pointer in one hand and sticking his tongue out, he directs our 

attention to Arabic script that is in fact Farsi.  The writing simply says “The editorial 

team of Jyllands-Posten is a bunch of reactionary provocateurs.”  On his jersey the words 
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FREM and  -TIDEN are written, which put together in Danish means the “future” but 

FREM itself also refers to a popular Danish soccer team.   

 What does such a cartoon tell its readers, both Persian and Danish?  It signifies 

not only the problematic tension between cultural tradition and immigration but it also 

marks Mohammed, the student, as ingratiated into a Danish culture that intends to use 

immigrant children against their parents. This somewhat innocuous cartoon provoked a 

large political uproar in Iranian Islamic circles for its focus on Islamic youth as the center 

of a tug-of-war between westernization and Islamic cultural authenticity.
180

 The outrage 

regarding this cartoon reflects the growing Muslim concern about the conversion of 

Muslim children into those who mimic the West and turn their back on their cultures. In 

this case, the figure of Mohammed, the child, taunts his Perso-Islamic culture by 

representing a future in which Muslim children will be copies of their Western 

counterparts sticking their tongues out at cultural tradition as they replicate the dress and 

attitude of the West.  By many accounts this particular cartoon was perhaps the least 

offensive of the series.  It neither attacked Islam nor the Prophet Mohammed directly. But 

the strong reaction to it by various Islamic communities, especially in Iran, signifies an 

anxiety about the state of the future for young Muslims and for Perso-Islamic civilization, 

at large, given the powerful globalization of Western culture.   

This anxiety illustrates a growing unease over westoxification. As I have 

suggested throughout the dissertation, westoxification can be understood as a mode of 

systemic change in which the cultural, economic, and political enticements of the West 

become the standard that other cultures attempt to mimic.  This form of mimicry, Al-e 
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Ahmad has argued, has resulted in both the exploitation of Third World nations as well as 

the replacement of moral, religious, and cultural sensibilities particular to ones own 

culture and time with that of Western sensibilities. Al-e Ahmad’s response to the 

development of westoxification is a critical, yet inquisitive, attitude towards the machine-

like power of the West to produce idealized and idolized forms of culture that inhabit the 

daily life of Third World Muslims.  This mode of critique articulates the West as a 

powerful interpreter of the world and subsequently requires Third World Muslims to 

investigate and sometimes refuse these interpretations. It is this critical attitude towards 

westoxification, I argue, which we see in most agonistic relations between Islam and the 

West. It has challenged Western constructions of Islamic identity as resentful of the 

prowess of the West, while simultaneously interjecting alternative understandings of so-

called “universalist” claims such as the meaning of modernity, globalization, and, in the 

case of the cartoons, democracy. 

How might we understand the Islamic response to the cartoons of the Prophet 

Mohammed and his followers as a critical stance towards westoxification?  To answer 

that question we must first ask another: how are the publication of the cartoons as well as 

the Western construction of the cartoon protests a form of westoxification?  It is 

important to think about the context in which the cartoons were received. While the 

cartoons had originally been published in Denmark, within a year they had spread 

through Europe and North America as well as much of the Middle East.  The 

representations of Muslims in these cartoons furthered an already strong concern about 
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the moral and religious displacement of Muslim youth in an ever globalizing world.
181

  

This displacement has been thought by many Muslims to be a product of the global reach 

of western culture and its goods.  Thus, for example, the cartoon of Mohammed, Grade 7, 

exemplified an anxiety, often felt in cultural diasporas, that assimilation of youth into 

Western culture will inevitably lead to the dismantling of Islamic cultural traditions and 

religious commitment.  Struggling between the pull of western “normalcy” and cultural 

domination as immigrants, but also in their homelands, the cartoons signified the 

influence of western culture on Islamic youth. While one culture that dominates the 

global sphere is offering Coca-Cola and rap music, another is encouraging a commitment 

to an ascetic moral order.  While one encourages enlightenment values and sets human 

freedom at the center of its moral and political order, the other requires submission to 

God and family.
182

  While one encourages the consumption of worldly goods and the 

pleasures of everyday life, the other values sacrifice and the possibilities of pleasure in 

the after life.  For many youth the offerings of Western culture are far more appealing. 

The competition between Islam and the West is exacerbated by the flow of 

images that construct Islam and Muslims as vehicles of backwardness, barbarism, and 

violence—images that permeated these particular cartoons. This was illustrated by no less 

than four of the twelve cartoons depicting either the Prophet Mohammed or Muslim 

believers as bombers, terrorizing patriarchs holding machetes or indulgent and naïve 
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believers ready to sacrifice their own lives for virgins in paradise.  Recognizing that this 

kind of cultural mockery, alongside prominent depictions of Muslims as terrorists in 

other media outlets, produces a unified Western cultural vision of Islam, many Muslims 

protested in the name of challenging the Islamophobia of the West.
183

  The critical 

response against the cartoons by the Islamic uuma was quite profound. It consisted of a 

multi-pronged challenge to not only Jyllands-Posten but to the nation-state of Denmark 

itself and then later challenged other newspapers that chose to publish the cartoons.  

From mass demonstrations in Syria, Lebanon, Sudan, Jordan, Iraq, Indonesia, Turkey and 

Norway to the boycotting of Danish products throughout the Muslim world,
184

 Muslims 

challenged the place of media, especially Western media, in constructing their identities 

in such a light and demanded an honest investigation of the relationship between Western 

cultural dominance and claims of democratic respect and equality.   

Despite the predominance of the overtly political and non-violent action that took 

place, the Western media portrayed this engagement as representative of a violent clash 

of cultures.  While there is no denying that there were episodes of extreme violence 

during some protests and that some of the Danish cartoonists’ lives were threatened, these 

moments were representative of only a fraction of the number of Muslims that expressed 

their grievances.  Yet, inevitably, it was violence that came to dominate the narrative 

about the Islamic backlash against the cartoons. Take for example what can be read as a 

banal account of the incidents given to us by Yale law professor Robert Post, 
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The consequence of publishing these cartoons has been truly dreadful. There have 

been riots throughout the world. According to one estimate, 139 people have died. 

A fatwa has been issued offering a million-dollar bounty for the death of the 

cartoonists. Newspaper editors have been fired and imprisoned, newspapers 

closed, and an Italian minister forced to resign for displaying the cartoons on his 

T-shirt. The Swedish foreign minister was forced to resign for attempting to close 

a website that wished to display the cartoons.
185

 

 

While it is important to note that in this article Post is attempting to negotiate the tension 

between democracy and cultural respect, we can see by his recounting of the 

consequences of the publishing of the cartoons that he believes that the Islamic response 

was one of disastrous effects, of death and violence.  But what do we hear of the positive 

or constructive effects of the Islamic response to the cartoons? Because the response of 

Muslims was negative and reactive, because Muslims criticized the editors and 

cartoonists of a western publication, because this was about Islam and the West, many 

assumed an antagonism between religious traditionalism and the expression of 

democratic freedoms. Thus, a large part of the coverage and analysis in the West viewed 

the Muslim protest over the comic strips as representative of the fundamentally anti-

democratic orientation of Muslims and, therefore, a representation of the clash of values 

between (the secular and modern) West and the (hyperbolically religious and fanatical) 

Islamic East.  Put differently, the rhetoric around this so-called “cartoongate” replicates 

longstanding beliefs about the incommensurability of Islamic and Western values and 

thus sees any kind of antagonism between these belief systems as representative of their 

incompatibility.   

This construction of incommensurability in which Islam becomes the oppressive 

and violent Other to the West’s ideal democratic freedoms has a deep connection to the 
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power of westoxification.  By constructing an ideological foundation in which the 

standards of the West are instantiated as ideal, global, and unattainable for those who 

have Islamic beliefs, the demand on Islamic subjects is to not only accept the Western 

standard but to mimic it regardless of the destruction of culture identity. It is through this 

recognition of the power of the West that we can understand how the protests of the 

cartoon should be seen as a critical stance against westoxification.  By this I mean, the 

protests offered an alternative and resistive account of Islam as the submissive Other of 

the West, but even more importantly they also refuted the notion that Islamic belief is 

antithetical to the Western ideals of free speech and the expression of dissent against a 

hegemonic entity; a cornerstone of democratic values.  The expression of resistance to the 

cartoons made by Muslim communities articulated a demand for the resignification of 

Islam as symbolically equivalent to violence, barbarism, and degradation but also 

signaled the repudiation of free speech and expression of dissent as solely Western 

values.  Through the protests, Muslims around the world and especially within Denmark 

articulated an alternative vision of the limits and possibilities of free speech within the 

confines of their own religious and cultural acceptability.  This should be seen as an 

intervention in the meaning of liberal democratic values that have permeated the global 

scene. To understand the power of this intervention it is first necessary to see how the 

Western media portrayed the protests as both antithetical to Western values and as 

emblematic of the protracted Islamic resentment of the West. 
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Cartoon Democracy 

 

If we understand part of the impetus of westoxification to be the confluence of the powers 

of West to impose cultural, political, and economic standards for the Rest and the 

acceptance and mimicry of those standards by the less powerful, then we might see the 

way in which the cartoons and the surrounding claims about the inability of Muslims to 

“understand” and respect democratic values becomes essential to the project of 

westoxifying Islamic subjects.  Put more specifically, by inculcating Western values such 

as free speech and democracy as essential components of a “progressive” world order, 

and alternatively reading any disagreement with Western constructions of Islam and 

Muslims as traditionalist and anti-democratic, not part of the order of free-speech, 

Muslims are pressured to bite their tongues and subsume themselves under Western 

understandings or, alternatively, be articulated as barbarian and traditionalist. Thus, in the 

case of the cartoons there was double working of differentiation between the Western and 

Islamic civilizations.  At one end was the symbolization of Muslims within the cartoons 

and on the other was the rhetoric about Islam and Muslims’ inability to comprehend or 

respond to the cartoons in what was deemed an “appropriate”—and by this I mean 

unoffended—manner.  It was this latter move to read Muslims as anti-democratic and 

illiberal that permeated almost all the discourse surrounding the cartoons and offered an 

excuse to reprint the images around the world.  Thus, within a six month period, after the 

cartoons were originally published in Jyllands-Posten and the Muslim outcry ensued, 

dozens of newspapers reprinted some, if not all, of the illustrations.  These included 
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major newspapers in France, Spain, Norway, Great Britain, as well as predominantly 

Muslim countries such as Saudi Arabia and Jordan.
186

   

As I suggested earlier, the publication of the cartoons depicting the Prophet 

Mohammed and the subsequent outcry by Muslims around the world was reconstructed 

to fit a long standing position, held by many in both the Islamic East and West, that there 

is radical incommensurability between Islamic religious culture and the liberal 

democratic ideals.
187

 At the heart of this debate stand two firmly held premises.  First, 

that democracy requires the subjugation of religion outside of the public sphere and, thus, 

Muslims do not have the ability or desire to uphold democratic virtues.  This particular 

belief is held by those who have come to consider Islamic political ideology as 

antithetical to government by the demos, partially because of the requirements of the 

human submission to God in Islam but mostly because of an understanding of democracy 

as based on a liberal-individualist ontology.  Taking the position that human submission 

is the core of Islam and that human centrality is the core of democracy, the merging of 

Islamic affiliation and democratic commitment are rendered antagonistic.  For, it is 

understood that the central core of Islam is subservience to God and His all-powerful 

divinity and this must trump all individual freedoms and desires.  In turn, this 

conceptualization of Godly divinity requires that Koranic law, sharia, must be the 

fundamental cornerstone of governance and the rule of law. From this assessment of 

Islamism, it is argued one cannot believe in or participate in democratic institutions if one 
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is beholden to religious orthodoxy.
188

  The second uncontested premise is closely related 

to the first, namely that individual preferences and expressions, especially from the West, 

have more political and social weight than the desires and expressions of religious and 

ethnic minority groups. This second premise is essential in understanding why within the 

Western debate surrounding the cartoons the liberal issue of freedom of speech became 

the resounding defense of the newspaper and its cartoonists and not the Muslim 

protestors.  But neither of these assumptions is sufficient in explaining the antithetical 

and antagonistic relationship of Islam and democracy as suggested by the narrativization 

of the cartoon conflict. 

 A number of arguments were made regarding the incommensurability of Islam 

and democracy in this case.  One such argument stated that there is no need to respect 

Islamic aniconism and its tradition of anti-idolatry in a land where secularism and 

freedom of speech outweighed cultural sensitivity. Any demand, in fact, to prohibit such 

depictions constituted a dismantling of democratic ideals.  At the beginning this became 

the focus of the debate and although this was a prevalent issue, this was misrepresented 

as the essential conflict between Muslim protestors and the Western media that chose to 

publish the cartoons. At the heart of the conflict surrounding the cartoons was not simply 

the depiction of the Prophet Mohammed, which for some Muslims is sacrilegious, but 
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that the representations were symbols of an Orientalist construction of Islam and 

expressed an essential political disrespect of Islamic belief.  The images and rhetoric 

regarding both the Prophet Mohammed and Muslim believers concentrated on two 

simultaneous and supporting understandings of the relationship between Muslims in/and 

Western society.  First, as I suggested earlier, the cartoons expressed the searing notion 

that Islamic belief, from its very origins, is predicated on violence.  And second, and even 

more divisively, the idea that it is the hegemonic position of those in the West to call into 

questions these Islamic beliefs by subjecting Muslims to secular and western democratic 

ways of thinking and critique.  This latter goal was especially obvious in remarks made 

by various journalistic agencies claiming the necessity of free speech in democratizing 

Islamic political culture and, more importantly, showing Muslims that their religious 

beliefs have no place in western democratic society.  For example, a reprint in the 

newspaper France Soir was originally said to have “published the images in full to show 

‘religious dogma’ had no place in a secular society.”
189

  

But the forcing of this particular version of democratic ideology did not stop 

there.  From the outset, Islamic protests against the cartoons’ publication in Jyllands-

Posten and subsequent other newspapers in Europe were conceptualized as an assault on 

democratic liberties.  For example, after massive protests made by Muslims all over the 

world, the advocacy group Reporters Without Borders said that “the reaction in the Arab 

world ‘betrays a lack of understanding’ of press freedom as ‘an essential accomplishment 

of democracy.’”
190

  The question became: Is this because Muslims do not understand 
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democracy or is it because they resent Western democratic freedoms?  From the outset 

the belief that democracy and Islam were fundamentally incompatible sullied any real 

notion of engagement between western democracy, as represented by the cartoons, and 

Islam as represented by the protesters.  It also took for granted a fundamental condition of 

democracy, which was the necessity of hearing differing and often agonistic voices
191

.  

To mark Islam as fundamentally anti-democratic allows any kind of Islamic opposition to 

be read as hostile to democratic ideals. But what if that opposition was understood as a 

necessary contrivance of global democracy; that the very signification of the terms of 

democracy relied on such an opposition?  The productive possibilities of such an 

interaction are ignored because of the longstanding belief that the Islamic civilization 

cannot comprehend and resents the freedoms of the West.  To see that this opposition 

need not represent Muslim resentment, violence, anger or disdain would require a 

rethinking of the relationship between Islam and the West.  As well, it would have to 

reevaluate the claim that a critical stance towards the West by Muslims is endemic of a 

mode of destructive animosity.   

The reality of the Islamic response to the cartoons included hundreds of peaceful 

protests in Denmark and other places around the world. It included the boycott of Danish 

goods in much of the Middle East putting to a stand still the importation of dairy products 

in many Islamic countries.  It included lawsuits filed in Danish courts and letter writing 

campaigns against newspapers that chose to publish the cartoons.  But none of these 

aspects of the Islamic response to the cartoons were seen as participating in a kind of 

                                                 
191
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democratic intervention. This is because any critical exploration of so-called Western 

democratic culture is seen by the West as a form of resentment not resistance, a form of 

western negation not western engagement, an example of “why they hate us” not of “why 

they disagree with us.”   In all cases there is an assumption of antagonism towards 

democracy in the very nature of Islam.  There is an understanding of Islamic identity as 

averse to the West and that West is always already understood as the essence of 

democracy and modernity.   

 

Rethinking Islam as Resentment 

 

What might happen if we begin to see both Islam and the West in a different 

light?  What if we understand Islam not as an identity antithetical to democracy but as a 

political ideology that intersects with, intervenes in, and negotiates the meaning of 

democracy in this global age?  Put differently, what might happen if we see Islam not as 

an identity predicated on the resentment of western freedoms,
192

 as Bernard Lewis
193

 has 

suggested, or as a civilization waiting to crash against the powers of the West, as Samuel 

Huntington
194

 has devised it, but rather as an interlocutor in what the West sees as its 

defining essence.  In turn, what if we decoupled democracy from the West and began to 

reject the notion of a critical stance toward the West as synonymous with resistance to a 

democratic ethos?  What if we saw a resistance to this kind of critique of westoxification 

not as a negation of democracy but as a demand for the right to mediate the very terms of 
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democracy?  To do this we must understand the critique of westoxification and resistance 

to the otherization of Islam by the West as essential to democratic practice.  In other 

words, we must include Islamism as an active participant in democratic political dialogue 

even when that participation disagrees with the politics and cultural expression of the 

West. The final substantive section of this chapter argues that the Al-e Ahmadian 

conceptualization and critique of westoxification, especially as seen in the non-violent 

Muslim response to the Prophet Mohammed cartoons, resists the notion of Islamism as an 

identity of resentment. Instead it proffers a reconstruction of the relationship between 

Islam and the West.  This reconstruction aims to reconfigure the power relations imbued 

in the Islam/West dichotomy and thus re-envisions Muslim critiques of the West as a 

necessary part of intervening in the meaning making of global ideas such democracy and 

globalization.  

As I have suggested throughout this chapter and the dissertation at large, the 

predominant reading of the critique of westoxification and political resistance to Western 

cultural hegemony has been seen as an attempt to revitalize a nativistic call to the past 

and moral resentment of Western superiority.  As Islamic political philosopher 

Abdolkarim Soroush has articulated it, the very term, westoxification, has taken on two 

extreme meanings.  First and most commonly, westoxification is a “terminal cultural 

cancer”
195

 that must be eradicated by attenuating Islamic subjects back to cultural 

traditions and mores.
196

  Secondly, and less commonly, it refers to “a necessary and 

ineluctable fate, it envisions human beings standing in front of history with both hands 
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tied.”
197

  In both cases, by Soroush’s account, westoxification instantiates a binary 

division between Islam and the West with the result that one can only fully reject or 

totally accept Western culture or modes of life.  But this need not be the case and has 

proven to be otherwise in expressions of resistance to westoxification, as seen in the 

explorations of Perso-Islamic film and the broader Islamic resistance to the publication of 

the Prophet Mohammed cartoons. 

Like other thinkers within Iranian studies, it is Soroush’s inclination to throw out 

the very concept of westoxification because of what he sees as an inability to reconcile 

the binary tension between total resistance and acceptance of the culture and ideas of the 

West.  This is because he understands westoxification as a bifurcating concept which 

requires either acceptance or resistance.  But as I have shown throughout this project 

westoxification, as developed by Al-e Ahmad and explored by Islamic activists and artists 

can have a much more robust and full meaning.  It can encompass a critical engagement 

with current global transformations and it often does attempt to reconcile western-derived 

ideologies and modes of thinking with Islamic-based faith.  While Soroush’s desire to 

throw out the concept is influenced by the Khomeinist signification of the term, it also 

shows the limits of Soroush’s thinking about the productive possibilities of Islamic 

resistance.  In his work Soroush is concerned with the possibility of ameliorating the 

tension between Islam and the West through a refutation of Islamic nativism. He asks an 

essential question of his Islamic readers: “Is learning from others necessarily bad?”
198

 

And if it is not, how does one learn from others without sacrificing ones own cultural 
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particularity? Soroush’s answer comes from the revitalization of Islamic affiliation in 

place of Islamic identity.  This affiliation is predicated not simply on religion but the 

dialogic development of what he calls “religious interpretation.”  I want to suggest  that 

Soroush’s demand for an account of Islamic civilization that is dynamic and dialogic
199

 is 

exemplified in the critique of the concept of westoxification and its subsequent political 

deployment.  This deployment, in turn, allows us to see the myriad ways in which the 

critique of westoxification can trouble claims about the incommensurability of the Islamic 

East and West. 

First, let us begin with Soroush’s analysis of the problematic of Islam-West 

relations.   In order to dispense with the antagonistic conceptualization of Islam and its 

Western other it is important to understand how the Islamic world can have interaction 

with the non-Islamic world and still retain its cultural allegiances.
200

  To do so, Soroush 

argues, one must conceptualize cultural and religious identity in a fundamentally different 

manner than has been articulated by those who have tried to revitalize cultural identity 

through a call to the past.  He writes,  

If we agree that assimilation in an alien culture, seeking to be like them, dressing 

 like them, and adopting their tone is an illness, to which “return to thyself’ 

 proposes a cure, we need to answer a few questions: Is learning from others 

 necessarily bad? Is it possible to return to the past? Does every turning to the 

 other wipe out one’s identity? Does every return to the past restore our true 

 character? Do “self” and “other” in cultures substitute right from wrong?...The 

 truth is that as long as we do not view identity (including cultural identity) as a 

 dynamic and evolving matter, we shall not find answers to any of these 

 questions.
201
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The renovation of the Islam/West binary, in other words, comes from Soroush’s 

rethinking of Islamic identity as a marker that is both active and ever changing.  Rather 

than constructing Islamic identity as one that is bound to orthodoxy, tradition, and 

unquestioned revelation, Soroush sees a fluidity of identity that allows Muslims to learn 

from the West, as they negotiate their own self definition, without rejecting or accepting 

the West in totality.   

 In analyzing the relationship between cultural hybridity and Islamic identity 

Soroush recommends an Islamic culture that is not fused to the negation of the West but 

rather sees Islamic devotion as a critical guide in deciphering the good from the bad in a 

surprisingly democratic way. He writes, 

Let us not use the categories of ours or theirs in the realm of culture.  Instead, our 

primary criteria should be categories of right and wrong, good or bad.  Instead of 

“construction of the self,” we have talked about the “return to the self,” spawning 

confusion and quandary.  We have quarreled over cultural ownership rather than 

distinguishing truth and falsehood, correction and corruption.  The final criterion 

for counting a cultural value or practice as our own should be this: It has to be 

right and good, and it must have been willingly adopted by our people.
202

 

 

Islamic identification, then, must not come from orthodoxy or even attempts to resist the 

power of Western cultural and political discourse ad hominem.   Rather it must be 

contingent on a “willingly adopted” understanding of the good by a devoted Muslim 

people that, in turn, gives content and meaning to the people’s identity.    One’s cultural 

identity, Soroush warns us, should not be mired in the negation of those who one sees as 

subjugating nor through the romanticization of an inalterable cultural past.  Rather, one 

must take up an ethical, religious and democratic response to global engagement in order 
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to decipher the political and moral value of culture from the West as well as one’s own 

cultural and religious beliefs. This significant intervention in thinking Islamism as a 

“construction of the self” is essential in the new ways Muslims have responded to the 

West as both a marker of interest and a predatory power. 

 But how does one differentiate whether or not a Western cultural value or practice 

is right and/or good without relying on the parameters of the Islamic state and velayat-e 

faqih?  At first, Soroush offers his readers little as far as a precise mode of differentiation 

between good and bad. He points to vast cultural acknowledgment and appeal as one way 

to decide what cultural artifacts and motifs may enter from without.  He also argues that 

Koranic interpretation and historical religious practices provide an important grounding 

for decision making.  Yet, these requirements seem necessary but insufficient given the 

multiplicity of Islamic interpretation and the profound influence of outsourced cultural 

mediums and desires.  In some ways, by idealizing the people’s willingness to adopt 

cultural values, Soroush misses the complexity of Jalal Al-e Ahmad’s argument about 

westoxification and the intoxicating elements of the economic-cultural apparatuses 

coming from the West.  This is only magnified by the fact that Soroush does not 

acknowledge the complex historical relations between Western extraction, capitalism and 

the cultural infiltration of the Islamic East. 

 But as we continue to sift through Soroush’s prolific work on religious 

interpretation and truth seeking we see that despite Soroush’s inability to engage with the 

full critique of westoxification, his analysis of Islamic engagement with the West and the 

necessity of religious interpretation proffers an important rethinking of the political, 

cultural, and moral dynamics of the Islam/West relation.  Specifically, Soroush 
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challenges the Orientalist and neo-conservative articulation of Islamic identity as imbued 

with resentment
203

 by arguing for a rethinking of Islamic civilization away from an 

identity to an affiliational politics.  Soroush argues that Islamism has too often been 

conceptualized as a “crisis of identity” rather than a “repository of truth.”
204

  Islam as an 

identity is marked by confrontation and animosity towards others.  It holds that identity is 

predicated on an essence that cannot be transformative or dialogical in nature but must be 

stifled and mired in ideology as the essential components of being.  Soroush suggests that 

thinking Islam through an identitarian politics in fact instantiates the kind of resentment 

that Lewis suggests.  In an interview he claims the following,  

I fear that Moslems, in their confrontation with Western civilization wish to turn 

to Islam as an identity.  And this is encouraged by certain Moslem and non-

Moslem thinkers alike.  I recently reviewed Mr. Huntington’s thesis and noticed 

that he has invoked a number of civilizations, including Islamic civilization.  His 

notion of a “crisis of identity” in the Islamic world made me even more confident 

about the veracity of my own judgment.  I think one of the greatest theoretical 

plagues of the Islamic world, in general, is that people are coming to understand 

Islam as an identity and not a truth.
205

 

 

For Soroush the notion of Islamism as an identity politics has come to permeate the 

majority of discussions surrounding the critical relationship between Islam and the West.  

This is clearly established by certain Islamists whose call to anti-westernism is predicated 

on the claim that the West threatens the complete destruction of Islamic identity.  It is 

also reinforced by those in the West who evaluate all resistive relations with the West as 

a mode of Islamic resentment and a clash of civilizations.  The constitution of Islam as a 

politics of identity cannot negotiate the tensions between engaging with the West and 
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being subsumed under western power.  Nor can it articulate a critique of the West in non-

antagonistic terms.  The answer to this quandary, for Soroush, is to demand a theoretical 

reevaluation of Islamism from “identity” to “truth.”  It is this rethinking of Islamism as a 

truth that helps us think through the political possibilities of a critical engagement with 

the West and westoxification.  

It is important here to evaluate what Soroush means by Islamic truth in order to 

see how the critique of westoxification can engage with the West and intervene in the 

meaning of global ideas and universalist claims such as democracy. For Soroush, Islamic 

truth is best understood through an interpretive model of decision making—a mode of 

religious knowledge or interpretation. What I mean by this is that Soroush conceptualizes 

truth as a deliberative model of understanding the law of God.  Truth, with a lower case t, 

is the truth humans can derive from God and religious belief.  For Soroush there can only 

be Islamic “truth” in this world rather than Islamic “Truth.”  This is because Soroush 

differentiates the Truth of Allah and the truths of Muslim interpreters of God’s will. It is 

in the realm of truth that claims to universal ethical problems can be addressed, for truths 

can coexist with one another while identities, as predicated on a fixed notion that 

generally lack self-reflection, are always trying to interject and claim universal value or 

God’s Truth.   In order to alleviate the tension between this higher Truth and interpretive 

truths and to alleviate the violent tensions between different interpretive regimes within 

and outside of Islam, Soroush suggests what he calls the “theory of the contraction and 

expansion of religious interpretation.”
206
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Soroush’s theory of religious interpretation is predicated on understanding that 

human interpretation is necessarily flawed.  This is because there is an essential 

difference between religion and religious knowledge and insight.  Religion, that is the 

word of God, always stays the same but religious knowledge is always under revision and 

is ever changing.
207

  He writes, “It is up to God to reveal a religion, but up to us to 

understand and realize it.  It is at this point that religious knowledge is born, entirely 

human and subject to all the dictates of human knowledge.”
208

  This division between 

religions and religious knowledge requires a major shift in the pursuit and perception of 

Islamism.   Soroush argues,  

[M]assive campaigns must be launched to tear asunder these twin veils of 

delusion and hubris so that one may realize that one’s religious beliefs, however 

immaculate, is still one’s own comprehension of religion, not religion as such.  

Second, it must be understood that religious knowledge is not the personal 

knowledge of a single individual but a branch of human knowledge that has a 

collective and dynamic identity  and that remains viable through the constant 

change, cooperation, and competition of scholars. As such, religious knowledge is 

replete with error, conjecture, and conviction. 
209

   

 

Thus, religious knowledge and Islamic truth are not only subject to democratic and 

theological argument and revision; the practice of Islamic faith requires it.  It is the 
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calling of Muslims to interpret and discuss Gods will in order to bring themselves closer 

to an ideal form of which they have no exact Truth.
210

   

 Again, we come to the question how do we decipher truth from fiction?  Good 

from bad?  Like Soroush’s insistence that we accept or reject Western ideas based on the 

will of the people, he argues that religious interpretation is also based on a dialogue 

between the faithful.  But here Soroush offers a bit more on the content of the dialogue 

and the evidence needed for good argumentation.  To decipher good from bad, we must 

look to both the original sacred text of the Prophet Mohammed, the Koran, and to 

Tradition.
211

  It is not enough, Soroush argues, to rely on personal knowledge of 

religion—one must not simply depend on the arbitrariness of personal opinion—we must 

pay heed to the textual arguments of scholars who are experts in the field of religious 

knowledge and debate the merits and limits of each interpretation.  As we consider the 

informed opinion of religious scholars and our own personal interpretations of Islam we 

can come to an approximation of what we believe would fall under God’s law.  But, just 

as it is in science, evidence and new knowledge can circumvent long-held religious 

beliefs and thus religious knowledge is in a constant mode of expansion and contraction.   

Soroush’s analysis of the work of Islamic truth-seeking proffers a complex 

account of the role of Islamic interpretation in global political dialogue.  Although, 

Soroush does not take his analysis to this length, I want to suggest that the theory of 

expansion and contraction necessarily requires the articulation and negotiation of Islamic 

truth in the global realm. Because cultural change ultimately influences religious 
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interpretation especially in a globalized cultural economy inundated with “western” 

culture, the Muslim community is forced to mediate non-native culture with values and 

beliefs essential to Islamic religious life.  They must choose the good from the bad not 

only within the confines of their own national and cultural boundaries but on a global 

level.  This is due both, as I have suggested, to the infiltration of non-native culture vis-à-

vis the global comodification and importation of ideas from around the world, especially 

in terms of westoxification, and to the burgeoning movement of bodies across borders 

through diasporic and immigrant communities.  As these communities attempt to seek 

truth and the good through a dialogic meditation on the Koran, tradition, and cultural 

influence they invariably critique, affect and manipulate global accounts of the good.  

Thus, resistances to Western “universal” claims about the good life have an indelible 

influence on the very making of those claims as global and universal. 

Soroush’s mode of inquiry tends to focus on the way in which western ideas 

penetrate and challenge political life in the Islamic state and whether or not Muslims 

choose to accept or learn from the West in their attempts to decipher Islamic truth.  I want 

to suggest, however, that a critical and, perhaps, resistive stance towards the permeation 

of Western ideas is also an important exploration of this truth-seeking practice.  This is 

essentially the enterprise of the critical analysis of westoxification.  Specifically, in the 

case of the critique of westoxification, we see Muslims attempting to mediate between 

learning from the West and being beholden to the West’s interpretation of the Good life. 

The critical analysis of westoxification compels Muslims to evaluate which ideas of the 

West can be incorporated into Islamic life and which others run antithetical to the 

conceived Islamic “truth.”  But this critical stance also offers the possibility of 
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negotiating the meaning of Truths that have claimed to be universal but have often been 

dominated by western interpretation.  Thus, in a sense, this is a demand that the West 

develop its own interpretive model of truth that engages with alternative 

conceptualizations. The critical stance offered by the concern over westoxification allows 

a mediation between searching for an Islamic truth and intervening in the universalizing 

language of global modernity including the meaning of democracy. This mediation, then, 

also demands the recognition of globalization as not simply the effect of western 

demands but as a circuit upon which the multiplicity of sometimes conflicting and 

agonistic ideas may converge.  Put more simply, culture and ideas do not flow from one 

(Western) direction.  With the vast acknowledgment of cultural globalization as well as 

the movement of diasporic Muslims, the location of the Islamic community is the globe 

and global ideas not only affect Muslim communities but are effects of Islamic ideas.   

To begin to think religious knowledge as predicated on the fluidity of change and 

dialogue within and outside cultural parameters is to fashion a new reading of the 

influence of Islam in questions of modernity and globalization.  In fact, one can rethink, 

from Soroush’s interpretative model, Islamism’s impetus.  Islamism and Islamic 

responses to the West are not an effect of lamentation or mourning of what used to be nor 

are they a resentment of western values.  They instead attempt a revision of the terms of 

the good life with a constant and often tumultuous attempt to replicate and reach God’s 

will, a will that is clearly unknown to mortals and can never fully be known. This good 

life, given our current global stage, requires not only an Islamic engagement with the 

West but vice versa.    
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Conclusion:  The Cartoon Crisis as Truth-Seeking 

 

 If Islamic truth-seeking is predicated on the importance of religious interpretation 

and the will of the people than can we not see the refutation and refusal of Muslims to 

accept religious mockery by the liberal West as part of that truth-seeking endeavor, an 

endeavor that calls the very construction of liberal democratic values into question?  Is 

the critique of the Western imposition of freedom of speech over religious respect not 

also a more forceful intervention in the terms and meaning of democracy?  To answer 

these questions we must understand the critiques made by the protestors as a product of 

Islamic affiliation and not the rampant violence of an Islamic identity imbued with 

resentment, as Lewis would like us to believe.  We must also see the practice of the 

critique of westoxification as not merely an attempt to refute the West at all costs but as 

an intervention in the terms of the global including in this case what is claimed to be 

global democracy.   

 The debate surrounding the Prophet Mohammed cartoons and the ensuing 

construction of Islamic protestors as resentful of Western ideals of democracy symbolizes 

an Orientalist construction of Islam as mired in resentment of the West.  In fact, most 

responses to what many Muslims see as westoxification are seen as a call to anti-global 

Islamic nativism and a disdain for liberal freedoms.  In this chapter, I have argued that 

this critical attention to westoxification should be seen as a refutation of the notion of 

incommensurability between Islamic identities and the West and rather should be seen as 

an engagement and refutation of a liberalized form of democracy that deems Islamic 

religious respect as a casualty of freedom of speech.  Through the expression of a demand 
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for religious tolerance and the attempts at breaking the cycle of Islamophobia many of the 

Islamic protestors articulated an alternative to the demand that one subsume oneself to 

the West or wholly disavow western ideas.  This mode of engagement exhibits a 

fundamentally democratic negotiation in the terms of globalization and demands a 

rethinking of Islamism as an identity fueled by resentment of the West.  In turn, it also 

demands a destabilization of the West as the arbiter of universal ideals like democracy. 

It is not my contention, here, to suggest that all Islamic responses to 

westoxification should be seen as attempts to initiate an alternative and non-western-

centric vision of the good life.  Rather, I am arguing that much of what is taken to be a 

violent abhorrence of Western civilization is in fact an attempt to de-center the West as 

the arbitrator of the Good.  A critical understanding of the powers of westoxification by 

Muslims need not result in either a wholesale negation of the West nor its total 

acceptance.  Instead, the critique of westoxification allows for Muslims to express 

themselves in a global and sometimes agonistic discussion about the ideals circulating as 

universal.  As Abdolkarim Soroush has shown us, the expression of the Islamic good is in 

constant flux and revision.  But that expression of the good can no longer be limited by 

the boundaries of nation or religion. In a time of globalization that expression necessarily 

is influenced and influences the West not as an expression of resentment but of 

intervention and reevaluation.  Moments of cultural collision, then, need not signify the 

clash of civilizations but rather can signal, if interpreted without bias, a moment of 

intense and sometimes conflictual conversation. 
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Conclusion: Politics Beyond Dialogue/ Taking Critique Seriously 

 

 

 

 Today, as I write this conclusion, claims about Western and Islamic 

incommensurability and the “clash of civilizations” continue to fuel the pyre of 

misunderstanding and hatred that has come to permeate our globalizing world. Just this 

April a film, Fitna,
212

 made by conservative Dutch lawmaker Geert Wilders,
213

 has 

arrived on the internet to a slew of anger and hostility.  In it Wilders, juxtaposes graphic 

images of the September 11
th

 tragedy, beheadings, and human “collateral damage” of 

suicide bombings with suras from the Koran in order to make the case that violence 

against non-Muslims is inherent to Islamic faith and understanding.   Wilders provocative 

and deeply offensive film is a symptom of a larger disease that continues to permeate 

inter-religious and inter-cultural encounters.  As each incident of destruction, brutality or 

political and religious disrespect hits the media airwaves, the possibility of seeing others 

as something more than enemies and intractable oppositional identities seem less and less 

possible to many people.  And yet, given all these ideas about hatred and hostility there 

are still those who see a possibility, in fact a necessity, for inter-civilizational dialogue.  

While this demand for dialogue is critical to rereading the relationship between Islam and 

the West it does not effectively value the importance of radical critique as part of a 
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Koran,” de Volksrant, August 8, 2007.   
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dialogic model.  This concluding chapter attempts an intervention in the “dialogue among 

civilizations” literature in order to expose the way in which critiques like that of the 

critique of westoxification are necessary in understanding the complexities of the 

Islam/West relation.   

As I have shown in this dissertation the critique of westoxification and the 

political and cultural apparatuses that reflect that critique have taken on a multitude of 

ideological perspectives in the past fifty years. Despite the complexities and multiple 

resignifications of the meaning of westoxification it continues to harness the possibility 

of offering a radical and comprehensive interrogation of the relationship between Islam 

and the West that is not simply mired in the discourse of authenticity, traditionalism and 

nativist anxiety.  Thus, at its best, the critique can be seen as a mode of thinking about the 

global world that takes the interconstituive nature of the cultures and civilizations of East 

and West, Orient and Occident, to heart.  In the mode prescribed by Al-e Ahmad it can 

also offer a guiding method in negotiating the complexities of the global that troubles the 

binary formations that tend to permeate understandings of the Islam/West relation.  But in 

order to see the vibrant possibilities of the critique of westoxification as well as other 

critical questionings of the West we must recognize the way that these critiques can 

proffer, not a negation of Western mores and principles, but an engagement with the 

prowess of western modes of life that read these mores and principles as universal.  This 

productive mode of critique is not visible in all iterations of westoxification or in the 

indoctrination of what Sadik Jalal al-‘Azm has called “Orientalism in Reverse,”
214

 in 

which there is an attempt to claim an essentialist view of a “trans-historical and trans-
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social Islam.”
215

 Nonetheless, in many cases critique can be a positively productive way 

of manifesting both a revision of universal goods and a rethinking of a nativistic politics 

of identity.  

 This dissertation has attempted to hold up the normative approach exemplified by 

Jalal Al-e Ahmad and other thinkers such as Abdolkarim Soroush in order to display the 

way in which Islamic political thinking about the West can offer a radical and fruitful 

examination of geo-political power and the meaning of Perso-Islamic identity and 

commitment. This normative approach requires the production of knowledge about both 

East and West to be seen as deeply embedded in one’s own religious, national, and 

historical place without seeing these as totally comprehensive, stagnant, and 

unchangeable.  It requires that we do not see the West or Islam as disparate civilizations 

working through their own rises and declines without significant intercultural 

connections.  And it requires that we examine the nature of political thinking about the 

Other in terms of both comparison and interrogation.  What a critical reading of 

westoxification offers us is a sense of  the way in which political Islam, in this case 

contemporary Perso-Islamic thinking, is wrapped up in, engaged in, but not beholden to 

western modalities of power that simultaneously generate sights of production and 

contestation. 

This kind of approach to reading Islamic critiques of the West has both academic 

and political ramifications that go beyond the scope of this project.  One the one hand, the 

re-valuation of critique as a political enterprise in the Islam/West context allows us to see 

the way in which concerns about economic hegemony, cultural intrusion, and political 
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respect are not endemic of a “clash of civilizations.”  Rather, they are important political 

interventions that question imperialist modalities of power and intervene in the 

production of new ideas about the place and meaning of globalization, democratization, 

modernization, and religio-national identity. On the other hand, just as it disrupts claims 

about the fundamental incommensurability between Islam and the West, this emphasis on 

the productive aspects of critique lets us caution those who see the elimination of the 

“clash of civilizations” through its opposite, the “dialogue among civilizations.” 

 Instinctually, this dissertation has focused its sights on the refutation of the 

dominant reading of incommensurability between Islam and the West.  This is both 

endemic of a measure of the logistical limitations of this project and a political desire to 

refute the conservative impulse to castigate all of political Islam, even those which are 

demands for political respect, as emblematic of the Islamic desire for a civilizational 

jihad.  However, in the conclusion to this dissertation, I think it important to think about 

the ways in which the progressivist claim for a “dialogue among civilizations” reifies the 

presuppositions of the incommensurability claim made by conservative politicians and 

thinkers in both the Western and Islamic world and to suggest again that a comparative 

political theory that values critique has an important place in understanding the politics of 

Islam. 

 

Dialogue among Civilizations 

 

 On September 5, 2000 then Iranian President Mohammad Khatami addressed the 

United Nations sponsored “Conference of Dialogue among Civilizations” in New 
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York.
216

  In his speech Khatami, who was the innovator of the international “dialogue 

among civilizations” theory,
217

 argued that it was necessary to envision a new 

understandings of the relationship between different civilizations.  Rather than assuming 

an international order that saw each civilization in a futile and violent cultural clash with 

other civilizations, Khatami claimed that we need to encourage a new world culture that 

imagines disparate and diverse civilizations and cultures in dialogue.  He argued,  

 What we ought to consider, in earnest today, is the emergence of a world culture. 

 World culture cannot and ought not to ignore characteristics and peculiarities of 

 any particular local culture with the aim of imposing its own upon them.  Cultures 

 and civilizations that have naturally evolved among various nations, in the course 

 of history, are constituted from elements that have gradually adapted to collective 

 souls and to the historical and traditional characteristics.  As such, these elements 

 merge with each other and consolidate within an appropriate network of 

 relationships.  In spite of plurality and diversity, a unique form can be abstracted. 

 In order for the world culture to assume a unified identity, in form and substance, 

 and avoid the chaos caused by various cultural discords, it must engage all the 

 concerned parties in dialogues aimed at exchanging knowledge, experience and 

 raising understanding in diverse areas of culture and civilization.
218

 

 

From this call to consider world culture, Khatami invoked three suppositions that have in 

some ways permeated comparative political theory’s interventions in the “dialogue 

among civilizations” literature.   

 First, Khatami assumes that cultures and civilizations, despite pluralism, are 

effects of the natural, historical and traditional characteristics of the people of that culture 

or region.  From this perspective all civilizations are unified wholes reflecting the 

particularities of their cultural traditions and ways of life.  But as we have seen through 
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Al-e Ahmad’s complex reading of the machine order and mechanosis, neither cultures 

nor civilizations are made in a vacuum.  Intercultural influence, both hostile and friendly, 

has resounding effects on the make-up and meaning of cultural and civilizational identity.  

In turn, intra-cultural influences, as Khatami notes in his homage to pluralism, can 

destabilize and obfuscate claims to cultural uniformity.  How, for example, does the 

presence of Christian Armenians, Jews, Baha’is and Zoroastrians trouble Iranian state 

claims about a stable and uncompromising Islamic culture?
219

 The reality of inter and 

intra cultural influence shows us that civilizations are not natural and historical wholes 

but are cites of contestation and meaning.  As Sarah Song has pointed out, “cultures are 

internally contested, negotiated, and reimagined by members, who are sometimes 

motivated by their interactions with outsiders.”
220

 

 The second assumption Khatami makes in his pursuit of a “dialogue among 

civilizations” is that cultural discord necessarily produces chaos.  But as I have shown 

discord and critique can be a productive and important way of expressing a political 

position on the very meaning of what Khatami calls world culture and I have 

conceptualized as the global.  Discord and critique provide an important intervention in 

the power dynamics that produce the idealization of western modes of knowing as 

universal.  To value critique, however, is not equivalent to seeing all discord in the same 

manner, as a “clash of civilizations.”  Put differently, one should not assume a simple 

dichotomy in which radical critique renders a “clash of civilizations” and rational, non-

conflictual dialogue renders a peaceful and uncomplicated world culture.   
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 The assumption Khatami makes about the relationship between discord and chaos 

relates to his final and most significant intervention.  Khatami assumes that a dialogic 

model of exchange will produce a diversity of understanding and cultural engagements.  

This claim to dialogue and not monologue has been of crucial interest to comparative 

political theorists who see dialogue as a model to trouble what Fred Dallmayr has called 

the “intellectual inhospitableness” of the practice of Western political theory.
221

  This 

inhospitality, Dallmayr argues, is both a product of the lack of skills by political theorists, 

who know very little about other cultures and languages, and a western-centric 

disposition towards formal theory which he understands to be an imposition of “a 

general, universal ‘form’ on diverse phenomena, thereby revealing its debt to the 

universalist claims of the European Enlightenment.”
222

 

 The political and theoretical goals of this dialogic model are both important and 

lofty.  In political terms, the “dialogue among civilizations,” as Khatami understands it, is 

intended to institute a variety of intellectual, artistic, and governmental actors in a process 

of recognition and interlocution that would produce love and peace.  Respectively, for 

Dallmayr, a dialogic model for political theory would both destabilize a heavily 

Eurocentric intellectual field and posit a normative ideal of “cosmopolitan justice”
223

 that 

takes into consideration all cultural perspectives in determining the meaning of justice 

and equality.  These cultural claims would be weighed equally irrespective of the 

dynamics of political power.   
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 While dialogue between different cultural, religious, and political positions is no 

doubt an important mode of political adjudication and understanding, it often 

misinterprets and misrepresents the power dynamics of the global political field.  How 

can a particular culture, nation, group, or individual speak and be heard in a context in 

which economic sanctions, religious belief, political ideology, and bodily integrity are 

threatened?  In turn, how does one express deep anger, disappointment, and frustration by 

a system of inequality and domination that fits the mantle of dialogue?  Khatami and 

Dallmayr’s answers to these questions insufficiently address the real problems of global 

political power.  For Khatami, the answer comes from the de-privileging of rational 

secular knowledge and discussion and the revitalization of a discourse of humanity and 

divinity.  He argues, 

 At times, we encounter a difficult situation where we interact with a language 

 which sounds the same as the one we use, however, the universe to which these 

 two languages belong are very different.  One of the most arduous passages in the 

 road of dialogue among cultures arises when a party to the dialogue attempts to 

 communicate with another by employing a basically secularist language—I'm 

 here referring to a broad and general concept of secularism which means the 

 rejection of any intuitive spiritual experience and any belief in the unseen—in an 

 essentially sacred and spiritual discourse.  Such a dialogue would not be 

 impossible. The true essence of humanity is more inclusive than language which 

 makes it meaningful to hope for fruitful dialogues.
224

   

  

Thus, from the outset Khatami wishes to destabilize the rational secularist foundations of 

dialogue and deliberation found in Western models.  He does this in order to render 

religious perspective as essential to the lives and modes of understanding to many people 

in the world.  But the advocacy of such a mode of dialogue insistently debunks the 

privileging of “Western,” that is secularist, modes of meaning making and thus demands 
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that Muslims speak and be heard on their own terms.  Thus, inherently, Khatami demands 

a reexamination of power relations within the context of “dialogue among civilizations” 

that privileges religious understanding. 

 In a similar move, Dallmayr accounts for the problematic effects of power 

relations by demanding from the outset that all parties approach each other with a sense 

of “some kind of equality among partners…an equality of trust and respect.”
225

  Here he 

too requires that dialogue include not just “communicative rationality” but a more rich 

understanding of conversation that includes a multiplicity of practices of beliefs and 

idioms.  And while Dallmayr is cognizant that one always has prejudgments about one’s 

interlocutor, by recognizing and exposing those prejudgments one can see the way in 

which the judgments can be fluid, ambiguous, and often flawed.  For example, many in 

the West view Islam as fundamentally anti-Western and anti-democratic.  But, through a 

close reading of Abdolkarim Sourosh’s work, Dallmayr shows how political Islam can 

have multiple and divergent understandings of democracy and its relation to the West.   

 Clearly, both Khatami and Dallmayr understand the complex power relations at 

work in any civilizational relation.  Yet, they both de-emphasize the practice of radical 

critique as prior to or outside the “dialogue among civilizations.”  Ironically, in 

Khatami’s case his critique of western ideological power is prior to the engagement of 

individuals in dialogue.
226

  He regards secularist discourse as a prohibitive aspect of his 

dialogic model but does not give a sense of how one would destabilize the privileging of 
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secularism without resorting to dialogue and more importantly a critique of Western 

Enlightenment values.  In turn, Dallmayr sees a critical eye towards the other as simply 

reflective of misjudgment or ambiguity.  It is clear that he is particularly concerned here 

with Western misestimations of Islamic and other non-western cultures.  But one must 

ask, how are these judgments and critiques of others implicated in this “dialogue among 

civilizations?”  How might critique not simply flounder but provoke dialogues?  In turn, 

how might comparative political theory benefit from recognizing critique as a necessary 

mode of political theorizing?  Surely both Dallmayr and Khatami are concerned with 

debunking the claims of the “clash of civilizations” thesis but in doing so they must not 

render critique as a product of the clash while non-critical discourse is part of the 

dialogue.  Instead they must see radical critique as a productive and important part of the 

relationship between Islam and the West that questions current modalities of power as it 

fosters new meanings about the nature of the global. 

 

Revitalizing Westoxification 

 

 The goal of this project has been to offer a historical account of the concept and 

critique of westoxification in order to revitalize its critical mode of engagement with the 

West.  This revitalization calls for a more politically robust and conceptually rigorous 

understanding of Islamic relations with the West that recognizes radical critique as a 

mode of engagement and not simply refutation.  Neither positing an incommensurable 

“clash of civilizations” nor articulating a peaceful dialogue, the critique of westoxification 

has mobilized critical accounts of the power relations between disparate factions of Islam 
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and the West as well as articulated Islamic identities vis-à-vis global influence.  The 

meaning of these identities is never fixed.  As I have shown in Chapters 3 and 4, despite 

attempts by Khomeini and the government of the Islamic Republic of Iran to utilize the 

concept to instantiate the boundaries of good and bad Perso-Islamic identity, there 

continues to be contestation about the terms and meaning of these claims.   

   Rather than assuming westoxification to be a negation of all things Western, we 

need to see it as an account of and intervention in the meanings of global ideas including 

modernity, democracy, and the global itself.  While the “dialogue among civilizations” is 

one attempt to negotiate the stalemate endemic of a “clash of civilizations” understanding 

of the Islam/West relation, it does not account for the role of radical critique in the 

process of dialogue.  Within this understanding of the “dialogue of civilizations” 

westoxification would have no theoretical or political place.  Essentially, to participate in 

dialogue one would have to throw out, or at least table, the concerns that motivate the 

westoxification critique. It is not my contention or desire to throw out dialogue here.  

Instead, I want to displace the binary manifestation of clash or dialogue that has come to 

permeate the debate over whether Islam and the West can ever truly understand one 

another.     

 The critique of westoxification has both been used to institute the parameters of a 

nativist Islamic identity and to intervene in global meaning making.  It can have many 

constitutions and spawn many outcomes.  It has been my desire, however, to rethink the 

concept as one that re-envisions the Islam/West relation and posits Islamic concerns 

about the West as endemic of a need to speak and act in the face of power so that a more 

nuanced and non-westerncentric understanding of global claims can be achieved.  This 
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requires that both the academy, including political theory, and those in the realm of 

politics delve deeper in reading and thinking about Islamic claims against the West.  It 

requires that we dispose of the Manichean drive to contrast us against them.  And it 

necessitates the recognition that there are always strangers among us that influence who 

we are and how we live.   
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